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Computer Considerations  

Introduction  

The ultimate effective use of a computer involves 

the effective encoding:of algorithms in a form so that thèy 

can be executect("efficiently") by  computers.- 

An AlgorithM is a list Of  instructions  which 

in effect Specify the sequence of ojoerations (including the 

operations themselves) which will allow the answer to be 

computed to any problem in a given class: 	- 

A property of algorithms which contributes 

to their usefulness is that  in  general the number of operations 

to - be.performed in finding-the solution to a specific problem 

is not known a-priori'bécause it depends. on the specific 

problems and is usually only determined during the course 

of the computations. 

..The operation of a computer follows this Algor-

ithmic process. Computer operation is governed by the 

instructions Which reside in internal sterage and which 

are interpreted and execirted by the circuitry Of  -the arith-

metic and control parts of the machine. 

These  instructions  which are ùsually native 

to a particular computer are primitive; typically each is 

composed basically of an operation and one or  more  operands 

or modifiers. Instructions which exist in this form in a 

machine are Said to bè in machine language. 

• Thus a computer program. or simply à-prograt 

which is in concept an algorithm and a sequence of machine 

language instructions can be defined as a Meaningful sequence 

of statements possessing an implicit or explicit .  order of 

execution and specifying a computer oriented representation 

of an algorithmic process. 

Statements  are strings of symbols (letters, digits 

and special characters). from a given alphabet. The set of 

rules . that govern how these statements are formed 'iS' called 

the syntax  and the operational meaning, the semantics. 



LANGUAGES  

A language is then collectively, the.alphabet,. 

syntax  and semantics. 

•A machine lailaume has an alphabet of internal 

machine codes, a primitive syntax of operations, operands 

and modifiers and semantic rules determined by the'.cirCuitry 

of the machine. Machine languages as a result of. many 

inherent properties are not suitable for direct use by 

humans in problem solving and programming languages  and 

operating systeMs  have been developed which significantly' 

contribute to the ease with which humans can program  computers. 

Several programming languages have been developed that have 

the following advantages over machine languages, namely they 

- are mcire suitable for human use 

- are associated in some sense with the 

problems under consideration • 

- are designed to facilitate the prograMming 

of computers.by  those wishing to-solve„problems. 

The attrctive' feature of programming languages 

is the fact that computer programs .Written in this  foi-ni  

can be translated to machine languagé,by another program 

running on the same or different machine.. ThuS the use of 

programming languages and translation programs allows'the 

same machine to process programs written in many different 

languages, provided of 'course  that a translator program 

has been developed for each language. 

The "Simplest".type of programming language 

is known as Assembler language.  This language provides 

commands or operations that are very similar to the machine 

language of the computer being programmed. The syntax used 

with assembler languages-provides that each line Of coding' 

is composed of two basic fields: 

- the statement field . 

- the identification-séquence field, 
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Thus a statement in assembler language consists 

of one to four entries in the statement field, namely left•

to right: location,  operation, operant  and comments. 

Because there is a close 	correspondence 

between assembler and actual machine language, the trans-

lation process is not a difficult task. 

FORTRAN and COBOL are examples of procedure  

oriented programming languages, and are more easily used by 

humans than assembler or machina . languages. They are, 

however, not similar in syntax to that accepted by the 

circuitry of the computer on which the programs are to be 

run, they possess sophisticated syntax and semantics and 

this makes their translation to machine language a very 

involved and complex process. 

Problem oriented languages are languages that 

are specialized for the description of particular problems. 

These languages often use whole sentences and words from 

the vocabulary of the user, and GOGO, and ECAP are examples 

of these languages. 

META  PROGRAMS  

The concept of a meta program parallels many 

of those concepts the have been fruitfully employed in other 

areas in mathematics, e.g. in functional analysis. 

Simply speaking a meta program is a computer 

program which operates on programs. If the output of this 

operation is a program then the met aprogram is called a 

translator. Thus it is the translator that performs the 

map of FORTRAN to machine language. 

A translator is called a compiler  when it maps 

programs of one language into programs of another language. 

An assembler  is a special type of compiler that operates on 

programs whose statements are primitive and independent. An 

interpreter is again a special type of translator, which in 
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operating on a given program produce$ another . program only 

as an intermediate step and : discardSyît'after it has:.execilted 

it. 

The execution of an interpreter usually proceeds 

as follows: 

- each statement in the given language is first 

translated to an interMediate language. This statement •s 

then interpreted  in this intermediate language anclthen is 

executed. Only the resultS of the executed Statement - are 

retained. Tt follows that statements from - the given - program 

are selected for processing by the interpreter in a sequence 

determined by the execution of preceding statements. , 

The objective of an assembler metaprogram is 

to produce machine laneage programs. Although the majority 

of compiler metaprograms also produce machine language 

programs, they are not so restricted by .definitiàn. In 

fact, many compilers do produce assembler language programs. 

The  choice turns out to be  one  of èconomids rather than  one' 

of basic  philosophy. 

Most computer applicatiens require a combination 

of mathematical, file processing,  and  retrieval  techniques, 

and these capabilities are uSually well ingràined in -protèdure-

oriented languages. Metaprograms on the other hand 	involve 

chariacter manipulation, table construction and séarching, ,  and, 

various types of errdr ànalysis, fer this purpose Most 

procedure-oriented languages are either inconvenient or 

inefficient for use as programming metaprograms . , and many 

metaprograms are éàded in assembler:language. Several problem-

orientectlanguages, more sidtable to the requirements of meta-

programming, have been developed  and are'  generally available. 

For example SNOBOL is a character manipulation.language. 

EFFECTIVENESS OF COMPUTER INSTALLATIONS  

The effectiveness of a computer installation is 



measured by. its-ability to:satisfy-,needs fer'computation.- To 

a large extent, effectiVenesS is inflùenced by the speed and 

configuration Of the available  computer.  To an equally 

large extent, however, it is affected by  the  manner in which 

the hardware system is used and by how the installation meets 

its demands forservice and for programming. ,The hardware 

system.„ - along with the programmed,facilities available for 

using it, is termed the computer-syStem, .and affects the 

work situation in the following ways: 

7 by its ability.to keepall the system's 

.hardware facilities as busy as possible; 

.- by the extent to which the computer system 

iS available for program development, pràgram 

debugging, and for priority proceSSing in 

addition to the nermal production workload; 

- by the versatility that the system proVides. 

for interchanging inPutiontput device  types 

and '  for accepting varied file organizations; 

by the reliability of the system so that 

it is available upon demand. 

In.designing a time shared system three criteria 

must be'satisfied, namely the designer,Shoùld attempt to 

- maximize the use Of the system's resources 

- reduce the complexity involved in preparing 

- a program for execution on a'coMputer, 

give the user increased Control over the way 

his program is proéessed'by the computer 

• system. 

OPERATING SYSTEMS  

An DolnaLim_mn discussed briefly below is 
an integrated set of control programs and processing programs 

designed to maximize the use of the system's resources and 

to reduce the complexity involved in preparing a program for 
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execution on a computer, and at the same time - the-operating. 

system must meet the above criteria. 

• Operating systems also attempt to maximize the 

use of the hardware  reSources while at the'same tiMe provide 

a range of programmer services. 

• The operating system operates under the direction 

of user-prepared control cards, which enable it to call  •any 

required program or language translator and tO pass automa-

tically from  job  to job with minimum delay and operator 

intervention. This is accomplished by designing the system 

so that it can stack  jobs for continuous processing, thereby 

reducing the setup time between jobs. User communication

with the  -Computer is through the operating system. 	, 

CONTROL & MANAGEMENT  

Control programs  monitor the operation of , the 

entire system, supervise the execution of the processing 

programs, control the location and storage of data, and 

•select jobs for continuous processing. The set of functions 

performed by the control idrograms are separated into three 

categories: 

- System Management functions 

- Data Management functions 

- Job Management functions. - 

System Management  handles all actual .  input-output 

operations, interrupt conditions and requests for the allocation 

of system resources. It also Controls the execution of the 

proéessing programs. 

Data Managemeüt  • andles the cataloging.of data 

sets, the allocation of space on external storage- deViCes, the • 

building of program libraries, and the coordination Of input-

output activity between problem programs and the necessary 

system management functions. 
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'JteMailàeilrfeht  reads and interpretS user control - 	- 
cards e  readies prograMs for exeçution e  monitors the, execution 

of processing programs, and provides a varietTof systeM 

services. 

Collectively e .  it is the tentrol.programs which 

tie the rest of the system.together and permit the maximum 

use of a:central Computer 'facility ,  capable of servicing many 

• users. 

- Prtic'essing . programs  consist of, language trans-

lators e 	t',..serVice'eo'grams  and user-written problem 

programs. The programmer uses these programs to specify 

the work that the computing system is to perform and to 

aid in program preparation. 

tem's'ervUe programs include the utility 

programs available with any system as well as standard 

software packages such as the Scientific Subroutine Package 

for the IBM-360. A comprehensive operating system also 

supports the generation e  storing, and sharing of user 

written programs. 

	SRARING 

The primary purpose of time-sharing is to pro-

vide many users with simultaneous access to a .central computer. 

Although time-sharing systems are usually characterized by 

remote terminals and a conversational mode of operation, the•

concept is more general and applied to a variety of operating 

systems as well. The notion of a time-sharing system is 

nothing more than a comprehensive operating system with 

extended features to cover storage allocation, program 

relocation, program segmentation, job scheduling, and the 

sharing of system resources. Time-shared operation of a 

computer system permits the allocation of both space and 

time on a temporary and dynamically changing basis. Several 



user programs can reside in computer main memory at one time. 

while many others reside also in computer auxilliary memory, 

and temporarily on other auxiliary storage, such as disc or 

drum (see figure 1). Computer control is turned over to 

a resident program for a scheduled time interval or until 

the program reaches 

Two memory Level Computer 

Computer main 
memory 

Computer 
auxiliary 
memory 

1 
Other storage devices 

(disà, magnetic tape, etc.. 

- In most computers we only have the computer main 
memory and other storage deVices. 

- A growing number of modern Computers combine - 
large, relatively slow7access magnetic,core mèmory 
(auxiliary meMory) with much smaller capacity; 
faster and relatively Costlier semiconducts Memories 
(main memOry). 

- Programs are executed only when their pages reside 
in the main memory. 

Figure 1 
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a delay point (such as an I/O: operation), depending upon 

the priority structure and control algorithm. At this time 

CPU (central processing unit) control is turned over to• 
another program. A non-active program may continue to reside 

in computer storage or, may be,moved to auxiliary storage 
to make room for other programs and subsequently be reloaded 

when its next turn for machine use occurs. 

Management of a complex operating environment 

such as this requires a sophisticated set of control programs 

of the types covered earlier. Obviously, sophisticated 

control programs require a sizeable investment for develop-

ment and use overhead computer time during execution as well. 

The widespread acceptance of time-shared systems would 

indicate that ample justification exists. Time sharing exists 

for many reasons, and these reasons differ from system to 

system. Basically, these reasons fall into the following 

categories: 

- to maximize the use of the system's facilities; 

- to reduce the turnaround time for small jobs; 

- to give the remote user the operational advan-

tages of haïring a machine to himself by using 

his think, reaction  or I/O  time to run  other 

programs in the CPU; 

- to enable remote users to enter data into and 

receive data from the system via communications 

facilities; 

- to provide an environment for real time or 

lai_idt_y_p_ g_nden 	and 

- to reduce problem set-up and operational 

times and to minimize the complexities involved 

with these functions. 
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CPU ALLOCATION CONCEPTS  

The most important resource in a time-sharing 

is CPU time, without which no job could be serviced. Because 

of its importance, time-sharing systems tend to be classified 

on the basis of how this valuable commodity is allocated. 

Five relevant concepts or conditions for scheduling and CPU 

allocation are: 

- sequential; 

- natural wait; 

- time slicing; 

- priority; 

- demand. 

These concepts; obviously are not mutually exclusive 

and are used in'variouscembinations in the different types 

of time-sharing  systems. The techniques are defined in the 

following paragraphs; these gré, used extensively by all 

practieners.in the field. 

Sequential  Thé system initiateS . units of work 

depending upon their time of arrival in the input stream. 

Once initiated, a unit of work tieS up the entire resources 

of the systeM (even though it may not use them all) and runs 

until completed. 	, 

Natural Wait ,A natural wait is.a condition 	' 

which causes a partictilar unit of work to be unable - to use 

the CPU. for p. period of time (e.g,  an input-output Operation). 

Most units of Work  have  natural waits imbeddedin them. When 

this condition occurs, the unit of work that . is next in 

sequence is given- CPU time. 

Time Slicing  A time-slicing algorithm 

recognizes that a certain (dynamic) number of programs Must 

be serviced within a reasonable period of time, To this end, 

the system maintains a  cumulative  log of its résourceS (Such 
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as time) used by each program. ' When a threShold level is 

exceeded, the program, being executed, is forced to stop 

and wait while other programs  •have à chance to use the CPU, 

Priority  As a unit Of work enters the SysteM 

it is assigned a priority. The . pregram'with the ,  highest 

priority is given use of the CPU. If it is unable to use 

the CPU, CPU control is given to a program with lesser 

priority. If at any time, the program with highest priority 

needs the CPU, it is immediately given this service,. 

Demand  A unit of work is initiated immediately• 

upon request. 

' 	From thèse definitions, an Obvious  conclusion 

can be drawn.' Time slicing is more restrictive than thé 

natural wait concept, thus time slicing could be imbedded 

in a system which usesa natural wait scheduling algorithm, 

while the reverse is not generally true. 

Çonue..n.Lts_22-LusSys.:_temsliesien_1212:12s92hz 

Two problems face any student of MIS. First, 

there is no unified body of literature and/or theory on this 

subject and second, a lot of assumptions have to be made 

about the decision-making process. The field is now as far 

as any successful systems are concerned 	still in the 

growing stage. 

Major successful applications of MIS systems 

to date have been in banks, some industrial companies 

(Xerox, IBM) and Government. As total systems, most have 

failed. Some parts have worked very well  (le.  Accounting 

information for decision-making purposes), but others have 

not been as useful. One of the most encountered reasons of 

failure has been that the system has not been used. A 

multiplicity of reasons can explain this behaviour. It is 
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quite important to note Chat most  failure's have not been for' 

technological reasons, but for some -  mySterious manemabhine 

interactions. 

It is quite interesting to note that the only 

alleàedly-successful system has been the one Xerox developed 

for internal use. People contacted at this company, did 

not volunteer much information other than to say that the 

system was built up (ie0 starting with one application 

and building from there). 

REASONS  FOR  FAILURES 

There are three kinds of decisions made: 

(1) Long-term. .(policy) decisions, 
. 	— 

(2) Project decisions (Short-term e . but involving committee 

work). 	. 

(3) Every-day ,  decisions'. 	' 	. 

Also, it is proven fact that managers have a 

natural aversion for written material, and try to do most 

of their work through verbal communication channels (telephone, 

friendly chats, scheduled and unscheduled meetings, etc.). 

Also, in most decisions, there is always a certain amount 

of "hunch" involved. 

These facts give us some idea, of some of the ways 

in which a system might be built. These are 

a) If the .system is going to help the manager in making 

every-day decisions, it haS to bè a fast and accurate system 

("on-line"). 

b) For policy decisions (like budget), an "off-line" system 

is very suitable. 
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c) For project decisions, a combination of both. 

'd) Since the manager deals almost exclusiVely in a'verbal 

manner, the system should be a tool which is very'fast, and 

swift (for example, to be able to answer a question instantly 

at the terminal)._ 

e) Management is also a status symbol. Managers hate to 

interact with machines and to type. They are "above this", 

the system should then be conversational and minimize 

man-machine interactions, from the "man" point of view. It 

should also be easy enough to understand, so that a secretary 

can interact with it. These have been the major drawbacks 

of existing systems. 

f) The system language should be very close to English and 

allow errors. 

•  The Department of Communications system has a design' 

philosophy which takes into account the albove . considerations. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Perhaps, the best way to develop a MIS system would 

be to identify what managers need and in which context they make 

decisions. Then, to think of all those decisions which can 

be helped by a computer-based MIS. This identification process 

can be done by questionnaires, interviews and close scrutiny 

of typical days of a given manager. The system should then be 

set-up for these applications, but with the added flexibility 

to build all 	• additional features without major hardware 

changes to the system0  I  might add that technically this is the 
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greatest challenge. An easily-readable . user  manual should be 

distributed to all potential users of the system, coupled with 

a basic training course. 

A continuous feedback system should be 

incorporated, so as to ensure that the system is evolving in 

the same direction as management is. An important fact aboilt 

managerial activity is that it is always changing to adapt 

to new challenges. The MIS system should also be evolving 

in a dynamic fashion. 

One way of getting feedback could be through a 

user committee, which got together periodically to discuss 

the system. Another mean of feedback could be through a 

once-a-week report, asking questions about the effectiveness 

of the system and how users relate to it. These ways of 

getting feedback could be coupled with a once-a-year study 

of managerial work and decision-making activities compared 

to the previous study to see how it has changed. 

ANALYSIS OF MIS SYSTERM  PERFORMANCE 

What means and criteria shoûld be used 'to measure 

- the efficiency and effectiveness of a prOposed systeM? • 

Unfortunately 9  an MIS Incorporates features which arè not . 

easily quantifiable. • ' 

Obviously the first criteria would be those 

developed for traditional systems and which include queuing 

theory, statistical packages and delay-time analysis. In any 

good text book, a good description of each of these can be 

found. (see, for example, (1)). 
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But other measures of performance must be 

investigated. We must try to measure the unquantifiahle. 

One of these could be to find out, on a given day, for what 

purposes the computer was used and with what results. 

It would be a matter of each user keeping a log of the times he 

used the system, • whether he was satisfied and what kind of 

assistance he received. 
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Communications Considerations  

Introduction  

The "digital computer" 'found its, first usages 

, in large institutions, and the: suggestion  is:that it will 

shortly be a household word. Early computers were cumbersome 

and required very skilled personnel to get them to do anything 

right. Today computersare deSigned so that almost  anyone 

can be readily taught to use them, at least in a limited way. 

Computers now have massive central and peripheral memeries 

and many people can use them simultaneously (via time sharing). 

It is impractical to  have all  users physically go to the 

computer, it is easier to bring the computer power to the 

.user. 'This is,  accomplished via communication  channels 

which are at - present predominantly part of the,telephone 

network. Some of the factors inyolvéd in doing this will now 

be discussed. 

We will only be concerned with Communications 

for those time-sharing 'systems that are fast becoming a 

significant factor in the  scheme of modern business. These 

systems usually utilize telephone cempany facilities - either 

ordinary switched-voice telephone channels  or  some private 

line service leased from these companies. 	- 

ELEMENTARY  NOTIONS  
Digital communicatiOns has unfortunately - 

been . saddled with - terminology from telegraphn as a result 

numerous confusions prevail; for-example, data transmission 

rates are now, given in antiquated termS, in bauds, which is an 

old telegraph term representing a basic rate of transmission 

in pulses .per second. The ambunt of bits of information that 

can be transmitted ih.each baud is  measured as the number of 

bits per baud. 
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Many data-communications systems, primarily 

the slower-speed systems,  use  binary signalling and, in 

these cases, the baud and the bit rate coincide 	. 

Another common term for describing transmissi.on• 

 rates in data communications systems is to refer to them in . 

units of . characters per second. One reason for. adopting 

characters per second for specifying, data-transmiàsion 

rate grew out of a practice in some system when all of the 

bits that comprise a character. are transmitted simultaneously. 

The pitfall here is that systems using the bit transmission 

methods Illay usé a different 'number of•bits, ranging from 

5 to 11 to describe different characters. Thus a comparison 

of various transmission Speeds in characters per second can . 	- 
be misleading. 

COMPUTATION OF BAUD RATES  

The following iwo examples illuStrate the notion 

of a "baud". 

By definition a "BaudY is the transmission rate 

of a digital signal and is mathematically equal to: 

(the time interval in seconds  of the  smallest signal eleMent present 

• 	in a digital signal 

Exam'ele 1: 

A 33 TypeTeletypewriter output is  10. characters/sed. 

each character has > - 11 signal elements per character (figure 1). 
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In Figure 1, t is the time interval of the smallest signal 

element. 

.°. t 
1 

(Character rate cpâ) x (# of signal elements per character) 

In this example t = 1 	 1 

(10)(11) 	110 sec. 

But the Baud rate =' 1 = 110 elements/sec  or  110-Baud. 

Example 2: 

As a further example, let us compute .the baud 

rate of the multilevel signal shown below in figure 2. 

Figure 2 - Multilevel signal 
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Model 	74-ânufacturer Chars. 
Number 	(or Canadian /sec. 

supplier) 

.13 

7.67 

Baud* 
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r: 	1  

45.45 

50 

17.57 	1 	I 5 	• >1.42 	56.88 

MT15 or ri=7157-1MT. 
19TTY 
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4a_sec. 	Start Data stop 

22 	1 	5 	> 22 

6.73 	20 

33  or. 35  Teletype Corp. 
TTY 

6.67 	13.64 

9.09 

14.8 	7.5 

115 	• 	7.41 

73.33 

110 

133.3 

135 
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By the definition, the baud rate of the above 

multilevel signal . 1 	- 

therefore: 	if t 	1 msec. the baud rate would be 1000 baud. 

Since the example given is a 4 level signal, 

there are 2 bits per each signal element, therefore, the 

information rate is 2000 bits/sec. (assuming all levels have 

equal probability of occurrance). 

The following table shows some baud rates of , 

typical keyboard terminals. 

TYPES OF LOW SPEED C_300 Baud) HARD COPY 

KEYBOARD TERMINALS AND "BAUD" RATES  



Rates on telephone lines are sometimes specified 

as "slow", "medium" and "fast'.  There are no universally . 

accepted definitions of these ranges, but typically 300 b/s is 

slow, 1200 b/s medium and 2400 b/s fast. There is now a 

growing tendency to shift the slow/fast dividing line upward , . 

, Signals from  computers and terminals to each 

other are generally simple on-off waveforms.(called baseband). 

It is convenient as it eliminates the need for modems if 

signals are transmitted in the same form as they are generated: 

This can be done, and is common practice'if the receiver and 

transmitter terminal are linked by shortseCtions  of  connecting 

cable. (As in an "in house" system). 

The. telephone links in Canada have not been 

designed to carry baséband signals. If data iS to bè Moved' 

from one remote location to another, the baseband signals 

have to be translated, through modulation, into an acceptable 

form at the proper frectilency for transmission. There are 

three options as shown in the Figure 3.. 
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o 0 0 

A - when a baseband signal is used 

to modulate the amplitude of a sine 

wave carrier this is called in 

the data field: amplitude shift 

keying. 

B - When the baseband signal is 

used to control the frequency of 

a standard signal, this is called 

in the data field 	: frequency 

shift keying. This is the most 

popular method. Here two frequencies 

F
1 

and F
2 are in effect two tones 

between 300 and 3000 cps and represent 

respective 0 and 1. 

C - . When the baseband is used to 

control the phase of a generated 

frequency, this is called  phase  

shift keying. • 

I • - 	 I 	 à 

A iv‘ A 1.:A A A A 1\t liAwv\An\A,  
C 	All of thevarious methods are used .  

and amplitude shift keying and phase 

.\17ieure'3 	 shift -keying have become today 

the most-popular for high speed transmission of data, whereas 

frequency modulation is the overriding Choice for low speed 

- 	applications. 

'SYNCHRONOUS AND  ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSION 

There are two modes in which . data is transmitted; 

namely synchronous and a...synchronous. In the synchronous mode 

a continuous ,  stream of data, - which contains information 

immediately relevant to_a. message is sent along with some 

coding as to how the message is to be acquired and reconstructed. 

PtIV 
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The asynchronouS mode is start- stop in nature and either the 

data Stream the interval between message Streams,'or both, 

may occur randomly as shown  in  figure 4:below. 

Start pulse 

Previous 	Message 	 Stop 
stop pulse 	pulses 	 pulse 

Figure 4: Simple asynchrOnous recOyer keys on start pulse, 

then samples the remainder of the messages at an 

internally preset 

The Asynchronous system contains redundant bits 

because à 'start .  bit and à 'Stop  bit are added in eàch character. 

Synchronous transmission in which simple framing patterns are 

applied to long blocks of characters . s.thieved higher  message 

rates. It followS that the synchronous system, lacking this 

constant reference feature is the choice for highest transmission 

rates. Apart from the. useful fact that asynchronous equipment 

is usuallycompatible 'ov-era. Wide range of data rates it is 

also adaptable to prevailing channel capacities. The telephene 

switched network, for example, may provide a suitable link for 

'operation at a.particular. data rate at One time, and at another 

time the connection may be suitable for only a portion of this 
, rate. 

f\ 
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ACHIEVEMENT OF SYNCHRONIZATION  IN  A TIME'SHARED SYSTEM  

In a time shared system there obviously must be 

some way for the communications processor to realize at what 

instant of time it should extract the message bits. This is 

achieved by synchronization which has two aspects: 

- acquisition; that is, the process of establishing 

sync, and 

- tracking;  or the process of correcting for 

sync drift. 

There is no best way to achieve results. The ••

chosen method will depend upon economics, total systemchar- 

acteristicS, and technological tradeoff . 

• 	In all except the slowest .time - shared'systoms, 

a series of pulses  is generated at the terminal to establish 

sync. This series Of puisescontinues to be Sent Until sync 

is affirmed by say an answer back facility, or sent for 

some predetermined period of time, if no such answer back , 

facility exists. 

There are a number of ways in which synchronization 

is made. If the system is handling data at:precisely defined, 

regular intervals, then a continuous clock message, transmitted 

In a portion of the speCtrum different froM that Of the data 

stream, and filtered Oilt at the terminal,  can be transmitted. It 

is unnecessary for each terminal to contain a clock in such 

schemes. 
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Synchronization can be maintained by extracting 

the necessary clock frequency from the data signal itself. 

The terminal then keeps its own clock locked to this derived 

frequency or, in the absence of a transmitted signal, its 

clock can be idle for a given period of time. 

SERIAL & PARALLEL TRANSMISSION  

In addition to a choice of synchronization, 

the data user may choose to transmit either in a serial or 

parallel mode. Selection usually depends on the original 

format of the data to be sent, although it also may depend 

on optimizing channel use. 

For parallel transmission, the channel is 

broken into many subchannels of narrower bandwidth, - that is, 

frequency-division multiplexed. Typically, each bit of a 

character is transmitted over a separate narrow band channeL 

The bit rate of each small channel is reduced by a factor 

equal to the number of channel segments. In serial transmission, 

on the other hand, each bit of an individual character is 

transmitted sequentially over a single channel. 

CODES 

Data systems transmit binary information and 

an alphanumeric character set must be generated from arrangements 

the bits 0 and 1. 	There are 2 n  possible characters that can 

be formed from a set of n bits. For example, 	five bits can  

be used  •to express 2, or 32 characters or numbers. 

In general any sequence n of binary digits which 

is transmitted can be 

will be 2 k (where k < 

using a set of n bits 

thought of as a code.  In,general there • - 

n)distinct code words that bé• transmitted 

. The remaining r 	nk  bits are check .bits. 
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Examples* 

The Baudot code is a telegraph code popular 

in Europe. Each character is represented by five signaling 

bits. As just explained, five bits, ordinarily, can convey 

only 32 different characters; by using two of the 32 combin-

ations as a case-shift signal, the Baudot code is expanded 

to 60 character capability. 

The American Standard Code for Information 

Interchange  (ASCII)  is rapidly becoming a standard of- the 

data-communications field. This system makes use of seven 

character identifying bits, which often are supplemented 

with a parity bit for error checking purposes. 

The BCD or binary coded decimal, is a code made 

up of four bit blocks whose alphanumeric characters can be 

transmitted in two ways, namely as 

- an extended BCD in which two so-called zone 

bits plus a parity bit are added to the basic 

four bit block; or 

- two blocked together four bit blocks - one for 

• zone and the other for  numèrji. control. 

Most magnetic tape units make use of extended BCD 

computers use a form of blocked together BCD called extended 

binary-coded decimal interchange .(EBCDIC). 

* For a further discussion of coding- theory and its 

applications, See my course lectures on Coding Theory, 

a -LCarletontinïversitYrhia',are attached as references, 
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MODEMS, MULTIPLEXORS  AND DAA'S - Conditioning the voice network  

for Data 

In order to use a voice network to handle digital 

signals, additional equipment must be installed. This equip-

ment provides two prime benefits 

- technical compatibility between voice and 

digital modes of operation 

- cost reduction by permitting one telephone 

line to service many actual terminals, thereby 

reducing monthly communications costs. 

The three major  pieces . of additional equipment 

required are the modem, the multiplexor  and the data:aCCess  

arrangement. The modem,  short for modulator/demodulator, is 

the unit that Converts the pulse (digital) signal into an  

analog signal that can be transmitted over the Voice line. 

At the receiving end another modem converts the analog signal 

back to pulses (digits) for processing and printout'. Modems 

are now available from telephone companies and from independent 

manufacturers of-data coMmunicationS . equipmeht. 

. The' eiltiplexer concentrates the signals from 

many terminals onto one telephone line for transmission to.a .  

distant computer. Another ,  multiplexer at the computer site 

segments the signals from the transmission line into separate 

-digital sequenées, each of which then repreSents the:bits of • 

characters coming from the corresponding remote-terminal. The 

investment in multiplexers is thus reclaimed by not having to 

pay for separate lines from each terminal to the computer. , 

The data access .  arrangement  (DAA) interfaces 

user owned modems to the telephone lines': Its main purposeS 

are to provide specified manual or automatic answer and, 

originate functions and to protett the telephone company 

equipment and lines from any hazardous situation Which might 
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possibly occur through the connection of "foreign" devites. 

The telephone.  company leases  the  DAA to the user. • The DAAS 

used for the Datapoint'2200 CRT:terminals in the Department 

of Communications rent for about $15.00 per month. 

The key featuresof a modem are whether it is 

'high speed or loW speed, whether it operates:synchroneusly 

or asynchronously, and whether it is frequency , phase or 

- .amplitude modulated. 

Low speed  modems,  by definition, operate in 

ranges up to 1,800 bits per second. High speed modems are 

available.in several speeds, the more common ones for -- 

industrial and commercial applications, operate at 2,400;! 

4,800; 7,200 and 9,600 bits persecond respectiVely. As 

a rule of thumb, modems cost about $1 per.baud. 

The  real saving in using a high speed modem, 

provided there is enoughA.ata traffic to warrant its 

installation, is in being able to intrease the' data through'- 

put without raising line cost. However, everything else 

being eqUal, the higher the speed Of the modem, the more 	• 

,susceptible it may be to error. And error will incur.a 

cost either in retransmission of the message  or in equipment 

that perferMs error correction on the reteived message. ! 

Asynchronous modems do not require or provide 

timing pulses. 	A terminal, such as a Teletype Unit, 

depends on the START and STOP:pulses_to:,denote thebeenengE• 

'andend - Of . -a character:. 

In their receiving mode, modems must 4iscriminate 	• 

between the electrical signals that represent l's and those 

that represent  Os, and how well they do so is a significant 

operational consideration. Telephone lines 'introduce  noise and 

delay distortion j  each of which degrades the signal 	The 

error performance of a modem is.a rating of its ability to 

accurately detect signals that are hoisy and distorted. 
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A figure of merit of a synchronous modem is its•

error rate performance as a function of the signal-to-noise 

ratio of the received transmission. Rated in this manner, 

a synchronous modem can be judged on its own performance and 

not on that of a particular line condition. 

For asynchronous modems the performance criterion 

is called telegraph distortion. Distortion is the time 

displacement of a 0-to-1 or 1-to-0 transition with respect 

to a nominal time. Two main sources are amount of misalignment 

or calibration error in devices in the system, and jitter 

due to random variations on the line and in the equipment. 

Gdnerally, asynchronous systems can operate with up to 20% 

total distortion. 

The significance of distortion becomes apparent 

when full-duplex communication occurs on one pair of  lines, 

which is a moSt commoncase. This means that transmitted and 

received signals are carried on the same line and can interfere 

with each other. When these signals cannot be separated, 

distortion becomes large and errors occur. One common way of 

rating an asynchronous modem in duplex application is by its 

distortion under conditions of minimum receive level (-49 dBm.) 

and maximum transmit level (0 dBm). A quality modem would have 

about 7% distortion under this condition, leaving sufficient 

margin for distortion in the line. The interpretation of 

this rating is that such a modem can discriminate between a 

received pulse and a transmitted pulse even though the received 

pulse is more than 250 times weaker than the transmitted pulse. 

HANDSHAKING  

Before a modem pair can perform the main duties 

of modulation and demodulation, a telephone connection must be 

established. Control signals from and to modems at each end 

of the line carry out this modem handshaking operation as will 

now be described. 
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. Consider a.simple'installation>in which the 

transmitting terminal and its.originating modem are connected 

to the line through a manual data access arrangement. Through 

a  rotary  hunt connectien at  the telephone coMpany eXchange the 

line goes to an'automatic data access arrangement and an • 

answering modem to the computer. 

At the terminal, the  operator picks up 

telephone handset and dials the computer's number. •  A ringing 

signal goes through the answering modem to the computer. 

ASsuming the computer is available for business, it sends 	 • 

back a DATA TERMINAL READY-  signal to the answering..modeM, 

which in tUrn sends a tone signal to the originating,modem, 

an action.that turns off the line's echo suppress6rs tat: 

are needed for voice communication but impair digital trans . 

mission. Thé operator hears this tone, and.Puts'the  modem àh 

line by lifting the telephone's  exclusion  key.. 

The originating modem then sends a tone to the 

answering modem and a short time later returns a CLEAR TO SEND 

signal to the terminal. Then the answering modem Sends a 

CLEAR TO SEND signal to the computer. The data link becomes 

operational, and the terminal can start sending. 
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Multiplexers perform multiplexing to save 

telephone line charges, operates in either of two ways: time 

division multiplexing or frequency division multiplexing. In 

FDM the available bandwidth of the telephone line, usually 

from 300 to 3,000 cycles per second is.divided into individual 

frequency slots. Each channel of data is assigned a frequency 

slot. 

Of particular importance in multiplexer selection 

is the recognition that a communications network may use more 

than one type of terminal. 	This means that the multiplexer 

must be able to handle inputs from terminals with different 

rates and codes. Ideally, a multiplexer should be able to 

accommodate Baudot, IBM and ASCII codes and the common terminal 

speeds of 75, 110, 134.5 and 150 bps. Furthermore, the multi-

plexer should be transparent to the data; that is, any code 

and any character set within the code should pass through the 

multiplexer without modification. 

Normally, the total number of bits a multi- 

plexer can process each second can be equal to or less than the 

rated transmission speed of the modem. Thus many of the same 

kind of terminals can be multiplexed, or several different types 

of terminals can be intermixed in the multiplexer. For example, 

in General DataComm's TDM-1201 multiplexer, eight 300 bps, 10- 

unit ASCII code terminals can be multiplexed onto a 2,400 bps 

telephone line. Or, by using special techniques, eleven 110-bps 

11 unit ASCII terminals and eleven 134.5 bps 9 unit ASCII terminals 

can be multiplexed onto the same line. 

An interesting extension of the multiplexing 

function is accomplished by a synchronous combiner. Here, for 

example, each of two 2,400 bps multiplexers scans its own 

channels, groups the data streams, and feeds the two resulting 

streams into the combiner which then outputs 4,800 bps infor-

mation to a highspeed modem for transmission. However, during 
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. night hours one of the groups of channels might not be in -. 

operation, so one half of the combiner can then give full 

. service, for example, to a batth terminal operating contin-

uously at 2,400 bps. 

Data access arran:ements provide a way of 

connecting user equipment to the telephone line. One type 

is the manual originate/answer and the more recent type 

the automatic originate/answer. Manual DAA's require operator 

intervention in transferring the line from conventional tele-

phone operation to the modem for data transMission 	It contains 

the necessary electrical controls and Safeguards to Perform 

its operations' and to protedt other equipment: Manual DAA's 

can originate çalls and - can'answer a call from'a'remote trans-

mitter. Such units are hardwired to the installation. 	, 

Acoustic couplers  are also a form of manual 

data access equipment. _An advantage of acOustic couplers is 

that they - offera portable method .  of access. The terminal .  , 

is  hardware  connected to a modem in the acoustic coupler. 

A telephone handset is used to dial up the reMote terminal 

or computer, .Once the computer  is on line, the handset is 

nested into a cradle on the coupler. Thé modem in the coupler 

then converts the digital signals to tones Which are picked up 

by the handset's transmitter and sent over the line. 

A more versatile kind oflaccess - if the automatid 

originate/answer data access arrangement. 	contains 

appropriate elettrical equipment to automatically make or 

respond to a call and to convert from voice mode to digital 

mode, and then revert the line to voice mode when the call is 

completed.. Further, autoMatic DAA's are equipped-to carry 

out terminal polling with signals originating at'the computer. 

Some of the Data sets available from Bell will now be discussed. 

Bell System data sets are classified in:fiVe 

major categories or series 	A series is determined by kind 
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of language or transMission mode (analog - or digital, either 

serial or parallel) bandwidth 'required (narrow . N, voice grade 

V, or wide W) and by its ppeed. 	. 

Within each series, data sets are further 

identified by the communications  facilities required (dial 

. network DDD, or - Private Line service); type  of set (trans-

metter'T, receiver k, or combined transmitter-receiver T - R); 

and speed variations expressed in bits per seCond. The 

 folloWing table summarizes the sets now available.. , 

DATA SETS  

Trans- 
Scries 	mission 	Band 	Speed 	Type 	Maximum .  • 	Facility 	. 	Commonly used terminals 

mode 	width 	 sets • 	speed, bps 

100 	Serial - 	N 	Low 	T-R 	. 	150. : 	DDD (TWX) 	Teletyp,ewriter-like devices .. 
PL 	. , 	 . 

100 	Serial 	V 	Low 	T-R 	300 	'ODD 	Teletypewriter-like 'devices; 
PL 	 low speoci CRT 

, 
200 	Sfrial 	V 	Medium T, R 	 Medium-speed binary quipment; 

T-R . 	, 4,800 . 	ODD 	Dataspeed 3, 4; Dataspèed rnagnetic 	' 
i 
I 	 10,800 	PL 	tape; CRT,.  

300 	. 	Serial 	W 	[-Ugh 	T-R 	230 4Ô 0 	PL 	 • High-speed binary equipment; . 
DDD— 	high-speed facsimile; computer-to- computer;  
(Data-Phone  'high-speed magnetic tape; 

	

• 	50 service) 	 . 

	

400 ' 	PiAraIlel 	V 	Low 	T, R 	600 	DOD 	Medium-sPeed paper tape systems; card 
i 	 T-R 	 75 cps 	PL ' 	' 	readers; remote telemetry.devices; alarm 

' 	reporting; audio response systems 

	

600 	Analog 	V. 	--- 	Ta R 	' 	 ' DDD 	. 	Medical.devicest handwriting cievices and 
T4i 	 PL 	 similar kosiniiio; telemetry 

The folluwing figure 5 -illustrates some.typical 

configurations of modems, multiplexers and DAA's. In its 

simple type of data conhection, a terminal at the top•left 

(a) is 'connected through a private line to the data processing 

computer. at the-right, A modem is located at each  end ofthe 
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line, When  many terminal s .  located near each'other - (Ware• 

to communicate with the Central computer, their outputs are 

fed to a multiplexer (mhx) whia concentrates all the data 

and sends it out through one modem, Note the saving in 

modems and lines in this arrangement as compared with thè number 

that would . have .to  be used  if  separate lines were established ' 

for each terminal. However, When the terminals are not  close  

t6 the multiplexer (d), then additional modems must, be used . 

to instire the fidelity of the data signals. In - (d), connections 

are made through a telephone company central office. If the 

modems are from an independent manufacturer, the installation 

needs data access arrangements as shown. Experience indicates 

that when  terminais. are switChed through- an exchange, then one 

output line to the computer can handle three terminals at the 

input, thus allowing for random online time of each terminal 

.Without indurring excessive  delays from busy signals. 
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THE BASIC PROBLEM of transmitting 
intelligence ,and successfully re-
coverin ,  it from an environment 
disturbed by noise has given birth 
to a fascinating and relatively new 
field data cominunieations. 

A• general communications sys-
-. trhrt is shown schematically in Fig- 

- tire It consists of .five. essential 
elemmts, which are 'briefly de-
scrib.M Mow; 

The 'fi:e.cr.:r.aflcn Sooree can be 
the human voce, or digital words 
..t oued in a compater's memory, a 
; -,hotograph or a television picture, 

• in fnet anytiliug that neAs . to .be 

jS  ii 

te, Ihdt 	iatcrpret the 
and snpply waves  05  energy 

related to the input; for instance a 
telephone microphone, a television 
cantera, a .  magnetic head in a tape 
'recorder, and a photo electric cell, 
are all source transducers. 

The Channel Encoder, can accept 
the electrical signals from the trans-
ducer and ,transform or condition 
them to a form suitable for trans-
mission through the selected chan-
nel.. Any inter-face or data-set, from 
the simplest to the most -sophisti-
cated code: generator, is an "en-
coder". 
• The Channel is the transmissiou 
meditun; it is any type of telephone 
line or cable or the atinOsphere, in 
the case of radio relay. Most often 
the channel carries sevel-al messag-
es simultaneously, each gem:I:aced 

. 1"n.)111 separate sources. 
The  lender recovers the signals 

which may have  ber) corrupted by 
noir:o in the channel. It Can; be a  

simple repeater, or a - voice channel 
separation network, or a sophisti-
cated receiving multiplex -terminal, 
with built-in error deteetion and 
correction logic. 

The Il-ser Transducer receives, 
the proper signal from the decoder;. 
it.may be . a loudspeaker, a teletype 

smachine or a television set. 
Multiiplug consists of combin-

ing several differe,nt signals, sending, 
the ni.  through the Same channel,, 
and tccoverin •111eni at the receiv-
ing end. 

Spcssid 
From this point on - \ve shalt con-

sider mainly °tic T.elephone system 
IS  the transmission medium. lt •is 
accessible lo 	 dah.s is the 
-most 	 !flw,ymit.. 

iinin. a consider.qn ie amount of  
'nation. There is, in fact, eV2ry iàdi- 
c:;:4 1 011 :hat rà(P'C 
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shown on Figure 3. and the ',Corre-
sponding frequency spectra in Fig-
ure 4. The - information contained in 
either of the  sicle-bands  is identical 
to  the  original.. Only one  of  the 
side-bands' needs be transmitted: 
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17-g. 4: This diagram shows the ampli-
tude modulation: relationship of the 
upper and lower sidebands and how 
the information can still be transmit-
ted by eliminating one sideband by 
using filters. 
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,to give a basic group •channel 48 
KHz wide •by juxtaposition of. 
twelve, 4 KHz bands. 

Amplitude Modulation translates 
the frequeney of a signal by .  modti-
lating.' (Mixing) • a. high freeency 
carrier 'with the volee -signal. This is- 

Modu/ating 
Wave 

Carrier 	MoclUlated 
Wave 	Wove 

Fig. 1: A basic conununication systeM 

11eSSCS will be relying on cli,-;crete - 
data communications for their  cor• 
responderice. in the future. At the 

• moment, a message sent by Telex or 
costs about one dollar 

a£,Tainst six cents for a letter sent by 
mail. However, speed is • of  > primary 
concern and the .cost per message 
by Telex or TWX is constantly de-
creasing. Sonie estimates 'project a 
cost of ten cents per letter by 1980. 
If true, we shall all be using a>.tele-
graph service within the decade. -  

The multiplicity of bandwidths 
available permit the transmission Of 
data at many different speeds. It is 
usual to• transmit, oVer an ordinary 
telephone line, 600, 1200; -.2400, 
3600, or 4800 bits of - information 
per second, depending on the  so-
phistication  of the modem' (short 
forin fôr modulator-demodulator). • 
As a result, data transmission sys-
tems (exeluding of course, high 
speed computer-to- computer lines) - 

 are designed as a 'function  of thiS 
telephone channel. - 

The telephone system is designed 
to transmit speech. without undue 
distortion. The user expects intelli-
gibility, and -sufficient tonal quality 
to permit recognition of the Voice. of 
the  speaker. Intelligibility generally 
means that frequencies up to 3000 
Hz (cycles/sec) must be transmit-
ted; but phase distortion is not crifi- .  
cal. In transmitting data, phase dis-
tortion within a given frequency 
band is much more important. 

The common carrier  structure 
Amplitude and delay characteris-

tics  of a typical voice-grade trans-
mission circuit are shown -in Figure 
2. The Pass-Band is approximately 
from 200 to 3200 Hz, there is  no 
transmission at d.c. and virtually 
nothing is transmitted at and above 
4KHz.(4 kilocycics/scc). 

Twelve such voice frequency 
channels are frequency multiplexed 
L.  ••,•, , - 	 • • 	 --• n" 	 t  

• 

	

Modulation index ni = 	 . 
- 	• 

 
En 	.. 	• triverope 

Fig. 3: Amplitude Modulatio.  n: By 
/nixing  the  modulating wave (desired 
signal)with a Carrier ivave, the carrier 
assumeS an envelope that faithfully re-
produces the madulating yawl:, This 
is an additive and subtractive process. 
For example, if . ..the carrier frequency 
is 100,000 cps (100 KHz) and the 
modulating wave band ranges frotn 
„200 to 4000 cycles/sec, then two side-
bands are set up — One from 100,200 
to 104,000 KHz, the other from ,K-•,  • 

000. tà .99,800 KHz. Since each band 
Carries-the ,s'aine-informa tion, one - .side-
band,can be eliminated along 
the carrier>.  freduency, to •rechibe - the . : 
bandwidth by.half..By re-inserting the 
carrier frequency at  the receiving, end 
and "beating" it with the Single Side-
band signal, the original inforinatiOn 
extracted. 

hence the 4KHz voice signal can be 
sent as a 4KIlz bandwidth high fre-
quency signal and be recovered 
after demodulation. 

If a large number of voice chan-
nels use Modulating carriers of difL 
ferent frequencies the resulting side, 

' bands will use 'different frequency 
bands. They can ail be . sent together 
and be isolated . again from each 
other,by the Use oî fiites. This con-
cept is illustrated in Figure 5. 

The 	amplitude 	modulation 
scheme in this case is the. SSBSC: 
(Single Side Band Suppressed Car- 
rier). Only one side band . of the 

MOclulated bat'fier.. ià transmitted 
over thé channel;The carrier is also 
suppressed ., redtieing to a minimum 
the energy carried in the channel 
(see Figure 6). At dentoclulation. 
.time, the carrier is ,re-inserted and 
the original irifermation is re-
covered: 

Modulating ..and demodulating 
equipment is expensive; but multi-
plexing is essential to reduce the 
number of coaxial cables and 

t. bonne! 

Channel 	---L1 Noise jN 
/ 1- 

— 	Lecoder \r- 

• • .Fig. 2: Typical characteristics of voice grade .thannels . • 	• 
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.crowave links. These links, used at 
their fullest capability, can, transmit 
up to 1860 channels •by. juxtapo•si-, 
tion of4KHz bands. - • 

Figure 7 shows the Li  carrier. 
system  used  by .Bell Telephone.  It 

 has been developed  for  coaxial ca-
ble transmission and is also itsed.on 
microwave  radio systems. It is typi-
cal of  several systems in use. 

Note that the frequency  transla-
tion  is accomplished 'in several 

• stages: 

0 12 channels are translated to the 
band 60-108 K.Hz to forrn a group. 

0,  5 groups are translated ..to the 
band '-312-552 KHz to form a su-
pergroup. 

0 10 supergroups form a : master 
group (60 KI-lz to 3.1 MHz). 

By means of this three-stage 
structure, wider bandwidths than 
the basic telephone' channes are 
available; in particular the 48 KHz 
grdup band, and the supergroup  

band: 'With the advent of the pie-
. turephone,  the  'standard '1' MHz. 

channel,' 'named ..Telpak  D  shOuld 
also beCome -  available in the future. 
• Low-speed,. data  communication  

is now achieVed - , through teletYpe-
: writer ;channels, • which utilize, at a' 

. .speed of .10 live-bit .characters per 
second  trbandWidth of 170 Hz..Up 

• to '18 such channels can .. be multi-
plexed -into  one  single telephone 
channel, althOugh for'practical con-
siderations a. full 'channel  is  often, 
used. For. example, when the tee- . 
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Fig. 5: 13y using a number  of  different carrier frequencies 
in say voice  transmission, the Same voice bandwidth. (200 
to 4000 cps) can be translated.  to separate' portions of the 
frequency spectruin• befOre being applied to„ a Conunon 
transmission  medium. • 
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modulation, the carrier and one sidebinul are removed in  

each channel used. Note at the left the transmission band Mg. 7: This shows the Ll carrier system and its allocation 
will be from 8 to 12 Kliz and at the right it will be 52 to plan used by Bell Telephone. It has  been  developed for 
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Fig. 8: This diagram shows how an 
error of .01% of the frequency of the 
reinsdted carrier at the receiving can 
cause a significant translation of the 
voice band. 

f 1 

Frequeacy 

Phase 

Fig: 9: T1 is .diagramniatically repre-
sents an ideal lbw-pass filter. 

\-77, 
0 	T 2T 3T 4T ST 

Fig. 12: Sine Function: Impulse re-
sponse-of an ideal low-pass filter. 

the center of the  voice band' (say 
1800 Flz) for transmission through 
the channel.- • 

To consider this -example, let us 
assume that we  have an ideal low-
pass filter (Baseband fitter) as in 
Figure . 9. •If we  send a 'pulse 
through, it, thé output is the familiar 
sine  function (see  Figure 12). This 
function •has • the  particularity of 
being zero at all times (k/2T), eX-
cept for lc = 0, T being a period 
defined by the baseband filter: 

Fig. 	Signalli ig at .speed VT pulses/sec through an 
ideal low-pass filter shows how the response .of the filter 
to pulses 1, 2 and ,3 are the sine function curves 1, 2, and 
3 at the right showing zero intersyrnbol interference. . 
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type is linked to a time-sharing 
Computer by normal telephone line, 
a• simple drop circuit, that is, a pair 
of wires, is all that is required if 
computer and user are in  the • saine 
city. In fact in most connections Of 
up to 40 miles, only drop lines, not 
a multiplexing technique,- arc ern-. 
ploy ed. 

The defects of the channel de-
pend on its type. Noise in telephone 
cominunieations cornes from many 

•sources, such as cross-talk (interfer-
- ence ' . from other lines), switching 
noises, echo in long distance 

"munications, etc. 
NOise disturbances .  in  all chan-

nels • .sometimes oceur • ht., bursts ; 
 Which virtindly 'black out' all  trans-

Missions,. for a short interval of 
time.. Synchronization between 
transmitting and receiving equip-
ment is then lost and must be re-
Covered quickly. • 

When -a multiplexed channel is 
demodulated, the high.. frequency 
carrier is recreated.. A stnall error in 
that 'frequency will, caus e. a transla-
tion of the signal.spectrum. • 

in Figure 8: .• 

fe  is the original carrier frequen-
cy: (say . 68 KHz). . • 
fi  is the lowest frequency  of the 
voice signal spectrum. (say 200 
Hz). 

is  the highest frequency of the 
voice signal spectrum (say 3000 
Hz). 

fi :*lowest frequency of the 
transmitted signal .(68200 Hz). 
f4 .7±:f e.-I-f,: highest frequency of the 
transmitted signal (71000 Hz). 
f'e  is the recreated carrier. • 
If an error of .01% is made in 

the frequency, or 7_ Hz; f', 	68007 
Hz.. 

After detection using f e, the voice 
signal will lie between: 
c193' Hz and e2 :.=f4 --f c r.=-2993 Hz. 

• 
All frequencies have been shifted 

by a significant • amount; even 
though the 'relative error in recreat-
ing fe  was extremely Small, 1' 

Care. must be taken in trariStnit-
tine,  data through Multiplexed :chan-
ners affected by such frequency 
shifts, 

As far • as the wideband data 
transmission channels are cbn;-• 
cerned, AT&T has tarifféd them as. 
TELPAK channels. In - such service, 
the bandwidths are: • • 

TELPAK A, 48 ICHz (1 group) 
TELPAK B, 96 KHz (2 group) 
TELPAK Ç, 240 KHz (1  super-
group) 
TELPAK D, 1 MHz identical to 

picturephone channels. 2 • 
The Western Union Telegraph 

Company also provides an 8 MHz 
channel (for missile-tracking sys-
tems); using. à radio relay system. 

As further data transmission' 
techniques - are developed, other 
bandwidths will likely' be offered by 
the c-ontmon carriers in the futtire. 
Picturephone will almost certainly, 
be . the most significant device nil-
plemented within  the foreseeable 
future.. 

Principles of data communications 
This sectien deals with the prob-

lem  of • sending data through a tels-
phone  channel. Modems (some-
times referred • to • as • data-sets), are 
designed to match the voice grade 
channel. 

Our goal is defined as follows: 
given  a stream of 'm binary pulses, 
arrange a signal to be transmitted 
through a noiSy channel and re-
cover at  the  other -  énd the o.riginal 
m' pulses . with an .arbitrarily set . 
maximum error rate. 

In the next paragraph, I shall al-
way's be referring to the BASE-
BAND. Earlier, it was seen that the 
modulation  of a bands  say of. 200 to 
4000 Hz by a carrier at 60 KHz, 
gives two side .  bandS, symmetrical 
with respect to 60 KHz. The LoWer 
Side Band (LSB) extends from 56 to 
59:8•KHZ and the UpPer Side Band 
(USB), from 60.2 to 64 KHz. This 
amounts to  a simple:  of 
the freqUeney • spectrurn of the  band. 
Similarly, •since a • telephone line is 

-Band:Pass in nature', we can define 
à I3aSebancl fatit 0 to a certain fro.; 
queUby (for instance. 600 Hz), and 
then'inodulate it•with' a carrier at 
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Phase 

It is now  apparent that we can 
çonceivably send a pulse throne; 
that filter' every 1/1200  sec.  "with- 

: (Mt Intersyrnbol interference .(in 
• other words, at that rate of speed, 

the output of any single pulse will 
not interfere with the output. of  all 
other pulses). An illustration of that 
fundamental concept is shoWn in 
Figure 11.. 

A Baud is a tinte interval during 
Which a unit of information is sent. 
One pulse per baud is transmitted: 
the. Baud rate in our, exainple .  is 
1200; corresponding to 1200 pulses 
per second. 

From .this point the Bit rate (or 
number of binary digits of informa-
tion) is easily defined. The height of 
the output wave at T  out = 0 (see 
Figure 12) is directly .  proportional 
to the strength .  of the  pulse or 
energy — applie,d at  the input of 
the filter. 

If we recognize two independent 
, equally probable levels (for „in-

stance:  pulse or no-pulse) depend . 
 ing on the height -  detected at the 

output, we have one bit per signal; 

' Amplitude 

Cut Off 	• 
Frequency 

Phaso 

fig.-15: Cosine Roll-off Filter: ere-
servation of pulse width is aéhieved 
:by•using.this baséband filter. 

Fig. 16: Pulsé  Width  préservation  . 

Fig. 17:. Approximation to an ideal 
low pass filter 

Pulsa 
2 Bits 

Tu toricd . . 

In our example: 

Cut-off frequency of the  base-
band filter.  = 600 Hz 

T = 1/600 sec: 
Sine function zero every. T/2 = 
1/1200 sec. 

it is then said that the bit rate is 
equal to the Band: rate  (sec  Figure 
13). If VIC differentiate between four 

• Pulsd 
1 Bit 

0  :
01d 

 0 	Levl 
. 	 . 

Fig. 13: Two-level detection: One 
level.of detection is pulse or no pulse. 
The second level is if .the- output is 
beloiv a given threshold level -- .read. 
0. If the output is above the threshold 
level — read 1. 

--all independent and equally prob- 
able • 	amplitude levels for one 
pub. 2 bits of information can be 

:ned- in that pulse (sec Figure 

14). This creates a bit rate of 2400 
for a 13aud rate of 1200. In a tele-
phone line, the use of a 2400 'Hz 
bandwidth means that a Baud rate 
of 4800 can be achieved with 
level .logic. Using a 4-level logic (2 
bits•per pulse), a bit rate of 9600 is• 
possible. 

4 
Detection 
Levels 

Fig. 14: Four .  level - detection: Eaclz 
detection leVel  corresponds  to One of 
the four possible çonibinations of two 
bits of information. Bits are trans-
mitted in four conzbinatiotzs — 00, 
01, 10, 	These four conditions 
can be coed 	into pulses that effec-; 
lively dôuble.the bit rate for a given 
line ,  speed. 
C." 

Pulse Width, as opposed to pulse 
height can be preserved by means 
of  a cosine roll-off baseband filter 
with linear phase (see Figures 15 
and 16). The same basic concept 
applies. 

Nyquist originally derived those 
results. Figure 9 shOws the ideal 
baseband filter demonstrating the 
NyqUist. criterion No. 1 or pulse 
height preservation; and Figure 15 
shows the' ideal baseband filter 
demonstrating the Nyquist criterion 
No. 2 or pulse width preservation. 
Note that real filters — sec Figure 
17 for ,  a real filter approximating 
the ideal low pass of Figure 9 — 
allow the realiZation of no-symbol 
interference in an extension . of . this 
theory, achieved in practice in the 
4800 bits/sec ES1:-', modem. 

This signalling theory applies 
only to an idcal channel, free from  

noise. and..distortion. The effect of 
phase (and alse amplitude) distor-
tion'is to change _the shape of  .the 
otitput pulse sà that the .Zerocros'S-- 
ings (see Figure 12) will not occur 

. at the expected tittles and nvill cre-, - • 
ate intersymbol interference.. 

Intersymbol interferenceis not , 
encountered when . a, narrow band at 
the center of the ;telephone line is 
being 'used• (i.e.'for 16w. speed data 
.transmission); but equalization 
or line conditioning 	of  the line 
becomes necessary for high speeds. 
Hence the adaptive modem: at high 
•speeds (say ,9600. bits/sec). an ad-' 
justable 	sonletirnes autoina tie —.— 
equalizer iS part of the receiver,. to 
'compensate. ,fbr Channel _distortion. 
,IF the Comiunnication . is to be.done 
on . the',switched•network, where the 
'characteristics of the channel being 
nsed are ndt'known in advanc .e, the 
eqttalizer needs to be adjuStable. 

Another 1 crucial factor is the , 	. 	• 	. 
, amount Of noise in the channel. The 

- signal to _poise ratio of 'the • signal 
power over-  the power of the' noise 
nmst be known.. With, perturbed 
output, there• Is uncertainty in re-
covering the original . information. 
The maxiimmi possible capacity is 
then: . 

S-I-N 
C(bits/sec) 	W log, 

W 
(N:1-1) 

\V: bandwidth of' the channel (in 
Hz) 	.• 
S: average signal power 
N: noise power 

This formula states,that if N = 0 
'(noiseless channel) the informaÂon 
rate is theoretically unlimited, i.e. at 
every pulse an infinite number of 
pulse amplitudes of pulse widths (or 
pulse phases in diffet'ent modula-
tion schemes) are recognizable, 
hence an infinite amount of infor-
mation is carried. With a Signal to 

=. 



Noise power ratio • of 3 1  and • a. 
 Channel Bandwidth of 3500.HZ: 

31-1-1 
C:::  3500 log2  --- .7.72. 3500x  

1 
5 =!. 17500 bits/sec. 

The price of a modem will neces-
sarily depend on its complexity. 
Cost and channel distortiOn consid- 

• erations Will normally limit  the bit  
rate to .a somewhat lower. figure. 
Presumably the advent of Large 

• Scale Integration of digital circuits 
will allove the engineering of more 
complex networks for a reasonable 
price and we are looking:  forward .to 

• a wider range of speeds available 
on a telephone channel. 

The 	Amplitude 	Modulation 
scheme of the common carrier 
structure outlined earlier alloWs us 
to develop the Nyquist theory using 
the Basebancl only because a fre-
quency translation is employed. 
There are, however, many f•other 
modulation schemes, which  do  • not 

• invOlve amplitude modulation. The 
frequency of the carrier cari  be 

Fig. 18. Frequency modularon.  In-
stead of transmitting actual pulses 
over the tnedium, a given carrier fre-
quency can instead be shifted for the 
duration of the pulse to a ,higher or 
lower frequency. This shift and  ils 

 duration can be detected and con-
verted back to a shaped pulse. If f 
iv  the carrier it could be read as no 
pulse present and the bit value would 
be O. 1f represents the, frequency 
produced with a signal present its bit 
value would be  1 . • 

Fig. 19: Phase shift keying (PSK). The 
phase of a sine wave signal can . .be 
advanced or retarded relative to:an 
original reference point 'through; , thé 

of phase shift networks. 	t is 
than •T --- the /ii value may be I 

'(i„  0); if t.>  is reater Ihan T the 
bit  -value may b'e 0 (or 1). 

changed according to the signal 
(FM); (see Figure 18) the Phase of 
the carrier can be controlled to rep-
resent a coded information (PSK or 

Phase Shift Keying) ---  (sec  Figure 
19). Such selientes •  do not lend 
themselves  to baseband analysis; a 
direct 'analysis (sometimes quite dif-
ficult) must • be done.  • 

Given a fixed bandwidth and a 
fixed signal-to-noise ratio, the chan-
nel capacity employing any one of 
these schemes remains the same. 
The choice betvveen these 'Mock:Ia.:. 
tion .  schemes depends on such  ente-
ria as: • 
O Simplicity of the circuits. - 
.0 Convenience of use  (case of syn-
chronization with. the eqUipment 
sending and using the data). 
O Resistance of each of the 
schemes to particular types of chan-
nel distortions. 	, 	. 

Most of these matters are the Ob-
ject of active research at the present 
time.. 

Techniques used in data communi-
cations . 

The mOst widely used techniques 
used in the Data Communications 
industry .are as follows: . , 

MODEMS 	 • 
Modulation Schemes • 
o Amplitude Modulation: S$13. 
(Single Side Band) is used very 
widely because' it ' makes efficient 
use of its aSsigned bandwidth. 
O Its iinplementation in modems is 
the VSR sclierne .  :(Vestigial Side 
Band). 	• 

Frequency . Modulation (FM) and 
Phase Modulation (PM) are attrae-
tive when simplicity of equipMent is 
required. FM is invaluable for low 
speed data :transmission, because 
the bandwidth it reqUires can easily 
be provided.'It resists some channel 
imperfection subli as amplitude var-
iation. Teletype systems often use 
FM modulation

phase,Shift , Keying (PSK) is 
mathematically identical -  tô FM. 
l'iowever, the distinction lies  in the 
differenee 'between the equipment 
required to detect frequency and 
phase variations. ÉSK has:been em-
ployed in high-frequency applica-
tions where fading. is'« a problem. 
The receiver derives its information 
frein the phase difference between 
twô  successive pulses. If the pertur-
bation is slow coMpared to the in-
tervals between. ..pulses, successive 
pulses will be disturbed by the same 
amount and the information will be 
reqUired successfully. 

Qinultainre Aniplitude Modula-, 
tion (QAM), .a scheme recently .ini- 
plemente.d by . ESP, Ltd, ••is theoreti-. 
cally  as  effident  as  VSB. 

The message is divided into  two 
 halves and each half- is used  to  sell- • 

crate a different baseband 
The first baseband 'modulates the 
carrier and the second one niodu-.. 
lates the  'carrier in quadrature with 
the first.one. • 

The resulting signal is' a combi-
nation. of the t‘vo basebands, and 
has theoreticallY the. same band-
width -ancl the saine  information 
content as a signal obtained with a • 
VS1.3 sch .eme. 

Types of operation 
At low speeds (up to 1800 bits/ 

•sec) 7 the operation- of the. môdem 
cati be asynchroncius. The transmis-
sion speed is allowed to vary within 
certain limits. At speeds at and 
aboVe 1800 bits/sec the reeeiVer 
uSually expects clata at à.fixed rate; 
synChronous operatibn of the mo-
dem requires joint tithing of trans-
mitter and receiver. 

,Line Cenditiotting must be used 
f6riondrtptive circuits • in high 
speed applications. At the present 
time, dedicated data circuits are es-
tablished, which can . be compen-
sated once and for:all by equalizer 
networks. 

An adaptive modem is often re-
quired on the switched network and 
as its price goeS• down with the ad-
vent of more efficient• techniques  
and cheaper integrated • circuits; 
these modems will .be widely used. 
The trade-off between .speed and 
price is dramatized here: 

A 1200 bit/Sec modem costs 
about $800. 
A 2400 bit/Seo modem: costs 
about $2200. 
A•4800 bit/sec non adaptive mo- 

• dern costs about $5000. 
A 4800 bit/sec adaptive môdem 

	

costs about_ $12000. 	 . 

COMMON CARRIER 
MultipleXing methods 

Frequency Division Multiplexing 
can be composed of frequency 
bands., coming from Amplitude 
and/or Frequency .modnlated car-
riers. In FM, the frequency spec-
trum being used ià a function  of an  
arbitrary  modulation - index; the fre-
quency deviation is 'proportional to 
.the amplitncle of the sitmal. The 
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band occupancy  of  an Fl\,I signal is 

. a function of that - Index-. Indeed, 
this is the basic advantage  of f-'1n•1: 
the ability to . exchange bandWidth 
occupancy for. noise performance 

.(as Bandwidth increases,. so does 
noise burnunity) by varing this in-. 
dex. 

Time 	DiViSi011 

TDM works on the basis.of.allocat, 
• ing 'time slots' • to each ,channel 

rather -  thzm whole frequençy bands. 
Figure 20 illustrates the conçept of 

• TDM. 
A sine' wave must .be sampled at 

least twice during .each cycle in or-
der to reconstruct it • accurately. at 

. the receiver. If the highest frequen-
cy to,  be transmitted: is 4 .  KHz, the 
mininium sampling rate' is 8000 
samples per second,. or one every 
125usec. According to the length of 
each transmitted pulse, the • Space 
between pulses can be Used for - oth-
er channels. 

In theory the number of channels 
possible per cable is equal whether 

. using Frequency  Division  Multi-
plexing or Time .Division...Multi-
plexing; but the thnindiequipment 
required for TDM'is Very critical. 

The three modulatio n . schemes 
commonly employed in TDM are, 

PAM (Pulse -Amplitude Modula- 
tion). 
PDM (Pulse Duration Modula- ,, 	• tion). 
PPM (Pulse Position Modula-
tion). Figure. 21  shows the princi-
ple of these scheines. • 
PCM — Pulse Code Modulation 

— is a 2-level PAM 'scheme: dis-. 
crimination at the receiver is per-

- formed between pulse and no-pulse. 
For instance, if the Message. ià .  an  

analog signal, the sampled values 
are coded into an-  arrangement of , 

 several binary digits (0 for no-pulse, 
and a fixed amplitude for , pulse). 
ni .  pulses will represent .  2 1n different 
finite levels in the original . signal. 
Quantizing must be accomPlished 
as shown in Figure 22. This PCM 
is efficient -  in oVercoming noise and 
interference, as degradation of the 
'shape of a pulse will not - affeCt the 
message. PCIVI seheines are .,ein-
ployed in transatlantic cables. 

THE CONCENTRA'POR - 
As the load increases on' the 

communications netwerk, research 
installations are increaSingly preb-
ing the problernS of efficient , pae-
finding and full nage. 

Data communications are' behig 
developed to  the  point where - effi-
eient use of existing lines 'can be  
made. This is largely clue tà the 

 current development of the concen-
trator.' . . 

Tire concentrator is a small spe-
dal purpose computer that • will 
send and receive data to and from 
several users at the same time using 
the sanie line, allocating "tirtie slots'. 
to each user  according te - the 
amount of inforination that is sent 

•or received..Buffers will store sonie 
messages for a short time if many 
users  nt  one particular time Want 
send data. 

in a transatlantic cable; 
two pairs of wires are required per 
conversation,  even though, on the 
average each circuit is used at  5Q, 
percent efficiency - in each direction: 
A concentrator, using the lines at 
100 percent efficiency in each 
direction will permit twice as many 
conversations with the same number 
àf wireS. 

It is apparent that; as in the ini-
plenientation of Midtiplexing, the • 
extra equipment required' at each 
end of the line will pay for iiself 
many timeS over. 

• Conclusion 
It is hoped - that the success of the 

new communication deviceS, such 
 aS.adaptive modems and  concentra-

tors in cutting , eosts and.improving 
efficiency in the data corinnunica-
lions field mill have a far reaching 
effect.  In spite of inflation, we may 
well  sec,  sOmeclay, two bits worth 
less than 'OE' qt.-latter. 
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Fig. 21: This illuStrates the kind of 
pulses transmitted ht. tinze -division 
multiplexing using various modula-
tion schemes. If (a) is the sine wave 
to be transmitted,: (b) shows what 
PAM (pulse :amplitude modulation) 
yould appear like; (c) PDAI  (pulse 
duratibn modulation); (d) PPM (pulse 
position modulation) and (c) PCM 
(pulse code modulation). 
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shol11. The, analog is..sazzipled 
and coded ,into' an arrangement of 
bituiry -digiis to indicate the amplin«le 
level. This transmission system is effi-
cient in oVercomin,g noise •and is used 
in , trans-oeeanic éablc systems. 
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Data transmfesion: a -direction 
for future.. development 
Because the public telephone network was designed only for voice 
communication, problems arise when data communication is 
attempted on this same network. Data waveforms can be converted 
for ease of handling but it is di ffi cult to match the discontinuous flow 
of data from a terminal to the continuous flow of information in the 
communication channel 

Harry Rudin, Jr. IBM Zurich Research Laboratory 

Despite the rapid advances in many  régions  of data 
transmission, there is a rapidly growing number of ap-
plications for which existing data-transmission tech-
niques are inefficient. A look at the status of data. 
transmission  development indicates that, although a 
very successful campaign has been waged to map the 
data waveform into  a waveform ideally suited for 
transmission on the communication channel, very 
little has been done to match the often discontinuous 
flow of data from the terminal to the continuous flow 

'of information in the channel. Combining randomly 
occurring messages from several sources into a more 

'continuous flow is described by the mathematics of 
traffic theory. Although this theory has been exten-
sively applied to speech traffic, it is rarely applied to 
data  traffic. As a specific example of the gains in 
channel efficiency that can be had through the ap-
plication of traffic theory, the multiplexer—concen• 
trator is examined. In the author's opinion, it is in this 
area of application of traffic theory to data communi- 

,  thp many  of  the more significant future devel-
opments • in data transmission will be made. To be 
sure, some work has been done, but it is relatively 
little when the gains that can be made are considered. 

, 
IEEE spectrum FEBRUARY 1970 	, 

The public telephone netWork, naturally.  enbugh, was 
designed only with voice communication in mind. The 
result of this design is that  efficient data communication 

I over the telephone' network is difficult . to achieve be-
cause a number of factors that do not affect thé quality 
of voice transmission seriously impede the flow . of data. 
Delay distortion in the frequency, domain is an example 
Of One of these phenomenons. 

A trernendous research and development effort has 
been made to overcome many of the restrictions im-
posed by the voiCe-communication network. The bit 
rate (and the reliability) at which data can be transmitted 

, haS been markedly increased within the last few years as 
the result of such technological advandes. But the 
strange and fascinating aspect of this effort is that it 
has been carried out almost exclusively in the domain of 
signal design. That is, research has been almost exclusively 
concentrated on the 'developmen t.  of techniques that con-

' vert the data waveforni into another waveform that will 
easily pass through the transmission channel. 

However, the public telephône network was designed 
not only with the voice Waveform in mind, but with the 
statistics of voice communication in mind  as well. Al-
though it has been well-recognizeçl that the telephone 
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network is not suitable for transmission of 1114111y pure 
data wavc‘lbrins, the assumption is usually- made (albeit 
tacitly) that the statistics of data communication alloW 
direct trzmstuission of data Over  the  telephone • net-
work. l'his---more Often than not s—is baci assumption. 

Trahie  theory is the study of the statistical flow of mes-
sages and this theory is largely responsible for economical . 
voice transmission as it exists today. In fact, the de-
velopment of the theory was motivated mainly by tele-
phony itself. lJnfortunately r trallic theory is only now be-
ginning to be applied to the data-cornmunication prob-
lem. 

In this article, the present direction of data-communica-
tion development and possibility for improvement is 
assessed in a cursory fashion; Next, the efficiency  of  con-
versational and interactive data-communication systems 
is examined. Finally, an example (Slightly rigged to be 
sure) is considered to illustrate the gains that can be 
made in certain 'cirçumstances. The point of the example 
is to show that there are cases in  which tremendotià in-
creases in channel. efficiency. can • be made by  taking 
trahie  statistics intb account. 

Recent developirients in data  transmission  • 
Recent de,velopments in data  •  transmission can be 

divided into thre.e areas: modulation techniques, equaliza-
tion techniques, and error control.' • •  

The term  "modulation techniques" is used in the most 
general sense—i.e., the . modulation process is that process 
which maps  the data signal (often digital) into a form 
that is suitable for transmission over ‘vhatever trans-
mission facility is at hand. It might include serial-to-
parallel conversion, translation from baseband to a 
higher frequency, and band-limiting methbds. There 
are two techniques very Much in vogue. 

The first modulation technique is multilevel baseband 
transmission dombined with vestigial sideband  modula-
tion.'" Multilevel transmission permits several bitS to 
be sent at the same time so that higher speeds may be - 
achieved. The vestigial- sideband  modulation  is a' good, 
practical approximation to achieve the spectrum utiliza-
tion efficiency of single-sideband modulation. 

A second technique is that of partial response.' In 
this  technique a correlation is introduced.between 'what is  

transMitted at one signaling instant and one or more 
other signaling instants, With the result that various 
spectral shapes can be obtaiaed ... Practically, the ad-
vOntage of this 'family of techniques is •that it permits 
transmission' al  new combinations Of speed and sensi-
tivity to noise.' 

- The cleveloptnents in modulation techniques have per-
, mitted 'very ,eflicient design of modems that convert the 
dÉna signal into .tt- form ideally -suited tO  a sPecific, knoWn 
communication channel (the average. telephone channel, 
for example).- Unfortunately, the difference between a 

. specific channel .and the average channel can be quite 
large, and  this difference  (in  'addition to manufacturing 
tolerances) was the inajor hindrance to efficient data com-
munication until a few years ago. 'the' development of- a 
'variety of automatic equalization techniques has since 
removed that hinclrance.' -7  Using these techniques, it is 
Possible to .compe.nsitte automatically for the variations 
of the., individual .channel and also  the  manufacturing 
tolerant:es'. .‘ 

One of the more up-to-date devices . for this ap-
plication is the transversal, filter. It provides a - dynamic 
and flexible approach to the problem of equalization and 

• is ‘vell-suited to adaptive as well as automatic operation, 
qualifying it for use when distortion is time variable. 

A very large pereentage of- the literature devoted to 
coMmunications and inforrnation theory concerns vari-
ous coding and decoding techniques for the detection 
and correction of. errorS' incurred in the proCess of data 
transmission.  It -is possible.to design  -a data-transmission 

O  system that operates with a very' high speed but with 
•an untieceptablY ,high error rate.' However; by .  using a 
small percentage of the transmitted information for the 
insertion of redundancy; a disproPortionately large gain 
can be made in the .  reduction of the error rtite. •Un- 

•fortunately; the coder and, iiarticularly, the decoder in 
the. vast majority. of cases described in the literature 

- are prohibitively eXpensive. However, these techniques 
can be both practical and economically reasonable. 9  

The techniques just described have been put into 
. practice in the case of the telephone channel, and the re- 
. .sults are 'truly impressive; For example, it is  possible  to 
. transmit oat. the rate of 9600 bits per second (b/s) over 

carefully prepared leased lines.' 10  Also, very ,extensive 

FIGURE 1.  Simplified data-comenurilcation complex., FIGURE 2. Efficiency of some data-communication sys- 
tems--dial and transmit (computer processing included). 
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tests have been made over the Direct-Distance Dialed 
(DDD) 'network to prove the reliability of 3600-b/s 
transmission over unprepared facilities. 1  Experimental 
work indicates the 'possibility of still higher spec& over 
the DDD network. Unfortunately, these units are very 
complex and the complexity seems to increase rapidly 
with speed. 

The question should be asked,' "How "illicit roOm for 
improvement is there?" Shannon's theory ' 2  provides 
the answer for error-free transtnission in a white-noise-
only environment in terms of the following equation: 

= 	log2 (PIN + 1) 	• 

where W is the channel bandwidth in hertz and PIN.is 
the signal-to-noise power ratio. Estimating. the band-
width of the voice channel to be 2400 Hz and the signako-
noise ratio to be 30 dB results in a very rough  approxima-
tion of the channel capacity; C• equals 24•000 b/s. There' 
is, then, room for improvement, but not very much. What 
progress there is to be made in this directiOn is apt to 
come at great co`st. ThiS is not to say that the advent  of 

 large-Scale integration (and With it the  promise of eco-
nomical digital- and active-filter technologies, for exainple) 
will not sharply reduce  the cost of modems eVen .more 
complex than the ones produced today. HOwevèr, there 
may well be a more profitable direction in which to carry 
out research. 

In summary, much effort has been expended and much 
success has been had in matching the transmitted signal 
waveshape to the channel's characteristics, In the voice, 
communication-channel area, excellent work has been 
done in making the data wavefOrm look like the speech 
waveform so that it will easily' pass through the channel 
designed for  speech. • • 

Data-transmission system efficiency 

As long as thè, flow of data is continuous, the con-
ventional data-transmission system performs very well 
indeed. eut when the  flow  of çlata becomes nonregular or 
random,' the data-communication systein can be rather 
inefficient. The vast majority of research' and development 
efforts in data transmission have been devôted exclusiVely 
to the case of continuous or nearly continuous daià 
flow. A look at one of several books devoted to data 
transmission will verify this."." 

Unfortunately, there is a rapidly growing number of 
applications in which the flow of data is far from con-
tinuous. One example is found in a. large inquiry system. 
Here, several retnotely located or satellite terminals make 
requests to a central computer—perhaps to ascertain• a 
cutorner  dit,  to find out if a seat is available on an 
aircraft igt.  or to check the inventory of a certain 
item. Both the request for information and the required 
information are usually very short messages; further, 
these short messages are very likely separated by long 
idle-time periods. 

Another example of discontinuous data flow is the use 
of a time-shared computer, perhaps for scientific pro-
gramming. In this case, the likelihood is that a com-
munication channel will remain idle for long periods of 
time while the programmer .  or the computer ponders 
some aspect of a problem. 

One way of characterizing the continuity of data com-
munication is by' means of message length: Given the 
Message length, the bit rate of thé communication chan- 

Rudin—Data transmission: a  direction for  nature developMent 

nel, and the time required to set up the connection, it is 
possible to determine  the  efficiency of a communication 
system in terms  of  the*percentage of time actually spent 
transmitting needed information. The efficiency 7h is 

. given by 

Tiine required to transmit  the  information.  
Total time required to -makelhe connection 

and"transmit the requiréd,information 

For the very simple, single-switch ccimmtinication system 
Shown in Fig. 1, nt  can be plotted as a function •of the 
message' length for assumed switching time and rate of 
transmission as shown in Fig. 2. Two data ratés are as-
sumed: The 17kilobit-per-second (kb/s) rate is taken as a 
fairly representative number for many data modems 

'capable Of Operating on, the Direct-Distance Dialed 
telephone network; the 50-kb/s rate is taken as repre-
sentative of a wide-band data service or of a single• 
Pulse-code-modulation  voice channel..' 

. Two switching or iriterconnecting times are assumed: 
5 seconds to represent a conventional, Mechanical 
switching system°  and 5 Ms to rePresent a futuristic solid-
state switching :system. ' 5  (It should be noted that these . 

 switching times include the processing time of a com-
puter used to control the switch itself.) Combinations 
of these parameters and : a sp.ecified message length de-
termine the efficiency.* The results of this simple calCula-
don are shown in Fig. 2. It is clear that in many cases of 
interest the efficiency- is indeed low. Of course, this is 
not the only criterion of giodness that exists for the 
evaluation of a communication system. 

In the face of such low efficiency, there is another path .  
open to the user. Rather than reestablish the connection 
for each call (and thereby suffer the penalty of connect 
time), the user can  establish  the  call only once and ac- 

The combination of 1-kb/s transmission speed arid 5-ms switching 
tinte does not appear as it is an unreasonable combinatien. In 
the 5-ms period there is insufficient time to transfer the information 
neceSsary to establish the call, even at the 1-kilobit rate. 

FIGURE 3. Efficiency of some data-communication sys-
tems—hold and transmit--at a 1-kb/s data rate. 
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FIGURE 4. Message-multiplexer system. 
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cept, instead, the • penalty or holding time between mes-
sages, when the line is idle. A simple calculation can nisei 
•e Made for this  case  Where the efficiency n2 is new 
tined as followS: 	. 

Time required to transmit the information 
Sun-1.ot average.heldinitime betWeeri transmissions 

and tinie required to transiti •it information 

The efficiency is plotted as a fUnction Of the average 
message •length for a 'number of assumed'holcling tinies • 
between transmissions in Fig. 3. A data-transmission rate 
of 1 kb's is assitinecl;'another set of Curves could be drawn 
for transmission'at 50 M.* with a corresponding degrada-
tion in efficiency. Again it is seen that the effiçiencies are 
not high for many cases of:interest. 

The recognition of Such inefficiencies is not netv. In a 
forward-looking paper" published in 1961, the authore-
calculate a 's'stem utilization index" or efficiency for a 
specific system of sonte 2 percent. Unfortunately, not a 
great deal has happened in, the intervening period. For 
example, a very recent (and very tirnely) paper. by Jack-
son and Stubbs gives a range of 1 to 5 percent for the com-
munication efficiency of several Multiaccess.. computer 
systems.,7 • • 

So far, only the point of vietv of the comiminication 
user has been considered, but the presetit state of affairs 
is also a.source of difficulty to the communication  sup-
plier. If the customer chooses to operate in the first  mode 
(dial and transtint) and makes many such transactions, 
the computer that directs' the switching in a modern ex-
change may become overloaded. If the CuStoiner chooses 
to operate in the secend mode (hold and transmit) many 
trunks are blocked for very long periods of time. Thus 
there is pressure for change from  the communication 
supplier as well:" 

These inefficiencies are all a result of the nonuniform 
character of data flow or, in other wcirds, the traffic 
statistics of data. The job of converting the often discon-
tinuous data wavefôrm into a continuous waveform 
suited tcythe transmission channel's capabilities has been 
well done. The job of converting the ofteti,cliscontinuous 
traffic pattern of data into the contintious 'flow of in-
formation in the transmission channel has barely been – 
begun. •  

better 'utili4ecl. In tact, this approach' has been taken in 
some -  nonvoice transmission cases, but infrequently and 
for ,  'relatively' long messages—telegraph  messages, , for 
examPle." • 

The. most straightforward Approach is the use of a 
pure multiplexing technicitie. Multiplexing - is here de-
fined as a technique that assigns portions of the ehannel's 
capacity to -,various Users on >a . fixed, a' priori basis. •A 
multiplexer has the same total input and output çapaci- . 
ties detertninecl 'on an instantaneouS basis. 

The channel caPacity can be subdivided either in fre-
quency or in lime. Compared' with transmission on an 

 'entire trunk, each terminal "sees" a reduced capacity. • 
When this reduced capacity can  be, tolerated (for ex-
ample, when possible resultant delays are reasonable), 
the restriction  on transmissicin rate itself acts  as  It. filter 
to smooth ,the varying traffic flow. Since seVeral ter• min-
als can  use the sàme trfink, :utilization or effieiency is 
higher. 

Frequency-division multiplex (FDM) is a well-used 
technique in the telephone s• ystem. 21  In FDM, a• segment 

, of the channers frequency - range is allobated to each sub-
,.channel. • The other ::mtiltiplex possibility is timedivision 

(TDM).-  This is  the  approach used for -sub-
dividing pialse-code modulation' channels", and in which 
time.slots rather , thati' ,freqUency slôts  are  assigned to 
subchannels or terminals. • 

FbMs ancl - TDMs are made by a' ntimber of- manu-
facturers for subdividing the voice channel into a - number 
of leW;.speed data channels. . - 

A'more flexible system can be had - by using concentrat-
, ing, as oPposed to multiplexing, equipment. "Concentra-
, floe is here defined as the assigning' of the trünk's 
,capacity on a - dynamic or demand basis. A' concentrator, 
hoWever, rnay•have more inPlit that outPut.capacity and 
so•:may generate errors. 

.4. - cencentrator can be simply a , relatively fast switch 
thatcennects the various terminals, upon request, to the 
lines  or  trunks leading ,to the - information-processing 
unit.',.The switch ean be made -to function very rapidly 
beeause • it has a very litnited number of Customers and 

:•.need ,Only perforrn a limited number of tasks  for  these 

Some approaches to a solution 
In order to discuss and compare several solutions for 

the problem of data communication with random-mes-
. 	sage flow, these -solutions will be discussed with respect 

' to a specific system—that -shown in Fig. 1., The geo- . 
graphical distribution implied in Fig. 1 (a cluster of ter- 
minals far removed from a common destination) is chosen 

, to emphasize the gains in efficieney that can be made if 
circumstances are ideal. 

Although the geographical chistering of terminals in 
Fig. 1 

may seem arbitrary, such clustering is con-imonly 
observed." Yet another system might be one wherein 
communication costs are negligible and no extra hard-
ware costs are Warranted to reduce already negligible 
communication costs. 

Obviously, what is needed to 'improve trunk-line 
efficiency - is a technique for combining the communica-
tion needs of many terminals (when this is feasible) so 
that the total data-communication flow becomes more 
regular and the communication caPacity of the trunks 
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customers • in contrast to  a conventional telephone ex-
change. 

If two messages require transmission at the same time 
in this approach, one must wait until the other's trans-
mission has been completed. One such system has been 
des'cribed by .J.' J. Waton." The Bell System has recently 
announced DA -ritex," which performs a siMilar function. 
Devices such as these are essentially line-switching con-
centrators.. 

Although the line-switching concentrator permits  signi 
Ilcant improvement in the • utilization  of transmission 
facilities, it does have its limitations. This is so because 
it is restricted to setting up 'a line connection and main-
taining that connection until the entire message, includ-
ing the possibility Of Ébrne idle time, has been transmitted. 
Other messages cannot be accepted by  the Concentrator 
switch until the first message has completely - cleared the 
system. The signaling techniques (used .for specifyin -g  the 
connection path -  and end or message) are conventional, 
thus limiting the connection speed. 

A system that is capable of higher transmission eflicien- . 
cies is the multiplexer-concentrator with buffer storage, 
shown in Fig. 4. This system has three main features:. 

1. Signaling (consisting only of • the addresS of • the 
 calling terminal) is handled by the nuiltiplexer-concen-

trator and at the trunk's bit rate: 
2. The messages are of fixed' length but can be very 

short—perhaps only  a single bit or characterand each 
message is addressed. 

3.. A queue or waiting line' for messages is provided so 
that every terminal may make the assumption that the 
system always has room for another message. • 

As a result of these features it is clear that this system 
also has several disadvantages., 

First, the  maximum  efficiency of the system is limited-- 
a result of the fact that . the address is transmitted with 
each message. If, for example, five bits are used to repre-
sent the message (a single character) arid there are 32 
2,  terminals, the maximum  attainable 'efficiency is 50 
percent (five  information and five address bits). In.con-
trast, the line-switching concentrator may approach 100 
perp•  ent, but only for very long messages. A glance at 
either Fig. 2 or 3 reveals, however, that 50 percent or 
even 17 percent (if the message is a single bit in the 
example above) is a relatively high efficiency compared 
with that of many conventional systems. 

Second, the system is not a very flexible system be-
cause'of the heavy dependence of efficiency  on the num- 
ber of addresses. . 	. 

Third; since the queue Must be of limited size in a 
realizable system, there is a' definite probability of error 
in this system. This is a key parameter and will be dis 7 

 cussed further. 
The notion of such a multiplexer-coneentrator is not 

new." In the field of digital computer input-output 
systems, a particularly large effort has been made in this 
area. In fact, such an approach is mandatory if a com-
puter memory is.to  have the capability of communicating 
eflicientlY with card readers, punches, piinters, disks, 
tapes, and terminals. 21." The preoccupation of the de-
signers of these internal' multiplexers for large digital 
computers has been to provide the most efficient use of 
the computer's memory in an effort to 'minimize the 
interference of the communication process with the in-
ternal operation of the computer. What would . seem de- 
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sirable  in the case of the time-shared computer system is 
the extension or the multiiilexing from  inside the co rn 
puter to a point closer to the remote terminals so that 
the communicatiOns facilities can:be efficiently shared as 

..well as the compUte'r's memory is. 
•. Some work has been clone in this direction by es-
sentially using a full-size digital computer to achieve 
multiplexer-concentrator performance as Well -  as to ac-
.complish a great 'number' of other  services  simulta-
neously: 26 . 21  Some computer mannfacturers :and softie 
manufacturers of peripheral computer equipment do 
provide . remote multiplexer-concentrators that  are ent-
ployed to increase  communication  efficiency; (Un- • 
fortunately, •the design of such units is:apparently con-
sidered highly proprietary and very little information 
appears in the open literature.) IBM, for example, has 
models 3967 and 3968 in: its product line..These units, 
as well as the IBM model. 2905 (which has recently been 
described in the literaturel'$), can serve as Multiplexer-
concentrators. 

A closer look at a multiplexer-;concentrator 
A specific form of 'the. multiplexer-concentrator with 

beer storage provides  an  interesting.  model l'or closer 
.exarnination and demonstration of increased corn-
ritunication channel efficiency.' The  message  length' is 
chosen as short  as Possible, i.e., a single bit or g single • 

•character. This auth •or has recently been engaged in a' 
study of thé statistical behavior of such a model. 2,  

This Multiplexer-concentrator is an intereSting model 
because it represents an extreme in simplicity-and attain-
able elliciericY. TheSysteni examined here can be thought 
of as perhaps the most primitive message sWitch" because 
the messages are all of the same and shortest- possible 
length. Also, the "header" (which identifies the message) 
has the shortest possible length, consisting. only of the 
address. Examination of this system, then, should pro-
vide a kind of lower 'bound that can be improved upon 
by more sophisticated'systems of the future. . 

. Although the multiplexer disctissed here provides an 
interesting Model for study, it also has a number of 
practical 'advantages. One advantage is that the multi-
plexer looks, like a - variable-speed terminal to . the, user.: 
Whenever .  the user wants to deliver a bit or a character, 
he may. This is important, for ,example, in the case of re-.. 
mote display of computer graphics where the rieed is for 
a burst of high-speed data followed by à long quiescent. 
period. 36  Another advantage is that, in addition  to Shared 

. costs for expensive trunks and modems,  a very powerful 
error-control unit might be shared as' vell. -  

A high attainable line • utilization .or elliciency results 
from the statistical averaging process of the many ran-
domly operating input terminals. Specifically; it is the 
inclusion of memory that allows the messages to . collect 
randomly in a queue for stihsequent transmission at a 
regular rate on the trunks.... 

As stated earlier, it is necessary to limit the size of this 
queue in any:physical device and it is clear that such - a 
restriction introduces the probability of error. A question 
that must be answered immediately is, "How large  must 
the mentorY be to achieve a high  information-transmission 
efficiency and at the same time maintain . a low probability 
or error l'rom overilow or the queue ?", ir the memory must 
be extreniely large, the syStem is unreasonable from the , 

 econOrnic point of view.' 
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In the work mentioned earlier* such an analysis was 
made assuming that: 	• 

1. The messages to be transmitted are of constant 
length in agreement with what has been stated here. 

2. The number of terminals Connected is finite (specifi-
cally, 15 in the curves shown here). 

3. The maximum queue length is specified. 
4. The number of messages arriving during the trans-

mission period of one message is binomially' distributed; 
the terminals operate independently. 

The results of this analysis are most encouraging and 
are  shown for a single trunk -in Fig. 5. The probability 
of message loss or probability of error is plotted as a 
function of the maximum allowable queue length, Three 
curves are drawn for varying levels of channel utiliza-
tion p. 

The channel utilizationp is Simply the percentage of the 
time during which the channel is carrying data. The over-
all cfficiency of the system is thus determined by multi- 

•plying the channel utilization by the percentage of useful 
information in the data. For example, for p 	0.75 and 
the five information- and live address-bit message men-
tioned earlier, the overall efficiency iS 

• n ---- (0.75)(0.5) - 37.5% 

The memory capacities indicated by Fig, 5 are quite 
reasonable in the light of what is expected by contempo-
i:arY data-transmission standards that often have an error 

" It has rezently come to the author's attention that - a study similar 
to that in Ref, 29 has been macie—using somewhat different 
assumptions—in a paper by ‘V, Chu, 31  

FIGURE 5. Probability of error vs. queue length for 15 
indopendently.operated input terminals and thre e.  utiliz' a-
tion factors. 
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rate of one in 10 5. The error.  . rate in the multiplexer-
concentrator, for example, could be held to one in 10" 
with a maximum queue length of about 70 Messages even 
for the very high trunk utilizatiOn of 90 percent. 

In addition to Providing the desired smoothing•ofl  data 
flow, the- memory must introduce delay. It is,' of course, 
important to make certain that this delay remains within 
reasonable bounds. Figure 6 shows the average waiting 
delay (in relation -  to the unit time required to send a single 
message) as a function of the maximum allowable queue -
size. As in Fig. 5, three values of utilization are indicated. 
It is evident from Fig, 6 that, even in the case of high 

. utilization, the delays are reasonable. 
As a summary, consider a system consisting of 15 

high-speed (1000-b/s) terminals clustered. together and 
connected by 2000-bit trunks to a distant information 
processing unit. The terminals can operate at 1000 b/s 
but do so only 6 percent of the time (producing uni- . 

 formly distributed, single-character messages) in an in-
dependent fashion. 

One communication possibility is 15 - separate lines with 
an assumed error rate on the trunk of ont.: in 10" messages. 
AlternatiVely, tw6 channels cari be multiplexed on each Of 
seven channels', reducing the required niimber  of trUnks 
to eight. Through the use of a multiplexer-eoncentrator, 
all the terMinals can be carried by a -  single trunk witll'a 

Systeni è.oraparison 

NUMber of Probability of a 
Channels Message in Error* 

Direct connection 	 15 	1.000 X 10 -5  
TDM 	 8 	1.000 X 10 -5  
Multiplexer-concentrator 

with 20-character buffer 	1 	1.001 X 10 -5  

Approximate error , rates. The exact calculation of probability 
of error in a message would depend on the details of the trans-
mission system. 

FIGURE 6. Average' delay vs. qUeue - length for 15 input 
terMinals and three utilization factors. 

, 	System 
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negligible increase in error rate, if the buffer storage has a 
capacity of some 20 characters. (Characters, eight bits in 
siie, are given four-bit addresses so that the channel 
'utilization is 0.675.*) Table. I provides a comparison of 
the systems. 

This example is only 'an indication of .what .can be 
achieved by a very simple system under ideal Circum. 
stances. Efficiency, it must bdaddecl, is not by any means 
the only criterion of ,goodness for' such a system. Ideally 
the entire syStem should - be optimized, say from the point 
of view of cost, taking careful account of the traffic 
statistics. There is room .  for much effort In this area. 

C011011151011 

The pUrpose of this article is not so * much to present a 
. solution (it -is not a new solution) as it is to encourage dis-

course' and further work in the data-transmission area. 
Considerations indicate that there are tremendous gains 
that may sometimes be made in adding traffic considera-
tions to the popular signal-design conSiderations, which 
represent the bulk of the current effort in data-trans. 
mission research. . • 

When pulse-code modulation becomes widely aVail. 
able, thereby increasing the data-transmission capacity of 
the voice channel by a factor of toughly ten, the mis-
match between low-speed terminals and channel capacity 
will become even greater: and  the use of multiplexing-- 
concentrating techniques may well be even More de-
sirable.. 

° The total number of message  bits that eadh second flow into the 
trunk from the output of the 15  terminals is: 15 terminals X 1000 
his per terminal X 0.06 utilization 900 b/s. Since each eight-bit 
character iS accompanied by an additional four-bit address, the 
trunk must carry an extra 450 b/s, The total trunk load' .is 1350 
his whereas the total space available is 2000 b/s. The channel 
utilization is, therefore, 0.675. 

The author is deeply indebted to• many of his colleagues for 
exciting discussions, on this subject, Particularly, the author wishes 
to thank  H. R. Mueller, E. Port, and D. Seltzer. 
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:The.  telephone, ;Ïoric 	 ined the::dé'înànd'of'.i ./01C'Q 

.-..baSic";faict:about . vihi.3.;''fis'a'va8§2iole :and. wiiat-, irtie.33tP•be•:.:doro 

khc e:).‘ 

eSeeleQ I:141kt 

rather-,  than a. hOUSehold:tetOrd,:thd'ilieéhitie'.re::::',..i'. 
-1  quired, some vcry :SPécial:peiScinno./ io ,ca/e/e atiY.; . ', • 

• thing fiorn its Jirs-utecl faerlities 	ne  operator  
came' to MO:. comPtiter.. 'and 	 And  the 
computer's '-'111r,iite.,(fi'..bra'inboV.ier'",::  perMitted•;*''offly).,7: :  
one operater,ai"a dine.to tinker. Toey, Computers .  
'can be progra rritried sothat nitn0St-ZeJete can he 

. ;trained to acçesS .. :thern;-1..e'ledst, in .i:iiinited,vvaY . P 
'Moreover,- these .:  eleCtropid,.:rnachii.es nof  have  : 

•: such masSivecientrareind.,... peripheral:.  trietnorieS ... 
 that tuaii}:1, people :Cn"•-uSW;theiri.  simultaneously 

...-:Since it is impractical .  tO,',':fieve air& the  computer  «,• 
users make a pilgrimag' 	the cornputer; the corn-.. 
buter is 'made  to conie,te •-the people that'.it'serves.,,  
This 	done via côtntnimication" 

.y dorninantly in the te/ephone netuiprl.t. :The various 
factors . ,Involved preVide . .;::thè ,  substance- .for . this 
primer article. 

•Thereisn certain irCiny 	VIth the'dévelop.... 
ment of télecommunications. Samuel Morse. opened 
an era in the early.1840S... Then, some 34 Years', later, .. - 
Alexander pelLtieveloped a 'System ifiat Carried analog . 
(voice) .  signals rather than :::CrYptie.dpts' and  dashes, 

 for the nerfiart, it soen.supplantee.7.fo-rs' 
What 'began as 	digitrd,::CernrintriiMins,: :network..''; 
gave %Vey to .what was 'corisidereili 	s(few.r' :  
years,' a More convenient:Inc:de fer cenuriunicating, 

: 
 

Novi,  . at ''an 'ever'-iricreasii .liate.,:,.1&tinse.,...of the 
growing presence ,and . ianeriCe of the digital'  cern 
puter and a, need to '.. 'COinintirticate with: it. from- ' s  
remote places on its è.n..v.n.',t erMs, there is aArend 

COncept..HOWe'Vei'i"niest.:,k" , ;:. 
the avaiiable;charinels  for  • establishing:the : ',digitaee 
communicationS. links ‘Vere .  tailered,:pritnarilï'fOr ;  
voice, and:so it:has been expedient to cenvert digital 

;..:data into 'Seine ferm  of  analog equivalent  in  orrier ::,::; „ 
tO transmit , the."infortnation (Even.: telegraph 'eont7 '... 
munications inVariably : make  use  ref ..voice-line comrn 

s uninication: ‘clianaelsji 
The Sittiatieni'.'eb .inigitieütidtliere >;is eVen:sOte-t :. 

speculation that siaee  digital  techniques ' are  
viable,  all Infornietieniticluding :  
will beti;'-iiii"Snifireirîn  digital form; (it'is iteCtinnstial 

' even hew fiii:-voicdteleeo- ne Conversations to traVell 
at lcasta portiOn  of their transmission peth„Wdigitale 
form.) Althour,h.:COMplete. digital tietworki:nre 

, 	 . 

in the planning.:Stage, they are unlikely .,,, : t6 thakel 
much  of an impact on data comnitinicii'tierislet:,,, 
alone the entire Communications 
the next five years: This discussioniS:abont data.cons,' 
niunications nevi and in the near  future and SO:„if' , ': 
is, for the most part, the story of data .transtnidSiOn'', 
using presently available analog 

This article, however, " is concerned net : With' alt 
facets of this verY broad stibject, but only with thes'e•-, 
systems that  are ,lett'st becoming a significant  factoi  
in the scheme i of Modern business—communientionsi 
involving data 'exchange with  computers.  Most' of  
these systems .employ common-carrier faCilitie.s : V; 
either ordinary scyitchervITce tele- i3bone channels 
or some private-line---s;wi:;iïeased féoni'.the 

Because—eeeTen71.7sr . will be  more  interCste&W: 
particuIar areas of the subject, the article  is tliVidee:: 
:intà four main sections:  basics, carrier systeinS, 
ment, and system design7,-Èch is-Ferttively self-con • 

: 
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Although digital communications•emerged in its present 
form in the. early 1950s, much of the terminology and 
basic knowledge derive from the old art of telegraphy. 
One result of the carryover is the variety of ways in 
which data-transmission rates are now given, and the 
confusion that  bas  been created thereby. 

For example, there are those who have trouble dis- . 
tinguishing between a baud and a bit. The baud—an 
old telegraph term—represents a basic rate of trans-
mission in pulses, per second. The amount of information 
that can be packed into each baud is represented by 
the number of bits per baud. With • many data-com-
munications systems, primarily the slower-speed systems, 
it has been customary to use binary' (two-state) signaling 
and, in this instance, the baud, and the bit rate are 
equivalent. Altiniugh the baud rate is limited theoretically 
to twice (and, practically, to only) the width in hertz 
of ihe bandwidth being transmitted, bit rate can be 
increased s-eVéalfold by nonbinary signaling techniques. 

Whereas sortie people bandy bits and others bandy 
bands, still others describe their systems as tranSmitting• 
so many characters per second, or .per Minute. 

At leaSt oneîïsïFfoï adopting claraCters per unit 
time when specifying data-transmission rate grew out 
of a method for transmitting  the data: in some systems, 
all of the bits that comprise a character are transmitted 
simultaneously (see ,multipléxing). One problem here, 
howeVer, is • that systerns using the simultaneous-bit 
method may use a different number of bits—ranging 
from 5 tO 11—to describe characters and So direct com-
parison of various transmissioù speeds in characters 
per second may be Misleading. ' 

Data-communication rates on voice telephone channels 
aiso generally are specified accOrding to the broad cate-
gories of "slow," "medium," and "fast." Although there 
are no universally accepted definitions of these ranges, / 
few would argue the point that data transmission at '-•-) 
300 b/s is slow. But one equipment  manufacturer  might / 
consider 1200 b/s high speed; another might consider / 
1200 b/s nibrirerate and place the fast crossover at 2400 
b/s. ïn general, however, it appears that, as the data field 
matures and as techniques improve, there is a tendency 
to shift the slow/fast dividing line upward. 

• Aside from the fact that they may be misunderstood, 
data  rates possibly may be misinterpreted. For instance, 
some  equipment must operate with built-in delays; bits 
may be added for error  protection (and, as such, are 
not message-information bits); and retransmission may 
by required in the event of errors. These factors, and 
others, reduce actual data-transmission rates. 

Transmitting the data signal 
Signals from computers and most other data terminals 

are generally simplepp-off waveforms (called hasebancl). 
Most terminals receiving the data meseaealso operate 
with baseband signals,. It would be convenient if the 
signals were transtnitted in the form in which they are 
generated. This can be done, and is common practice 
if the receiver • and transmitter terminal are linked by 
short sections Of connecting cable. 
ç.'Also called mark-space. 

But, for the most part; the communication links 
available today have not been deSigné .d to carry basebarid 
signals. if the data aFeere-iii"-CtrVé-d-eitin one -seCtio" 
etrihe country to another, the baseband signals must 
be translated, through modulation, into an ac form at 
the proper frequency for transmission. 'There are three 
options, as shown in Fig. 1.: 
o The baseband signal can be used to control the am-

plitude of a sine-vvave carrier. This contrivance is am-
plitude Modulation or, as sometitneS termed the data 
field, amplitude shift keying (ASI .). 
o The signal can be used to -Cri'ittt:ol the frequency of a 
generated signal—better known in the data-communica-
tions field as frequency shift keying (FSJP, 
o The signal can be used to regulate the phase of a 
generated frequency—more often Called phase shift key-
ing (PSK). 

.K1I-Of the modulation methods are used,. although 
.:a.‘$K  • and PSK are the most popular for high-speed 
transmission of data, whereas FIVI is the overriding choice 
for low-speed applications. 

..ASE, The iiattire of amplitude modulation is such that 
tWo sidebands, each Containing equiValent information,' 
are'  produced. An analysis of ASK reVeals that more 
efficient  use of the • corritnunication ehannel is  possible 
if either one or the ether of the sidebands—rather than 
bothL-is transmitteit • 

In general, a double:sideband 'system must have a 
bariclWidth eqtial •-to at least twice the baud rate; the. 
single-sideband ,systein is about twice  as. efficient in 
its te-o-f bandwidth: 

To demodulate ASK; it 'is necessary for the receiver 
to "work against" some reference carrier. The reference 
is intrinsic to double 7Sideband systems; single sideband 
requires the precise reinsertion  of  such a reference. More-
over,: single sideband is extremely sensitive to channel 
impairments. As a compromise measure it has become 
common practice to Transmit all Of one sideband and a 
vestigial part of the ether. Although -it is-Fdàsible to 
extract carrier information at the receiver using pure 
vestigial sideband (VSB) techniques, for practical pur-

_poses, reference toneirsually are added at the extreme 
ends of the available bandwidth. 

It should be noted.  that  ys,,p requires.  expensive tech-
niques and care must be exercised to Tesiiire-eeful 
system adjustment. But VSB is among the most useful 
techniques for implementing . high-speed data trans-
mission 'over band-limited channels because good SNR 
is  possible  with a minimum expenditiwe of bandwidth. 

FSK. Frequency modulation is angle modulation in 
which the instantaneous frequency deviation is propor-
tional to the modulating'voltage. • 

The FSK technique operates by having two or more 
different frequencies transmitted within the bandwidth 
of the cOmmunications channel in order to convey two 
or more levels of information. • 

Since amplitude excursions are unimportant for de-
tecting an F.M wave, frequency modulation is relatively 
immune to disturbances. that create errors in an am-
plitude-modulated system. flOwever, FSK, like double-
sideband modulation, limits a channel's bit-carrying rate 
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FIGUWE 1. Modulation techniques. 	 ASK. 

to•about the frequency • 'of the bandwidth. (Capacity 
Varies somewhat with the degree, or index, of modula-
tion.) 

FSK might be termed a "quick and dirty" approach 
to'ea-nsinitting data—so long as—al—rates are less  than  
about 1200 UM and bandwidth conservation is not a 
factor. ït is "rugged" in the sense that it has good tol- 

• erance to maenads of channel impairments and it 
offers the very attractive advadiage 011ow-cost design. 

PSK. In phase ni-o-di.ilitidrit 'aâ-ïfie-teiérit-implies, the 
'-----' phase of the transmitted carrier is altered to conform 

with the information being conveyed. In the simplest 
system, the phases used are 180 degrees apart; when 
more than two levels of info`rrali ion are carried, ,addi- 
'Lionel phase differences are added—usually in multiples 
of two (thus making the difference between existing 
phase shifts srnaller). There can be a coherence problem 
and a reference must be obtained by the receiver. Alterna- 
tively, this problem can be overcome by using differential 
PSK (DPSK). Here, each successive phase change is 
made 'r-e•YatiVe' to the last existing phase rather than 
relative to some standard. Althougb a slight SNR penalty 
is incurred, DPSK is less susceptible to phase jitter and 
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other channel disturbances.. PS,K, for highest-speed sys-
terns; can bé coinplementeeeith amplitucim.podulatien 7 
When this procedure is followed, results are said te be j 
comparable to those obtained with VSB. . •  

M-ary techniques. Most low-spe-&-data-cornmunica-
don systems operate on a binary coding principle. In 
such instances, the rate at which bitS are transmitted..is 
limited to about the available -bandwidth. ilowevei,. if - 
the level oî noise and other signal distortiOns  permit, • 
more  than a dual-signal amplitude level, or more than 
opposite-signal phases of a PSK signal; can be trans-_. • 
mined. (See Fig. 1.) In- this way, each baud carries 
with it more than one bit of information—more 'spe-
cifically, the logarithm to the base two of the M amplitude 
or phase options.  1  These .1VI-ary‘ techniques can also be 
used with FSI,S; however, M-ary- ASK.,and PSK signaling  

- is 'accompesited without increasfiri -bandeZ whereas 
M-ary FSK usually buys added bits at the expense of 
bandwidth. M-ary techniques using ASK-PSK 
have been used' to build systems capable  of data-hUs-
mission rates as high  as  14 40is over Bell ,Systern 
leased, conditioned voice-gf4D2. es.- • r 

Althotigh the typer modulated data signals that the 
communication.  channel, carries is an important con-
sideration, so are the wayS in which the channel is used.to  
interact the transmitter and the receiver equipment. • • • 

The modes of tranSmissiott 
There are two transmission modes: synchronous and 

asynchronous (see Fig. 2). The former method feeds a 
eblifein-u—s stream of data, which contains information .; 
immediately relevant to a message, along with sonic cod- 
ing as to how thé-message is to be acquired and recon-
sleeted. The latteuiethod is start-stop in nature and 
eitU-i: the data strea-m, the interViù between message 
streams, or both, may occur irregularly. 

Some of the advantages favoring one system over 
another are obvious; others  are  not. For example, the 
asynchronous system wastes bits because a start bit and a 
stop bit are added to each character, thus difffiffing more 
frot—ifili-e real-message rate than with synchronous trans-
mission in which simple framing patterns are applied to 
long blocks of characters. It follows that the synchronous 
systern,lacking this constant referencefeature,isthechoice 
for highest transmission rates. On the other hand, asyn-
chronous equipm-esually "talk" with One another 
over a wide range of data rates and, in this sense, com-
patible systems may be more easily organized from diverse 
pieces of equipment. The asynchronous systems also may 
prove more adaptable in "acclimating" to prevailing 
channel capacities. The dial-up phone network, for 
exarnple, may provide a suitable link for operatien at a 
particular data rate in one instance. On the next call-up, 
the connection may be Suitable for only a portion Of this 
rate. 

Synchronization. When information is• transmitted, 
1) 

there obviously must be Some way for ,the receiver to r 
"know" at what instant of time it should look for the 

e ti° 
message bits. Synchronization-œhiis—..tZvo aspects: (1) 
aceiSititiii—that is, the process of establishing syné—' 1 

 and (2) tracking, or the process of correcting for sync 
drift. There is no best way to achieve results. The chosen 
method will depend upon eConomics i  total-system char-
acteristics, and technological tradeoff. 

In all but the slowest systemà, a series of pulseS is 
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generated at the transmitter to establish sync. The eries 
continues until sync is affirmed---if there is an answer-back 
facility—or as long as is deemed necessary if no such, 
facility exists.  • 

There are several methods for maintaining sync, If the 
 system is throughputting data at precisely defined, regular 

intervals, then a continuous clock message, transmitted in 
a portion of the radio spectrum different frorn that of the 
data stream, and 'fie-red out at the receiver, can be 
tries-anted. With such a system, it is unnecessary for the 
receiver to contain a clock. 

Alternatively, sync can be Maintained by extracting the 
necessary clock frequency from the data signal itself. The 
receiver then keeps its own clock loct-le-cf tà this derived 
frequency or, in the absence of a transmitted signal, the 
receiver clock is able to "freewheel" for a certain specified 
duration. 

Aiffirbugh data systems onerating above 100 baud 
usually require a continuous synchronizing systeni, con-
tinuous sync is dispensable for telegraph-speed start-stop 
operation. The receiver for such low-speed systems is 
resyebninized at the beginning of each character ;, then a 
simple  clock in the receiver merely keys the sampling rate 
for the forthcoming bits of character. - 

Detection Of the start  signal in this telegraph-type 
system iS highly influenced by noise. If the start:pulse is 
missed, the receiver will Substitute a subsequent character 
bit for it and entire character trains will be garbled until 
sync is reconfirmed. 

Parallel or serial. In addition to a choice of synchroni-
zation, the data user may choose to transmit either in a 
serial or parallel mode. Selection usually depends on the 
original format of the data to be sent, although it also 
may depend on optimizing channel use. 

' For pAallel transmission, the channel is broken into 
rnany subchannels of narrower bandwidth—that is, 
frequency-Weision multiplexed; see Fig. 3. Typically, each 
bit irri`C-S"ZaZfer. islranstnitted eVer a separate narrow 
channel. The bit rate of each small channel is reduced by a 
factor equal to the nuniber of channel segments. In serial 
transmission, on the other hand, each bit of an individual 
character is transmitted sequentially over a single channel. 

Channel direction. The user of data-transmission equip-
ment can decide either to send or receive (simplex), or to 
send and receive (duplex). In the latter in`sUnce, he  mas'  
elect to send andceive on an alternating basis Qtalf 
die2s),_ or simultaneously (full duplex). Half-duplex 
transmission can be accomplished over two-wire service; 
fuji.r.lople--x transmission can be achieved either with two 
wires (using a device: called a ...hybrid _junction) or four 
wires. Most computer tern -finals operate in the half-duplex 
mode. 

Codes 
Since data systems transmit binary information, it is 

necessary to structure an alphatuuneric character set by 
arranging the zeros and ones so that di fferent formations 
correspond to different numberS of letters. With the most 
straightforward combinatorial codes, there are 2" possible 
alphanumeric representations in an n-bit word. For 
example, a five:4)ft character set can be used to express 2e, 
or 32, characters or numbers. 

Several systems for translating the alphabet and other 
symbols into a series of binary signals are now in use. 

The Baudot code  is a telegraph code. Each character is 

represented by five signaling bits. As jttst explained, five 
bits, ordinarily7can convey only 32 different characters; 
by using two of the 32 combinations as a case-shift signal, 
Baudot is expanded to 60-character capafillTe7 

The American  Standard Code for Information inter-
) change (ASCII) is rapidly becoming a standard of the 

data-corienications field. The system makes use of seven 
chancter-identifying bits, which often are supplemented 
with a parAiiit for error-checking purposes. 

The BCD, or binary coded decimal., code comprisès 
four-bit blocks. Alphanumeric characters can be trans-
mitted in two ways; (1) an extencled..W.D in which two so-
called zone bits plus a parity bit are added to the basic 
fciur-bit block; or (2) tvvo blocked-together four-bit 
blocks—one for zone and the other for numeric control. 
Most magnetic tape units make use of extended BDC; 
comPuters use a form of blocked-together BCD called 
extended binary-coded decimal interchange (EBCDIC). 

There is also a Hollerith code that is used, extensively 
with cbmputer card readers. It too makes use of zone and 
digit areas. An alphabet character is coded as two holes in 
a 12-position column; a digit is represented by a single 
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Errors 
Error i.ate is a factor commanding considerable concern 

in the data field. The Most basic sort of data receiver must 
decide only whether the signal represents a zero or a one. 
With the more sophisticated M-ary equipment, a decision 
also must be made among more than two alternatives. 

Although ninny factors influende error creation, noise is 
the chief, culprit. •If  noise adds to, or detracts from, the 
signal being transmitted—depending upon the longevity 
and severity of the noise, and the elegance of the hard-
ware—bits, characters, or entire blocks of information can 
be destroyed; see Fig. 4. 

Noise can appear in two forms: background and burst. 
The former, commonly called Gaussian noise is algrayS 
present since it is a creation of such phenomenons as the 
random (thermal) motion of electrons throughout the 
system. (Its effect is heard as a hiss during an ordinary . . 
telephone conversation.) The Other (burst) noise results 
from such events as lightning strik.es and dropouts or 
crosstalk from making àsieleaking of chandecTrcuits. 
-trai'st- noise  effects are typified braITiormally high 

signal transients or, alternatively, the loss or near-loss of 
received signal for a time span upwards  of.scveralmilli

-seconds. 
errors caused by burSt  noise  lend to cluster in 

groupS, whereas the errors due to background noise most 
often occur in widely scattered, individual bits. Unless 
coding against burst noise is used, it tends to be the 
dominant cause of errors. When coding against bursts is 
employed, then both forms of noise have to be considered. 

Although almost all errOrs in data transmission are 
caused by noise, the susceptibility of a system to these 
noise-induced errors .often is determined by other signal 
distortions that occur during transmission. The most 
important of these signal distortions is caused  by  the  im-
perfect  frequency response' (amplitude and phase distor-
tion) of lie_oetypieal  telephone channel. This distortion 
causes a tendency for pulses  to be distorted or to be 
smeared into one another 'çWi»jng transmission, Other 
sources of signal distortion include frequency offset, non-
linearities, and phase jitter.. • 

Most errors that-de-el...1'r .with low-speed  data-transmis-
sion  systems are caused by burst noise. Other error-
inducing factors attain significance as the data rate grows. 

FIGURE 4. An impulse spike (B) interjects a "one" (C,D) 
where a "zero" had been (A). 

Transmitted 
data 

Data and 
impulse noise 

Er or due to 
impulse noise 

Regenerated 
data 

Hertz 

FIGURE 5. Typical loaded-line delay curves: (black) he. 
fore equalization and (color) after compensation. 

Thus, the highest-speed systems o ften are limited by phase 
jitter and nonlinear channel characteristics. 	. 

IntProving the transmission syStera 
The problem of line amplitude and phase distortion can 

be attacked in several ways, The communication line can 
be measured and elements inserted to cOmpensate for dif-
fering distortions at different frequencies; see Fig. 5. 
When channel characteristics are variable, the  receiver 
equipment can be supplied with variable circuit com-
ponents to coMpensate for nonuniforrn channel attenua-
tion and time delay. This prOcedure can be accoriiplished 
manually or by the equipment as an adaptive process. 
There also are compromise equalizers that can be added 
to the front end of a receiver and/or transmitter and 
thereby provide nominal improvement of a very bad 
channel; however, their use sonhetimes will degrade, 
rather than improve, an existing good channel. 

To overCome Gaussian noise, in theory, a message only 
need be transiniUMWdriufficient power. For example, in 
a two-level (on-off) syStem the SNR at the receiver must 
be at least 10 dB in order to reduce transmission errors to a 
generally acceptable level. ("Accee" has different 
meanings for di fferent systems, but many of the systems 
operating over common-carrier facilities tolerate one 
error in every 10 4  or 10 5  bit.)  

Raising the trâirseited power level is not the solution 
to the noise problem as it would be in a radio system. For 
telephone-line data transmission, the power is limited by 

51.1-tik considerations that come about because of the 
potential ,overloading of wide-band amplifiers used for 
carrier traneeszison. Also, threeerns of bürst noise 
would be more or less unaffected bysystem power level. 

Thus, in any real system, some errors are inevitable. 
These errors can be ignored if they subsequently can be 
deciphered. In other instancei, it is important to prévide 
some arrangement that at least detects received errors, so 

• that a retransmission can be requested: In still other in-
stances, it is not enough simply to detect; automatic cor-
rection is required. , 

Both error recognition and error correction are possible 
if the original data message is supplemented with an error-
coding scheme. Obvioitsly, error correction requires more 
complex codes than simple error recognition. • 

Received data 
and additive 
impulse noise 
before 
regeneration 
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Emir control 
It is worthwhile to note here some of the techniques 

that are used in an effort to note and/or control the num- . 
ber of errors. 

To control errors, some sort of information about the 
"appearance" of the original message block is incorpo-
rated into the original message. 2  

Parity  codes.  The simplest procedures are exemplified 
by parity codes such as ASCII that contain an . added 

. bit which is a function of trehumber of ones or zeros 
in the character-bit string; that is, parity depends on 

. whether the number is ocld or even. This type of protec-
tion can break down if erro—rs—itccur in pairs. Therefore, 
the technique can be upgieed.by storing each character 
in a buffer "one under the other," whereupon parity is 

e  ch.  eciced both horizontally and vertically. It is also pos- 
e  b -reible to add another dimension to this sort of parity 

check: the  bits  of the stored character .  matrix can be 
parity-checked on a diagonal. 

There are other, more powerful codes that use more 
than single-parity checks. Their facility has been made 
possible by the development of low-cost shift registers and 
modulo-2 adders. One of the most extensively used of 
these codes is the cyclic type. 

: The code is enaiedby adding a number of zeros (which 
depends on the anticipated noise) tp the original code 
character and then dividing the enhanced character by a 
suitably chosen series of ones .and zeros. The number of 
bits in the divisor .  is equal to the number of zeros 
appended to the original coded character. • 

Then, the enhanced character and the remainder after 
division are transmitted. At the receiver, the enhanced 
code is divided by the same series of bits that comprise the 
divisor at the transrnitting end. The remainder derived at 
the receiving station is cOmpitred with that received from 
the transmitter. 

Constant-ratio codes are yet another variety for deter-
mining when an error, has been committed during the 
passage of a message. Each character is composed of a 
constant number of ones and zeros. As long as a switch of 
a one to a zero and a zero to a one doesn't occur simultà-
neonsly,  thé code will detect the error. 

ARQ (ACK/NAK). Using these coding schemes, the 

data communicator increases his  chance a of detecting 
errors—often to the extent of picking out all errors 
'exceeding one in 109. However, once alerted to the error, 
the data user must havé  some way of discarding the èrrors 
and substituting correct information. A method for doing 
this is called ARQ (atitoirtatic repeat reque§t) confirming a 
good message or reeling 'felt e'er. r ô'r has occurred. On 
full-duplex lines, this answer back can be performed while 
new information continues tô be received. On the more 
common half-duplex lines,- the line control discipline 3  
causes the direction of transmission to be reversed at the 
end  of each "block" of many characters, so as tà send to 
the tranamitter either an ACK (positive acknowledge- -- 

NA ment) if no error is detected, or a 	 (negative 
acknowledgment—that is., repeat requee if the block 

, is in error. 
In contrast to ACK/NAK. is forward error correction 

wF,p,,—that is, the coded message, if it is received in 
error, is corrected at the receiving station. 

The codes previously Mentioned for simple error detec 
tion also can be used for error correction--if they proVide 
suitable redundancy. ' - 

Other codes used for forward error correction are'of the 
convolutional class. These do net have a blOck structure. 
and, in some cases, are easier to deCode .  than the codes 
hitherto 'discUssed. In principle; such codes alternate 
parity.  bits (cornputed Win—é—basis of the content - Of a pre. 
vious segment of the message) with °I_ je c_mrtoresrriessage 
bits. Parity bits alSo are computed at the receiver station 

71 compared with the transmitted parity bits (in much 
thé sanie way that was describedfor the Cyclic code). This 
process is performed continuously. 

' Two  basic  methods generally are used for decbding 
cOnvolutional -  codes—thresbold and . sequential. The 
former is easier to irOplement ; the latter is more powerful 
but requires relatively complex circuitry. Whereas 
threshold decoding manipulates the message and Parity 
bits and 'computes an adjustment within a particular 
length of message, sequential decoding attempts to best fit 
the received' data sequence with a tentative correct one 
:postulated on the basis of a past history of received data. 
When there is no immediate match, a search begins-
backward and forward—along a prescribed cdding tree. 

ander ovstome 
It is axiomatic that the key element of àny data-

tranSmission system is its transmission channel. 
The data user has options, and, several suboptions, on 

the—sistems at his disposal. Basically he can t2erl_a_. net-
work of his ol.vn • or he can s'escribe to a service supplied 
by some communications carrier. 

A private long-haul carrier sysiem may be constructed 
for various reasons. Often such a system is a logical exten-
sion of existing, limited facilities (as the signaling facilities 
used by the railroads). Sometimes it Must,be constructed 
because no other (or only a limited common-carrier) 
service exists. Many fine HF and microwave systems are 
on the market, and recent technological advances have 
opened a broad, Preriously little used, low-frequency 
spectrtun. However, the data user who chooses to be inde-
pendent of the common carriers must deal with problems 
concerning rights of way, interference with other carriers,  

and careful evaluation of the best system over a prolonged 
time span. (For example, cable may be more costly 
initially but prove to be a cost saver over microwave or 
RF equipment in the long run.) 

Usually, the reasons for employing private facilities 
are insufficient for the majority of data 'users; and so 
the remainder of this section is devoted to common-
carrier facilities. 

The Bell Systerra 
At the moment, the prospective user of communication 

channels can obtain network* facilities from three 
sources: Microwave Communications, Incorporated; the 

*Companies other than MCI have filed with the FCC. However, 
MCI anticipates formal FCC approval to occur at about the time 
of publication of this article. 
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Bell Telephone SyStem; and Western Union (which, at the 
moment, itself is predominantly dependent on leasing 
Bell channels). 

By far the largest network is that of the Bell System—a 
vast 300-million-channel-mile system of loaded cable, 
open wire, coaxial cable, and microwave  ies, with 
risrof the hirieeill trarismissions'lfairdred by micro-
wave  and  coax. (Future plans call for the addition of 
waveguide and satellite facilities.) The largest share of the 

designenor analog  transmission and the major 
•portion of it is for voice communication. Several broad-
band facilities are available and straight digitatellerings 
(i.e., no DIA  conversions), thouar ifflireimited at the 
moment, are scheduled to beconlfreenliireee witliin 
therre:;', two or three,years. 

Because of dednomic factors, the Bell network has been 
built so that each improvement, in general,  lias  been 
compatible with existing facilities. The network includes 
an assortment of switches (for example, step switches, 
crossbar switches, and•  côrnputer-driven crosspdint 
switches, such as the Bell ÉSS No. 1) and other devices. 
A point-to7point connection can comprise a large number 
of diverse elements. • 

Dialai and leased lines. Bell offers two options-
leased line and direct distance dialing. With DDD, no 
special line  preparation is made (other than from the 
customer to the local sWitching  office  cotnprising  an  
overall connection) and the customer must take whatever 
circuit is made available. Sometimes the connection 
will be relatively direct and good; other tinies it will be 
quite circuitous—generally with degraded .results. The 
data user may establish a connectiorw-ein a matter of a 
few seconds. Chances are, however, that the average 
connection will consume 10 -20 seconds; during peak 
periods of traffic, it may take even longer. 

In general, because the quality of the line cannot be 
optimized on DDD, the data user is restricted to Message 
rates not greater than 4800111e Whether the user will 
want this maximum rattiS another matter; he must çon-
sider tradeoffs in the cost of equipment to achieve 
suitable transmission at that speed, and other factors. 

If the communicator decides that he would rather have 
a more  reliable channel—one that is always available and 
one in vvhich he can have relative confidence with regard 
to performance, or if lie  can't wait to gain line access—he - 
can lease a private line. Moreover, he can ask the tele-
pUireeffliaiir-to—cimidition the line aecording to his 
sending-rate needs. Conditioning is available on three 
levels, C-1 (least), 2, and 4. These correct for the 1..e2ii-
tude and phase characteristic of the line. 

It iSinnidrirtnTiiilicireelpect to line cà nditi o ning 
that these corrections may apply only for a single point-
to-point hookup. In a multipoint situation, for example, 
where there is an intermediate station between end sta-
tions, it is not possible to obtain C-4 conditioning at  the  
present time. The result of C-4 conditioning in such an 
environment is C-2 conditioning. In fact, any conditioning 
will be degraded a notch when applied to a multipoint 
facility. 

The user of the leased line might assume that the same 
liné is conSt-alifFehis disposal. This need not, be true . 

 Changes sometimes must be made in routing because' 

°Equipment is available that is said to operate up ,to 5400 b/s on 
DDI) 	 . 
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of facility outages. Moreover, sviitching arrangements 
may be altered at the local switching  office.  Because each 
level of C conditioning is perforined within certain 
limits, if there is a line switchover the user .  may be aware 
of an overall conditioning change within the conditioning 
range due to altered circuit parameters. 

Any line fluctuations still present  must  remain un-- 
resolved or special autdmatic compensating electronics 
must be incorporated with the equipment used, either by. 
the customer or manufacturer. 

As previously mentioned,  the  majority of DbD and 
leased lines are Voice-- (or lower-) grade analOg types. 
Available services using these DDD facilities include low-
speed (to 150-b/s) TWX, wide-area telephone serviéet 
(WATS) on either a Pa-rr.tirne (téfiletirs minimum) or a 
full-time basis, and dial-up voice-grade single-time-rate 
facilitieS. The custdmer has the Option of using Bell-
supplied equipment and/or service, or can use his own 
equipment through a Bell line:protection device (data 
access arrangeniee. 

private-line offerings of facilities that are voiceband 
wide; or narrower, 'include narrow-band telemetry . and 
teletypewriter services (to 150 b/s), voice band, and a Data 
Line Concentrator System. 

Up tà the present time, the Bell System does not require 
the data-access arrangement on its private lines that it 
does Air thé DUD network. The .ettemer...mu- hook 
directly jell:he-Bell system. This situation...is expected to 
change, howeve5 within the_next few months. 

In addition to thé de' rings just described,  the  Bell 
System provides wide-band facilities—both ,  of a private-
line and dial-urwature. Of the private-line offerings, there 
are Telpak C and D and Series  11000.  The last two 
provide bandwidths up to 240 kHz (although part of  this 

 bandwidth is reserved for terPhone company use). Series 
11 000 service is of a limited nature (seven states, 47 
terminal points) but those customers who have access to it 
have more benefits than Telpak. users. (Forffliple, they 
can  brin g  in shared users -without  restrielions.) Rates are 
also lower for 11 000 than for other coniparable Bell wide-
band offerings. 

Another wide-band offering on the dial-up network is a 
still:experimental  Data-Phone 50, which provides 50-kb/s

•  •
data rates  between certain Cities. 
• Digiral carrier facilities. At the outset of this article 
mention was made of transmitting digital information 
over communication channels without digital-to :analog 
conversion. Bell, at the present time, does provide' digital 
data offerings, although they are limited and have not 
been tariffed, The company makes this series available 
over its Ti  system, which is a digital carrier currently 
uSed  force transmission via pulse code modulation 
on repeatered cable pairs. (In pulse-code  modulation, the 
voice signal is sanipled at- a certain rate—Bell and others 
use a frequency of 8000 samples per second—and the 
signal level is then coded into digital pulses.) The first 
such system, 'rum, went into operation in 1962. Each 

 cable carries24,yoice çhannels, each of which requires 64 _ 
kb/s in digital form (8000 X 8 bits). The TI .carrier is 
not suitable for toll-call nffliork use since the range of 
the  system isiimited to' less than 80 km. This servic.e was 

tThe customer may call out and/or receive' incoming calls  on a 
flat-rate basis between his station nad any other station within one 
of five "radii" of his .  choosing. 
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originally . developed to relieVe the shortage in urban 
central-exchange-to, central-exchange usage of copper-
wire, pairs, each of which carries •only one voice channel 
in normal analog fashion but with digital 1.54-inegabaud 
PCM can carry 24 voice channels (24 X 64-5-1--- 1.54 Mb). 
The system has been deployed about the U.S. in isolated 
pocicets and a total of 500 000 channels is available. 
Although not originally developed for data communica-
tion, it is clear that this service is an  important  resource to 
be tapped for future data traffic. 

In the next few years'Bell expects to put an improved 
version of the D/T system into operation. This I2 syStem 
will process and transmit the eqUivalent  of 96 voice-
grade channels and, additionally, will be suitabl`e-for toll 
calls. The area that the improved service is to cover also 
will be extended to a range of up to about 800 km. 

These digital carrier facilities, together with other new 
types of long-haul carriers, will be able to form the back-
bone of an all-digital data network in the near future. 
Ameiican Telephone and Telegraph Company has an-
nounced plans for a private-line data network, which it 
calls. a data .pipe, to beedirable late in 1973. Custonaers 
using this projected data netWork will be time-multiplexed 
onto  the cligitècerier facilities. The ecerei opera-
tion eiIf.'Éïc'h a systein:should be obvious since each veice 
line occupies 56 kb of T1 carrier çapacity. (Present analog 
voice facilities are limited to 14.4 kb.) 

Another offering that is expected to grow is data service 
that will become available as an :adjunct of Picturephone®. 
The Picturephene channels will permit information 
transfer at speeds up to 1.3 Mb/s. 

Datran 
In many respects, a system proposed by Datran (Data 

Transmission Company) in November 1969, which is  

pending approval before the FCC, is 'similar te a digital 
netwcirk that'Bell has been planning. , 

. if Wrieeireeerlileepliroved  as a common carrier, 4 
 it, in the sense that it will be an alternative to Bell service, 

Will be in a league with the recently inaugurated Micro-
wave Communications of America MCI offering's. • • 

Datranis proposed offering represents a clireckslista.nee. 
dial service,(desigried) for transMitting.data without in-
termediary analog conversion. •-• . • 

Teratrari communication 'net ià baSècl on 4800-b/s-
capacity channels of less than 2-1:14z effective bandwidth. 
These channels may be tied together for transmitting 9600 
Or 14 400 b/s;  or  the basic channel can. • be parèèled inte 
150-1/s—subchannels. A 48 000-b/s leased-only service 
also has been proposed.  Te four  transmissions speeds 
constitute the options -available to the Datran 'customer. 
• On the basis of surveys, Datran has adopted a specified 
number of channels for each of . the 35 cities it initially 
'proposes to service. (The system .  readily could be ex-
' panded to encompass 53 citieS, according to Datran.) 
As ShoWn in...Fig. 6, -  the-Datran :system will be all-micro-
wave, except for some  Very shottspiirs. 	• • " " 1 :  

The activity on the Datran netvvork.will be controlled 
by several reelonal offices, each . « whiçh will have control 
over as many  as  ten slistrict Offices. Cennections for 1000 
to 6000 terminals -are said te be  possible throtigh the 
switehing centers in each of thè district  offices.  Customers' 
within 80 km of district offices will be serviced directly via 
rnicrowave; beyond this radius, line concentrators will be 
used. A special feature that Datran will preVide is the 
feasibility .  of broadcasting any  one message to up to : six 
subscribers. . . 

•FIGURE 6. The proposed MCI carrier netwodc (coior) 
and thé Datran data comrauhication system (black). 
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MCI was conceived for reasons different from those of-
fered by Datran. 5  It was said to be created as a private-line 
alternative to AT&T's offerings.  The broadband CI:us-
mission -Clianriels that it will  use will be chopped into a 
multitude of smaller channels providing tailored analog 
and all-digital service. 

Th-e-MCI network, as shown in Fig. 6, is made up of 17 
separately owned, autonomous affiliates, with the petit-it-- 

 company coordinating services and providing consulta-
tion. Although a private-line network, its operation is 
premised on the voice/data use ratio existing for Bell's 
DDD network.—er Ts--; /0 percent of the traffic is ex-
pected to be voice. Although the coinpany anticipates the 
beginning of operations in 1971, the entire network would 
not be in operation before 1975. 

As planned—and needs are constantly being reas-
sessed—the final form of the MCI network will provide 
the equivalent of 100 000 separate voice-grade telephone 
channels in 1975. According to the original proposal,  

the seen user was to have been resnesiblefor getting 
his information trantrl'idiirentral transmitting/ 
receivinutaiTon. 

It was MCI's contention that terminal-to-transtnitter 
hookup could be accomplished by patching into Bell's 
network facilities. AT&T objected (unavailingly) tlat 
such a'setTirTwould only aggravate a situation that MCI 
said it was trying to eliminate—overcrowded central 
offices in (certain) urban areas, (Such a connection, it 
shouldje noted, seriously impairs - one of MCI's most 
important reasons for being' .  da-nTer low-error-rate 
transtsion.) 

In light of the questionable practice of hàoking MCI 
transmissions to existing telephone equipment, MCI has 
revised its original concept and a custàmer aecordingly 
will have one of three options: 

I. Hook to telephone facilities if convenient and prac- 

2. Provide his own link between his sites and MCI's 
transmitter/rec-eiver. 

3. Ask MCI to install the short-range hookup be-
tween the central microwave tower and the customers' 
sites. 

In the latter two  instances,  the custorner could chbose 
among cable, wire-pair microwave', and optical links, 
as  well itzroi-her e'er) d s , d ep-dU en-%  on  1 Octieri—n-e'e ds 
and strictureS. 

A novel feature of the MCI concept is that it provides 
the user with only as rnuch long-haul bandwidth as he 
needs for one- and/or two-way communication. In all, 138 
differently sized channels, offering from 200 Hz to 0.96 
MHz, are tà be available for either full- or part-time 
data-communications use. Radio-frequency channels will 
be offered in seven baSie groupà. 

Western Union 
Western Union's offerings include Telex and, starting 

in March, TWX. Much of the network that the utility 
now uses is, itself, leased Bell facilities. However, in 
the past several months, WU has made two proposals 
that will add considerably to its "in-house" capa-
bility. One of these additions, a 700-km hybrid extension 
to its existing "transcontinental" facilities, represents 
WU's first extension into the South—serving a region be-
tween Atlanta and Cincinnati. This extension will provide 
for 165 low-speed digital channels and 216 voice channels. 
The other system, forming a network between the cities 
of New York and Chicago and including Philadelphia, 
Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Detroit, among others, will 
be an all-digital system with a 20-Mb/s capacity. 

• 

'patran'slines presumably will enable data transmission 
with'an error rate of only one in ten million. Datran also 
will provide and maintain custiiinFr equipment at the 
customer's option as part of its total service—in the 
manner of today's operating telephone companies. 
Planned features of the future include store-and-forward 
capability (see "System Design"). -- 

ea-ea n emphasizes that connect time will be consurn-
mated in less than 3econds 99 percent of the time, 
assuming that the -addressee is not engaged with another 

• call. Moreover, it is said that a maximum of but three 
switching centers (at the outset, but only four regardless 
of expansion) will ever be involved in putting through 
a call. 

• An important economic aspect of  data-communication 
carrier facilities concerns the shortest duration of a call 
for which the customer will be billed. The requirements of 
computer-to-computer, and particularly terminal-to-
computer, communication are quite unlike those of voice; 
many inquiry-response conversations take only a few 
seconds whereas users of titne-shared terminals or • re-
search computing may connect for tens  of minutes at  a 
time. The Bell System is considering a new 1.-minute 
minimum billable time and Datran plans to Use a 6- 
secedligure. 

Datran in its proposal to the FCC says that it expects to 
be ready for about 48000  clients by 1975, assuming 
that FCC approval is (ortficoming .within 'tee-next several 
months. 

The) ocizeroyeanin J 

A computer and its peripheral devices connect into the 
communication system by .means of a transmission con-
trol unit or "front-end processor," as shown in Fig. 7. 
In addition, there are at least two components at either 
end of a communications channel: (1) a terminal for 
generating outgoing information and/or recoredincom-

ig information; (2) a device for conditioning the signal 
for transmission over the-c-eaunicatronliicilities and/or 
conditioning an incoming message .  for acceptance by the 
terminal, In addition, there will be some sort of auxiliary 

Hersch—Data communications 

equipment contained in the terminal or situated between 
the terminal and conditioning equipment for error detect-
ing, delaying, and/or grouping the data, and for handling 
line turnaround and•  other demands of the line control 
discipline. 

Modems 
il  e equipment that conditions the incoming or out-

going signals is known by a variety of terms. It has been 
called a line adapter, data set, and niodulator. One of 
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Vieille 7. The computer must operate through a trans-
mission control unit when it ir, a part of:a data-communi-
cation system. 

the more popular terms is "modem" (signifying its modu-
lation/demodulation functions). A modern by any narne 
has one primary task— to take a dc signal and convert it 
into an ac representation using fel.c, ASK, PSK, or 
combinations thered. The modem also: rrTa-y  hava  such 
other features as automatic equalization, provision for 
full-duplex operation, or operation with a second channel 
haViiiefraction of the bandwidth of the main channel. 
The modem Optionally may have ` a  built-in encoder/ 
decoder. « . 

Most of the moderns for use on DDD voicé-grade 
facilities are available with certain, standard data-rate 
capabilities. 6  These are 75  300, 601 1200, 1800, 
2400, 3600, and. 5400  b/s. (Some companies offer intér-
mediate speeds.) Some modenis can be operated at speeds 
higher  than  rated; Others can't. Company standard prac-
tices vary. 

1f the modem will be used with a leased line, it often 
will be capable of Operating at better than nominal DDD  

voice-grade •.ratings. And if  moderns are specially pur-
chaSed for private-channel use, they can • be Obtained 
with operating speeds to 14 400 b/s in Very special càses. 

• Many low-speed asynchronous data sets are compatible 
with one another regardless of their source of manufac-
ture (depending, of course, on whether they use the same 
modulatiOn techniques and operating frequencies, among 
other factors). 

On the Other hand, high-speed modems invariably are 
intended for synchronous operation.' These sets are de-
signed for speeific "onerating speeds, and when a set has 
more than one operating speed, they eill are usually multi-
ples of some basic clock frequency. Most high-speed units 
today will lock receiver and transmitter together in a 
matter of seconds. rgOiiire-quipme-nt will- achieve' acquisi-
tion itià matter of tens of millisconds. There is steady 
pressure  to improve `teeeleres, since for frequent line 
turnarounds or frequent short calls, the modern "settling 
tiee consumes as much time as the Message. 

Apparently, there's a rough rule-of-thumb  formula  
that the cost of a modem is about a dollar per baud. 
This estimate accounts for the extras that are usually 
added as rated speed is increased to give the device its 
1-m1*in-turn utility. 

Some Modems will accept several channels, but in this 
respect they function as several independent modems With 
outputs over several lines and, therefore, are not con-
centrators  • (which we shall discuss shortly). Other fea-
tures, which  may  or may not be to the user's advantage-
depending oit the compleicity of his system, include proVi-
sion for built-in testing and a voice/data option. 

A modern either may be hard-Wired to the communica-
tions  channel or tied  ta  the channel aeoustically. The 
aeoustic-coupled modem offers a degree of portability in 
that it can be used with etny aVailable telephone?' Acoustic 
modems readily can be used for telegraphie data rates. 
Most are rated at 300 b/s, but some manufacturers con-
tend that their units will perform faster, and one manu-
facturer claims a rate of 1800 b/s for one of his devices. 
However, it generally is conceded that acoustic-coupled 
modems are prone to ambient acoustic noise and, because 
of the nonlinear - and unpredictable nature of the acoustic-
coupling interface, they are speed-limited. 

ifiTclr hookùp to the  communications  channel is, 
therefore, preferable: it is a more secure and error-free ar-
rangement. However, if the modernienot provided ipy the 
telepierré company (and there is a trend toward terminal 
equipment that includes the modems internally) it may be 
necessary to interpose a so-called dalarasccesS unit be-
tween the modem and channel. This unit, which functions 
to protect the telephone network by litniting  output signal 
level, is available as automatic or manual. The automatic 
version provides for automatic call and answer back. 

For start-stop operation, performance is judged by the 
distortion in the transition of the output waVeform. 
Terminals operating with nonsynchronous modems usu-
ally can operate with up to 20 percent distortion on sim-
plex or half-duplex facilities. The distortion criterien 
talces on increased significance 3.vhen the modem is op-
erated full duplex. In this instance, incoming and out 
going- signals  can  interfere and the tolerance of an asyn7. 

chronous modem to distortion is reduced to about 7 
percent. On the other hand, the performance of a syn-
chronottà modem is judged on its error rate with respect to 
SNR. • 
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The modem, as explained, serves as an interface be-
tween the line and the terminal. Among the terminal 
facilities are push-button Touch-Tone-type devices, 
printers, paper tape, magnetic tape, CRTs, and .fac- -- 
snmle (FAX) machines. 

The «i'dariner in Which a terminal is applied usually 
falls into one of three classes: 

With transaction terminals, the user is operating in a 
conversational mode with a computer. Messages in both 
directions tend to be quite brief... 

I3atch terininals output a string of transactions—usually 
on a scheduled or polled basis. 

Retrieval terminals are used to gain access to computer 
files. The reply messages tend tô be much longer than the 
inquiry messages. - 

Touch-Tone. One of the simplest and least costly 
terminals now in existence is the push-button telephone 
facility (in which no modem is required). This can be 
used with or without a card reader either as an integral 
part of the telephone or as an attachment, in which case 
it may be obtained frOm a source other than the telephorie 
company and in versions that provide more than the 
standard 12 buttons. (These latter units 'require a data-
access-arrangement interface; the phone company units 
do not.)  Such  a terminal in combination with a computer 
that provides recorded-voice answer back can perform 
simple query service. For example, the push-button-tone 
terminal can be and is used to carry out credit checks on 
credit-card holders. • 

Printer-S. Except for the  Touch-Tone terminal, the 
printer is perhaps the most pervasive piece  of  terminal 
equipment in service. It can be obtained in "stripped" 
slow-speed teletypewriter (50 words/minute) versions, 
up through variants that spew 1200 or more words per 
minute onto a page. 8  Sorne are versatile enough to 'print 
out line diagrams  and  equations. 

A fundamental difference between printers is their 
character set. Any .given device may have only a subset 
of the full character set available with the code that it 
operates. Thus, some printers will provide tipper and 
lower case; other printers using the same code may pro-
vide upper case only. • 

Most printers operate with an eight-bit ASCII çode. 
Telex and some TWX equipment also use five-bit Baudot.' 
The slower machines print character by character in the 
fashion of a typewriter. Faster machines will generate 
several characters, and even lines, at a time. 

Recently, several machines that jeteeray two or more 
charaCters at a time onto the page have appeared on the 
market. There are also printers that use electrodes to 
"buret,an image onto a page and others that use thermal-
transfer techniques.. 

The mechanical machines, although perhaps not as 
fast as the jet or electrode types, do have the advantage of 
being able to provide the user with multiple copies .with-
out running the added expense of a copying machine. 
The jet  machine has an advantage over  thé  electrode and 
thermal units in that no special paper is required. 

A printer must be provided with some sort of contràl 
unit--tAther attached or built in—to  code, power, .and 
svviteh. This unit. may serve one or a cluster of printer 
terminals. 

The printer may be a receive-only mad, or it fluty have 
a keyboard for send capability as well. • 	• 

The printer's utility is increased significantly by adding 
auxiliary records. These devices store information  on  
magnetic tape, paper' tape, or punched cards and allow a 
user to (I) gather information during' the clay—inputting 
at typewriter speeds .and editing as necessary—and then at 
rapid speeds transmitting at night; (2) receive et'a rate too 
rapid for the printer—but economically More satisfactory 
for the user--for later . "readout" at the printer's ca-

. pacity. 
Pate:Lit:we. Paper tape cOntirities to .  be a communica- • 

don staple. Although .paper-tape  units . are slow (top •. 
recording rate is. ten characters per second, whereas 
playback rate.is  a maximum of 100 -characters per sec-
ond), they do offer 'visual editing capability and are less 
costly than magnetic- tape  machines. 

Three paper-tape machine types are available.  All  
punch holes in' the tape, but some differ in readout pro-
cedure. Mechanical readers, which are reliable and low in 
cost, • detect perforations by pins that pass throug,h the 
tape: However, they are the slowest of. the lot arid induce 
excessive tape vvear. • 

-Pneumatic readers ptish air streams through the. holes in 
the  tape  " o  sensitive thermocouples. These taiits are 
faster and cause less wear than the mechanical devices, 
but do not provide the speeds possible with photoelectric 
machines, the third type of machine. Most photoelectric 
readers, moreover, employ friction rather than sprocket 
drive. 

Magnetic tape. On the other hand, magnetic tape can 
record,lypically, 100 times faster than paper tape. (Tape 
units operate at 36, 75, or 112.5 in/s at densities ranging 
from 100 to 3000 bits per inch, with typical densities 
being 200, 556, 8001: or 1600 b/in.) It follows that magnetic 
tape also afforEfaster replay. Other magnetic-tape ad-
vantages include reusability and possibly more con-
venience in handling and storing. 

CRTs. Although teletypewriters can be (and are) used 
for man-computer information exchange, they lack 
some of the versatility afforded by cathode-ray .  tubes. 
The CRT, for example, can be used with a "light pen" 
to make drawing changes, Perhapa the main use of the 
CRT, however, is in situations requiring a succession 
of rapid preSentations—as, for example, in conjunction 
with airline reservations. Basic applications are sketched 
in Fig. 8. 

Just as different printers operate using different prin. 
ciples, CRT operatidn covers a wide range. One basic 
group functions with a predetermined character ,  set, code, 
and speed convention, and commonly is used with a key-
board input. Other CRTs "paint" each character and 
other information in a television-like manner. Some units 
combine character generation with graphical-display 
capability. 

There are also differences in the way that CRTs refresh 
their display. Some are effectively storage tubes, others 
use some sort of memory (bu ffer) constantly to update the 
presentation. Using a buffer of this sort, it is  possible  to 
design displays that operate at telegraph rates (and, as a 
matter of fact, a CRT operating at 150 baud has recently 
been marketed). 

Because it is annoying to the human user to have the 
screen fill up with characters at a rate slower than the 
natural reading rate, it is often necessary to present a 
cornplete display vvithin a matter of some seconds. For 
this reason, CRTs usually operate at transmission rates 
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FIGURE O. Typical CRT applications. A—Computer-
output display„ B—Timo-share display. C—Keyboard 
entry and display. 'D-Cointriunications • monitor.  
Video answer 13acic.. F—Intelligent terminal. G—Party-
line comnitinieation. 

FIGURE 9. In a typical character-interleaved YDIVI sys-
tem, the original message (A) first is stripped of its start 
and stop bits (3). Next, the character (channel 1) is put 
into its frame (0). Finally, the synchronizing information 
(D) is added. 
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-exceeding 3600 b/s. This figure, as previously mentioned, 
just about taxes .the capability of the Switched Bell net-
work—althought it is well within the capability Of pre-
pared leased lines.. 

For optimum utilization, the CRT terminal should be 
used together with a display control unit (DCU) that  cari 

 preprocess and buffer the data, and thereby relieve the 
central piocéssor of tedious and time-consilming "cleri-
cal" functions. (Some units can't be operated -  1,vithout a 
DCU; others can. Some DCUs serve a local cluster of 
units.) Whereas CRTs are useful for rapid, changing 
display's of information, Most have the disadvantage of 
not providing for hard copy. However, at least one unit 
has recently been . marketed that provides this capability. 
For those that don't, it is always possible to use both a 
CRT and a printer. 

Last but not least, it is important to note the potential 
of Pictureph  one as a CRT device for displaying informa-
tion from computers. At the present time, Picturephone 
is limited to intracity operation— in Pittsburgh and Chi-
cago—over analog facilities. Howev'er, plans are that, by 
1972, a mod 2 system will be instituted, that will operate 
over digital facilities on an intercity basis. Customers of 
the service will therefore have a particularly suitable 
combination 'of equipment and transmission facilities.for 
accessing computers at a very high data rate. 

Another piece of equipment useful for data communica-
tion is the facsimile (FAX) machine: This sort of equip-
ment has been in use for a considerable time, but, until 
recently, was the beneficiary of little, teChnological im-
provement ,. 

Most machines still transmit a standard 8- by 11-inch 
page within six minutes with a definition of some 100 
lines per inch over voice-grade switched-network - chan-
nels. In the past few years, sonie machines have been made 
available that provide -  page transmissions in about half  

the time using ordinary telephone facilities, either by 
sacrificing resolution or by improved information-pad:ing 
techniques. For leased-line facilities it may be possible 
to transmit a "standard" page in about a minute. 

Data concentrators and multiplexors " 
For reasons of economy, it is often desirable at sonie 

point in the system to combine many data channels into 
one, using either à multiplex& or a concentrator. A 
Multiplexor. is *a device that siMply• adds the incoming 
channels together in some way —for example, by putting 
them side by side in frequency (frequency-division multi- - 

 plexing, or  FDL  depicted in Fig. 3) or in time slots 
(time-division multiplexing, or TJ/M., depicted in Fig: 9). 
In a multiplexor, the bandwidth of the single output 
channel is the sum of the input bandwidths. A concen-

-trator, on the other hand, attempts to take advantage of 

the intermittent nature of the traffic in each incoming line 
to provide an output whose data flow is more constant 

with tinte, and therefore of smaller bandwidth than the 

sum of the input channel bandwidths. 
Up to. the present time, FDM reinains the Most widely 

used midtiplexing scheme. 'FDM is easier to implement 
and, up to a certain number'eUrminals (the figure de-
pends on many factors), is less costly than TDM. A 
typical FDM multiplexor might integrate a dozen 110- 
baud channels, or alternatively two 600-baud channels 
over one voice-zra,de line. Part of ter:sable FDM band-
width must be relinqiiished to channel-guarding duty. 
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TDM, although it must give up message space for 

sync, framing, and channel-identifying bits, husbands the 
available channel to an extent greater than FDM. 

And, most specifically, TDM represents the only practi-
cal multiplexing method over a true digital network since 
the packed-together bits needn't be put through a digital- 

• bwolenn dedgm • 

At a recent seminar sponsored by the National Elec-
tronics' Conference, one lecturer stated that most of the 
data-transmission systems he had seen in his role as con-
sultant could have been implemented for half their cost. 
Many knoWledgeable  people  in the industry advise the 
prospective data user not to buy more than he can use.. 
Often they will recommend that equipment be leased 
rather than purchased; and they will often alert data-user 
prospects to the fact that some systems are available -on a 
lease-buy-option basis. 

Among the important factors tà consider before setting 
up any system are the volume of data, response time, 
accuracy (error rate), terminal  location, terminal types, 
and reliability (making the connectiOn). Weighed against 
any of these factors is the economic criterion. 

Urgency determines whether or not one should even use 
data telecommunicationS. After all, there are the postal 
service and private delivery systems. Often the data con-
tent of a magnetic tape can be flown to its destination 
more quicicly than it can be transmitted by à voice-grade 
line. (One bank  in the southeastern U.S. uses a helicopter 
to pick up data on magnetic tape from its branch offices.) 

The choice between ARQ and FEC depends 'on' such 
questions as the expected message length, availability of 
full-duplex lines, turnaround time, and the availability 
of buffers to store at the transmitting end a block of data 
in case it needs to be retransmitted.'FEC is the only prac-
tical technique for err& control when no reverse channel 
is available or justifiable. 

Most data terminals are designed around a particular 
method of error control, and usually the user has - no way 
of modifying it. In making his decision he must consider 
both the terminal equipment and modem as interacting 
subSystems.  

to-analog converter. 
There is a wide variety of data concentrators in use. 

These are often specially programmed data computers 
(cornmonly minicomputers) that may use for the buffering 
Of incoming bit streams the main core memory plus 
possibly auxiliary storage devices such as disks. 

There are various options for switching and routing 
the traffic on its way from source to destination. In line 
sWitching, such as is uSecl in the common-carrier voice 
plant, the initiation of communications between two 
points sets up à physic_al, patch path ihat is maintained 
for the duration of the transaction. In rnesme.switching, 
each message is sent into the network before routing tô 
thelegriiiation is determined. The Message makes its way 
through the network with the destination address (given 
in the  header preceding thé message tee-tang each 
station in the net where to forward the message. Since 
some circuits or stations may be busy; the message must 
often be stored at intermediate stations (thus leading to 
the term "store and forward"  as an alternate harrie for 
this forth or ;witching)7 

Each kincreswitching has its advantages and disad-
vantages. Circuit switching currently requires connect 
times* (time to set Zip the connection) that are_very 
long for data transmissidn (often tens of seconds), ant. 
ties u-p-iiinsmission capacity for long periods. However, 
the connection, once made,  has  a low end-toend delay. 
Message eitching makes more efficient use of lines by 
time-sharjag .  provides quick cOnnect time (so that 
the sending station can 'get rid of the message irrimedi-
ately), but may impose long end-to-end delays. 

' An example of a Major system that makes use of mes- 

*Computer people eMpley this term as Used here, Whereas in 
telephone company parlance, the term is used to designate the 
duration of the connection. 

FIGURE 10. Network geometries include (A) star, (B) 
multidrop, (C) loop, and (D) rnulticonnocted. Geographical 
locations are the same in each case and the central 
station is indicated by the letter "C." Larger systems 

Up to this point, only the simplest sort of system has 
been anIiteed-namely, a terminal-tg-terminal  hookup. 

A wide choice of rireiro7-..k geometries is-av-ailable; star 
(individual lines from the central to - each terminal), mer- 
dr,p‘plall terminals appear as drops off a single line run- 

, 
ning from the central to the rnost distant terminal), e 
loolifin which a single line leaves the central, and threads 
through all terminal points before returning to the central. 
By "central" is meant the main installation, or concen-
trator/multiplexor serving a group of terminals. Each 
geometry poses its problems in line control, error re-
covery, and economic tradeoffs. For example, in the 
multidrop situation, the entire multidrop net is tied up 
while a single transmission is in progress. Another geom-
etry is the "multiconnected" one used where alternate 
routing is desired. Here, any one station may be linked 
to one or more of the other  stations.  These geometries are 
shown in Fig. 10. 

Hersch—Data communications 
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FIGHWE 11. ARPA network with expanded topology at a 
cost of about $59 000 per node per year and a capacity of 
23 kb per node. 

sage switching and buffering over a multiconnected to-
pology is that constructed by the Advanced Research 
Project Agency (AR.PA). This system ietritended to allow 
the  use  âTone computing facility, for example, at a major 
university, of particular hardware and software capabil-
ity unique to another remote such computing facility. 
The syStetin (Fig. 1 1) uses 50-kb/s channels to interconnect 
computers in various universities and research institutions 
throughout the United States. Bell lines are used, but the 
switching gear, concentrators, store-and-forward equip-
ment, smalyligital eomputers, and other components are 
ARPA-provided. -- 

A liely system of the future resides with cable televi-
sion (CATV). Presently; there are 2000 CATV station Ous-
ters (usually multidrop  arrangements)  serving some 4 
million homes. Industry observers expect, however, that 
b7a8-0 CATV will have become a broadband system 
providing two-way communication over 20 to 40 channels. 
The potential of this network for data transmission largely 
has been untuped, but there Iiirs—b—een Considerable talk 
of  possible Ciata services that could be offered economi-
cally by the CATV industry, particularly for locally cOn-
centrated network applications. 

Many data-communications experts will impress the 
potential customer with the fact that a large data-com-
munications system cannot be put together and be fully 
operative within a matter of nionths or even a year. The 
system must be carefully thought out before the first 
piece of equipment is considered, and a complex system 
should be designed froin the ground up if maximum  util-
ity is to be aehieved. Consideration must be given to 
compromising between peak and average loads. Alter-
nate, substitute, and temporary routings must enter into 
any scheme. It will usually profit the user to have:com-
puter simulations of possible system options. Many simu-
lation languages exist, as well as several software packages 
for simulating large portions of an entire teleprocessing 
system. 

A final thought about systems. It would be foolish to 
create a complex data-communications scheme based on a 
single type of communications channel. If the system de-
pends on leased lines, perhaps DOD backup should be 
provided. This provision also will entail  some  thought 
about the capability of the equipment in the system to 
operate at a reduced rate or to cope with poorer channel 
characteristics without degraded results. 

As for those users who are dissatisfied with today's 
communication  facility service—for reasons of cost, con-
fleet time,' or error rate—they May look forward to the 
digital networks now being planned and implemented. 

We wish to thank the following for contributing to the material 
appearing in this article: National Electronics Conference (Pro-
fessional Growth in Electronics Seminar), Paul Muench and Labe 
Southmayd of American Telephone and Telegraph Company, J. 
P. McCarthy of Sylvania Electronic Systems, Willard S. Jones of 
RFL Industries, Inc., and  James  E. Snodgrass and James R. 
Bookstaver of the IBM Corporation. 

Particular thanks are extended to IEEE members Paul E. 
Green, Jr., and Robert W. Lucky for advice and counsel, without 
which this article would not have been possible. 
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CODING THEORY & APPLICATIONS 

Coding theory has a history no doubt unique among 

engineering disciplines; the ultimate theoreMs cane first 

practical applications later. Between 1948 - when shannon 

first proposed his basic theorems on information theory - 

and the start of the space age, little practical application 

developed from the lessons of coding theory. In fact a 

standard feature at the IEEE conventions during this period 

was a session entitled "Progress in Information Theory", 

in which talks purporting to show that the theory was approaching 

practical application tended instead to confirm the prejudices 

of practical men that information theory would do nothing for them. 

In retrospect there was two principal reasons for 

this lag. First, Shannon's coding theorems were existence 

theorems which showed that within a large class of coding schemes, 

these existed some schemes - nearly all, actually - that could 

give arbitrarily low error rates at any information rate up to 

an initial rate called channel capacity. The theorems gave no 

clue to the actual construction of such schemes, however, and 

the search for coding techniques capable of remotely approaching 

the actual capacity proved so difficult that a folk theorem  vas 

 proposed:  "Ali codes  are good except those that we can find 

or think of"- 
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The second problem was that, the channels of 

practical interest - telephone lines, cable, microwave, 

troposcalter, and HF radio proved not to have anything like 

the statistical regularity assumed in the proof of the coding 

theorems. In fact, most theorems are based on the assumption 

of statistical independence of the noise affecting each 

transmitted symbol, whereas on the channels just cited 

diSturbances tend to be manifested in bursts spanning many • 

bits. This is to say nothing of other anomalies that arise 

in practice. 

Over the past decade, the situation has improved 

considerably. The problem of finding workable coding schemes 

has been recognized to be fundamentally a problem of finding 

decoders of reaàonable complexity. 

The solution has been soilght in conàidering 

classes of codes so structured that efficient decoding becomes 

feasible (but -  hot so mudh structured that the codes themSelves• 

are no good). The kost popular approach has been'to use' the 

structures" of abstract algebra to generate classes of good, 

decodable block codes. A second approach uses linear-  - 

sequential circuits to generate a class of dodeS that are. 

called convolutional; for most of the, applications  that the 

author is aware of-, convolutional codes seeM.to have à 

better balance between structure and randomnes•than is capable 

with the perhaps tOo Structured block codes. _ 	_ 
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000 
001 
010 
011 , 
100- 
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110 

111 
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• 	Suppose that we wish to. transmit.  a sequence of 

binary digità occurb a noisy channel. Although we are .unable 

to prevent the:channel from causing errorS, we can reduce their • 

undesirable effects with the use of coding. The basic idea is 

simple 7 we take a set of k. message digits which . we wish to 

transmit,:annex to theer check digits, and transmit the entire 

block of n Ic>r channel digits. AsSuming that the channel 

noise changes:àufficiently few of these n transmitted - .digits, 

thé r checkdigits may provide the' receiver with'sufficient 

information to enable him to detect and. Correct the channel 

errors. 

EncOding Problem 

; Given any particular sequence of k message digits, 

the transmitter must have some rule for selecting the r:check 

digits. 

k - 	- k • 	• message‘ 
Information Rate R 

	

: 	message ,-;?check 

block length 

Code Word  

NOTE 

Any n tuple  i.e., sequence n which the encoder 

might transmit is called a code word. 

Although they are 2n  different binary 

sequences of length n t  only 2 of these 

are code words, because the r check 

digits within any code word are 

completely determined by the k message 

digits, 
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Multiplication Addition 

= yi  

Code  

The set consisting of 2 codewords is called the 

code. The coding problem is given the n received digits 

the decoder must attempt to decide which of the 2k  possible 

code dords Was  transmitted. 

Decoding Failure: 

We commit a decoding failure when we cannot 

Idecode. 

Decoding Error: 

When we decode incorrectly. 

We have that if R = k is small then the block length is 

long and the probability of decoding ëXror  is very small 0  we 

are usually more interested in codes which have a high information 

rate. 

Linear Codes 

Mod 2 Arithematic 

	

0 	1 

o 	o 	o 

	

1 • o 	1 

The modulo 2 sum of two n bit code words is defined as 

the bit by bit modulo 2 sum; that if x and y are code words 

then • the bit,  0 in their sum are •  

z.zux. 
1 	1 



Figure 1 General Shift Register of De•ree 

n with logical feedback 

A shift register of degree n is a device consisting 

of n consecutive binary storage positions which shift the 

contents of each position to be next position down the line, 

in time to the regular beat of a clock (or other timing devices). 

In order to prevent the shift register from emptying by the end 

of n clock pulses, a "feedback term" may be computed as a logical 

function f 	BOolean function), of the contents Of the n 

positions and fed back into the first position of the shift 

register. 

The maximum length shift register (or pseudo random 

or simplex) codes make a good introduction to algebraic 

block codes; their properties are interesting and easy to 

derive,  •and serve as an easy entree to the mysteries of finite 

fields, upon which further developments in block codes depend. 

(Remark - the number and quality of the pictures of 

returned from Mariner probes depend on the use of codes like 

these. 



n 	4 

Figure 2  

The input x.x - ; the state 

output 

Figure 3 

Consider first a digital feedback circuit such 

as the one depicted in figure 2. That is a (m=4) bit shift 

register. 

X . in 

We find that fifteen shifts 
cycle the register through 
all non zero states and 
return the register to the 
starting state, The name 
paximmm_length lirear  shift 
etcti_ter  is given to this 

circuit since, given that 
0000 must go to 0000, the 
fifteen state cycle is the 
maximum length possible. 
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Theorem 

Even an SR of length R, the output Sequence is 

always Periodic with à period pe2 11 . If we have an LSR the 

period p is atmost 2k 	1, for p 	 The shift register 

• 	is called a Maximum length LSR. 

Corrollary  

It is a nontrivial result of algebra that for any 

number of stages n we can always find a circuit (shift register) 

like figure 2, with a state diagram like figure 3 and a 

period p . 2 - 1. The input will always goes into the zero 

state on a shift. The remaining  2l  form a max length cycle. 

The following table specifies input connections to the modulo 

2 adders that will give a max. length shift register for 

k 	14. 



e.g 	message k 7 
Register 

no 0  of stage = 7 

7 
rate R u 

2k- 1 	
—1-2-7 

7 

period p u 127 

k 	Stages connected 

	

k 	(2 -1,k) 	
2 1..=.; 	to mod 2 adder 

	

1 	(1,1) 	2

• 2 	(3,2) 	1,2 	NOTE: 

The information 

	

3 	(7,3) 	1,3 	rate becomes 
small as k is 

	

4 	(15,4) 	1,4 large; which 

 IIIIIIM 	1 
e

4 	
limits the use- 

	

s 	of 

	

G 	(63,6) UM 	1,6 	these codes for 
coding purposes: 
in other .  

	

7 	Unigill 

	

applications, . 
however, the fact 

	

8 	• 	(225,8) 	1,5,6,7 	that a very long 
nonrepeating 

	

9 	(511,7) 	16  sequence can be 
generated with a 

	

10 	(1023,10) 	1,8 shift register is 
the feature of 

	

11 	(2047,11) 	1,10 interest. 

	

12 	(4O97,12) 	1,7,9,12 

	

13 	(9145,13) 	1,10,11 0 13 

	

14 	(18391,14), 	1 P 5 	9 P  4 P  

111111111111111 

	

34 	 1,8,33,34 



A block code using the circuit of figure 2 as an 

encoder operates as follows: The message to be transmitted 

which is assumed to be a sequence of bits, is segregated into 

4 bit segments. Each segment  is loaded into the 4 bit shift 

register and the  register is shifted 15 times. The fifteen 

bits coming out of the right most stage of the register are 

transmitted as a block or code word. Table 2 gives the 15 bit 

code words corresponding to each 4 bit information segment. 

Table 2 	(look at figure 3) Code words in (15,4) code from MLSR 

Mes sage Bits • Code Words 

0000 	 000000000000000 

0001 	 000111101011001 

1000 	 100011110101100 

0100 	 010001111010110 

0010 	 001000111101011 

1001 

1101 

0110 

1011 etc. 

0101 

1010 

1101 

1110 ' 

1111 

0111 

0011 
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Properties of Sequences generated by Maximum Length 
Linear Shift Registers  

Given a 2
k-1 bit sequence 

(a) - First the bits in. this sequence are the right-most 

output bits of the 2
k-1 non zero state sequences of 

length k. 

(b) Since exactly half of all k bit sequences end in 1, 

precisely 2 ones occur in any maximum length sequence 

(for exampL 8 ones out of 15 bits in figure 3). 

In any period of the sequence the number of ones 

differs from the number of zeros by at most 1. 

(Called Balance property). 

(c) In a long sequence, if we look at the output at a 

random time the probability of. "seeing" a 1, is 

2 	A,' 	1/2. 
k - 2 -1 

Furthermore since all k bit sequences except the all 

zero sequence, occur somewhere in the maximum length 

sequence, the probability of seeing a one given any 

k-1 or fewer preceeding bits is still nearly 1/2. 

• These and other statistical properties below, make a 

maximum length sequence difficult to distinguish from 

a sequence generated truly randomly, as by flipping a 

coin, yet these sequences are easy to generate and are 

repeatable. Thus they are commonly used to generate 

pseudo random bits. They are called pseudo random sequences. 
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(d) (Run Property) . Among the ones and zeros  in  each 

period one half the owns of eaCh kind  are  of length 

One, one fourth of each kind  are of' length'two, one 

eighth are of length•three, etc - . as long as thèse • 

'fractions give Meaningful number 'of.runS.' 

(e) . (Correlation Property) 	If a period of the sequence 

• is compared term.by term; with any cycle shift of 

itself, the number of agreement differs from the 

number of disagreements by at most 1. 

Using figure (3) to illustrate (e), consider the code 

word outlined 

000111101011001 Number of -agreements = 7 

0011110. 10110010 

'Note this is again a displacement of 
001000111101011 	one of the code words, 

called parity check sequence. 

Theorem  

for all max length shift register sequences, its modulo 2 sum 

with any non trivial displacement of itself, gives a parity check 

sequence which is again a displacement of one of the code words. 

Corrollorz 

If  we  form the modulo 2 sum of any two Code words we get another 

code word. 	This is. a group property Of shift register Codes 

and giveS immediate answers to questions about distance or 

correlation between code words. 
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Definition  

Hamming distance: between two code words is defined as the 

number of places in which the two words differ. 

.jj  If We:forM 
• J the modulo 2 

oby moci 2 silk  .\ sum, we have 
1 in the 

. 	position ih 
which they 

, 	disagree. 
The e of 
these is the 
distance. 

Theorem  

The distance  between any two code words = 2 - 16= • 8 in our 
2 	2 	example0 

which is exactly the number of ones in their 

sum which is the same as the number of ones in 

any of the code words. 

Proof  

From the group property, their sum is another code word, 

but we had that the 0 of ones is 2 1  in any code word »  0°. 
2 

Number of ones and distance under modulo 2 sum coincide. 

This the distance between an two code words in these codes 

is 2k 

This equidistant property of maximum length shift register 

codes makes them an optimum solution to the following problem 

in Signal design. "How can one construct 2
k equal  mnly.  signals, 

to minimize the cross correlation between any two signals, with 

no bandwith limitations"? 
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Let us suppose that a code word is sent by P.S.K. 

so that a 0 is sent as a band of amplitude -1 and 1 as an 

amplitude of 1. The 2k code words then correspond to 2k  

vectors in 2k-1 dimensions, all of equal energy (auto 

correlation). 	The cross correlations (inner products) of 

any two Vectors is a sum of baud  by  baud correlation equal to 

4, 1 if they agree and -1 if they disagree. 

But we  have  just proved that the Hamming distance 

between any two code words is 2
k so that the vectors disagree 

2 	: k in 2k places, and 	agree in the remaining 2 -1. 

Consequently any two vectorS are anti-correlated' 

with crosb correlation -1,, This implies that as vectors in 

(2k 1) space, the code words form'a geoMetrical object called 
2 

a simplex, whiCh is universally.  believed (though it has never 

been  quite proven) to be thé. distribution of equal energy 

signals in signal Space that minimizes the probability of 

incorrect detection. Figure (4) shows the simplex corresponding 

to the k = 2 maximum length shift . régister code, which takes 

the form of a tetrahedron in 3 dimensions 'Here  is ah intriguing 

contact . between algebraic coding theory and the -geometryof 

N dimensions. 
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Figure 4  

Simplex (tetrahedron) formed by k = 2, - (3,2) code' in three 
. dimensions. 
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Errors Their Treatment and Error Correcting Codes 

• 	In these lectures we shall consider the treatment of 

errors arising from noise and distortion on communication lines. 

The following Table 1, gives typical average error rates 

and you can use them as a rule of thumb figures for doing 

probability calculations. With them, it will be possible, as 

we shall see, to answer such questions as what degree of error 

checking and what block length should be used for transmission 

for different systems. 

Average Type 	Transmission Raies 	Èit:error . rate 
.of Channel 	(bits/set.) 	1 in. 	' 

50 baud telex 	SO . 	50,000 

150 or 250 baud 	—150 or 200 	'-j 00 ,000 -  
subvoice grade line 

Public voice lines 	'600 	HSO0,000. 

	

1200 	• 	200,000 

	

*)2400 	100,000 	( O S ) 

Possiœ.b1proach 

(1) 	Simply ignore the noise, in fact, the majority of tele- 

graph links in operation today, for example, have no error 

checking facilities at all. Part of the reason of course is 

It is likely that transmission over avoice line 
at 4800 bits/sec, will give higher error rate than 
those above. 

9 
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that they normally transmit english language text, and errors 

caused by the ranging of a bit or small group of bits usually 

are almost always automatically corrected by the brain. If 

the text is unintelligible, then the receiver can always ask for 

a  retransmissio n. 
5 

A second reasons, is that one bit in 10 errors is not 

quite as bad as it sounds. For example James Martin estimated 

that his book of about 300 pages and containing about 110,000 

words, after being edited word by word by team of  •professional 

edition, still had . an  error rate of 1 bit in 2 x 10 bits using 

a five bit code. Taking each word to be 8 letters and each letter 
5 

requiring 5 bits we need  5 x 8 x 10 bits tu code the book, if 

we then tranSmitted over a line with error rate' 1 in 10 5  about 

•40 of these letters would be wrong. Thus the error rate of 

1 x 10 5  on an. nocheck transmission line is better than the 

carefully proof read text. 

On the other extreme, a coding scheme is on the market 

which gives an undetected error rate of 1 bit in 10
14 

 , but this 

is expensive; but let us estimate what it means to have 1 in 10
14 

 . 

Suppose we.transmif.at  2400 bits/set for.20.00 years since 

•  the tiffie of (Chirs-t),.we would havé transmittede2 x 1 3  0 se 10 14 ) .  

bits and probably ndt have had an error yet 

2400 x 60 x 60 x 365 x 2000 

2.4 x 10 11 X3.6 2 x 2 

ex. 2 x 101.3 	.‘z]..014 



:thrâtiâhPilt? Both.rediindani.bits• and  

retransmission lessen'thè : totai data , 	. 

throughput on the line. 

How much does it cost? 

- 17 - 

Criteria for Choice of_A . Code 

The Merit of any scheme for .  correcting. transmission 

• 
errors is a function  of  three properties .; . 	. 

(1) What iâ its efficiency in detecting 

'etrors?1 Hàw Many-incorrect messages 

: doeS it let 'threughi Ideally; we::wàuld 

.)-ikë..a:•scheme . which catChes . all errors. . 

(2),14WMUch : dees-1treduce:the line •• 

In the early days, (3) • dictated that low 

accuracy was often taken in favour of high costs. However, 

with the advent of high speed modeneand low cost large scale 

integrated circuits the balance is now swinging in favour of 

•more complex codes. 

Codes  ' . 	. 	. • • 	. 	. 

• The ability•of -a code to correct errors is related 

to its ability.to  detect them. For  -instance a Code that can 

detect double errors can correct single ones. In general a», 
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a device that can detect 2x errors can correct x. 

Similarily, some codes can detect two error burts of 

length b bits; such codes could correct one such burst. 

In data transmission a single noise pulse or 

drop out (loss of signal) is frequently of greater duration 

than the length of one bit. This is more likely to be so 

when a high bit rate is used. Even at low bit rates double 

errors are common. A CCITT*) study of 50 band telegraph 

lines give the following figures:- 

Isolated single bit errors 

Error bursts with two erroneous 
bits 	---- --- 

Error bursts with three 
erroneous bits 	 

Error bursts with four 
erroneous bits 	 2-6% 

A burst was defined here as bits in error 

separated by less . than ten non-...erroneous bits. 

. 50-60% 

- 10720% 

3-10% 

*) , CCITT Special•Study Group "Date Transmission" 	. 
Contribution 92,:Annex XIII p. 131 (Oct. 18, 1963) • 

. 	. 	_.— .. 	. .. . 	. 
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cen 

LaL/nninli..1.2.L1 21 " 

All codes, such as M out of N codes, Hamming codes, Bose- 

Chaudri Codes, The Fire Codes, the codes of Miles, ec.)can be 

described in terms of the divisions of polynomials. 	Polynomial 

Codes can be made to perform with very high efficienèy. 

Let us suppose the data block to be transmitted has k bits, 

we can represent this as a polynomial in a variable x having k 

terms. 	i.e., a polymial of order k-P, for'example, suppose the 

message being 	Is , 1010001101, the polynomial. 

•M(x) 

in  genera:LWOrdl(a 
k-19 

9 	3  = 	2 
X + X

7 t x 

represented by 

k-I 	k-2 M(x)= a 	x 	te 	x k- I 	k-2 

Where the 11,1 -gh order term  of the polynomial. isthe'.21)*It that  • 

transmitted firSt. That is we  transmit  from"rightto left" 

Addition An Modulo 2 	(9, 	» .. 	Multipli,ca. tion,Mbdulo 

[ 

- 0 

T 

Now there Is a conVenient way of expressing thè. 

to be sent. 	We will manipulate them using the laws of ordjs•nar 

algebra, except that modulo 2 addition must'be employed. 

illustrate.this as, 	. 

*) "Cyclic Codes for Error Detection" by W.W. Peterson 

& D.T. Brown, proceedings of the IRE, January 1961 
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Mod 2 of tw,.‘Q ._22.13rusitniAJ_Ls_ 

7 	 5 
• x + - x 6  +x + — + x

2 + 

+ x
5 

+ x4 + x 3 + x + 

4 	3 
x 	x 

Multi Hca  

100101 

10111100 

0 1 0 1 '1 0 0 I 

87 -x 	x +  •x + x 

75 	• 2 . - 
x + x6 	••x 	+ 

8 	53 	2 
	L . x + 	x +x +x +x+1 

• 1 . 0010111 

0 1 0 

1 	0 	1 

(x 7  + x6  + x5  +x2  + 1) (x + 1). . 	 i  11  1 0 0 1 0 1 	X 1 1 

To .  transmit the k data block M(x) we need . a second polynomial 

referred to as the, generating polynomial P(n), of degrees r, where 

r 	P(x). has unit coefficient on the x°, ie, the lowest 

	

term is  : t 	 S . • 	 • 

for .t.>p__(am re To transmit the *message 

• M 	= x
9 + x7  + x3 +

2 
 x + 

we might use a .  generating polynomina I 

P (x) = x 5  + x4  + x2 + 1 

the steps involved in the transmission are in effect as fol lows. 

• _ 	_ 
Jl 	The data message M.(x)-1,s'multiplied bYX r ,givUng 

r zeros (ois) In the low circler positions. 



M(x) 

P(x) 

R(x) 

P(x) 

= Q(x) 

Suppose 	Iv1(x) X 7 	x3 	>i2 	= 	1 6 .1  000 110:1  

andP(x)=x5  +x4  +x2  +1 i 	1 . 0 	1 	0 	l' 

- 21 

.Step'2 	The result is diyided by P(x) , thts . gives a Unique 

. quotient Q(x) aneremaLnder.R(n). 

• 	Step 3 	The remainder Is added to the message thus . ptacipg 

up to r terms in .the r'lower orders positions; this  is  

the message that is tran.smitted. 	Let us call it T(x), 

then 	T(x) = x r  M(x) R( n ) 

Step I 	x r  M(x) = x 5  M(x) = x 14  + x 12  + x 8  + ,x 7  + x 5  

101000110100000 

Step 2 	x 5 	M(x)  = x 14  +  x' 2  + 8'+  x7  + X 5  
D 

 PCX) 	 X 4 	4 + X .1-  



< 4 + x I3 

I3 +  x
12 

X 13 + X 12 

9 + x 1  +  x 

+ x 	+ x9  + x 

+ x 10 + x 8 

• 7 	5 X + x 

X 7 + x6  + x4
• + 

6 	5 

	

x 	x + x2 

x 6  + x 5  + x 3  + x 

• '3 

	

 R(x) 	x  •+ x2  + x 

x 4 

1 01 0 00  I I 0 I  000  0 0 • T x M (x ) 

1 I 0 	R(x) 

- 22 9(x) 

8 	6 	4 	2 4  
+ • X +, X + X +• X + 	, 

4 	2 	 14 	12 	 5 
X 5  +x +x + 1 	x 	+x 	+x 8 -1-x 7  +x .......... 	-.. 

' 	 [I - 

Q(x) = 1101010110 

1110 ï..7.r.._„ 	,.. . _--- 
+ x l  + X 

x 1 I + x 10 + x9 + x7 + x5 

XI 
 I  + 	 x 10 	8 	6 x 	+x+  

- 	 6 x9 + 8  x + 7  - x + x• + 5  x . 

8 	6 

(3) 	The remainder R(x) is added to x' M(x), to give T(x) 

the message  transmitted 

1.0 	1 -  0 0 0 	1 	1 	0 	1 	0 	1 	1 	1 	0 

We are thus 	 Check Bits 
sending the 
original  bit 
patter n  with 
f ve  b its  

- 	accompanying it  for  
error detection. 



since substraCtion  and  addition in modulo 2 

same, we can rewrite the above equatiOn -  as 

or, the, 

xr: Mx) 4. , R(x),= Q ,(x)-P.(x) 

"The  mersage  transmitted is therefore exactl 	divisible  by the 

- 23 - 

The  question remains, what is this - all - in aid,of, let -us 

refurn to, ' 

x r  M(x) 	= Q(n) 	R(x) 

P(n) 	 . P(x) 

we have rewriting this 	 . . 
• • 

xr M(x) = 	Q(x) .P-(x) .•G)R(x) 

eln It is this property that we check in atteb . 	 . 	,...... 

whether an error has occurred. The receiving  machine, in let -le n 
••:',:.:'•'e :- . •', ••  

divides'the message polynomial .1- ( x) by P(x), if theemainder, 

• . 
ié non zero, then,an error has occurred. 	If it is,zero, then.. 

.either there is no*error or an undectable error has occurr 

. To ,see that to speak of ah undetabie error makes -  se„ 

Consider 7 the pattern of error bits, E(x), le, bits of 

that are changed by noise in the transmitted message. 

receive - T(X) E(x) 

Thus if 	'T(x) 	E(x) 

the  remainder is‘zero and we cannot detect. -  On the  other hand 

if E(x) . is not  divisible  by P(x) we will detect It 	Knowing  -the  

tos .e0 

is exactly divisible by P(x), then 



M(x) protected -:byfthe 

code T(x) = M(x)Ç9 R(x). has one single 
• . 	. 	. 

where iS is less :than the total number of Jpits.l.n  the message T(x). 

• 
(let us - Say n 	r+k). 	H- 	•• 

If. the message. block. 

Bit  Er.rorS : . 

polynomial 

bit im ....erY2Or_then E(x) = x 

24 - 

Characteristics of the communication,  lines, we must', therefore 

'ockthe generating polynomial •P(0 so that the pattern of error 

bits E(x) will not be  divisible ly 

Error  Detection  Probabilities' . 	• 	-• • 

The choice of.generatirig polynomial should be dependent 

Apn'a khowlédge of the error patterns*that are likely to occur 

• on the Channel in questron,., There are certain error 

characteristics that We - canfbe'sure•to protect- the data from. 

.. if 'We,giVe our . generating polynomial P(x) more. than one term, 

• • 
thon x

i 
 - .cannot be divided' by it exactly then all single  bit  errors 

will be detected. -  

Case - Double Bit Errers 

Doub16.bit errors can be represented2by the polynomial E(x) 

	

I 	j 	- 

	

= x 	where i and j..  are  both less than the number.  of' bits. in 

T(5<),  le,  less than n. 	Letws say 1 rej a - then we Can write 

.E(x) = x i  (I 4. xj.-1 ). 	Therefore the error to be detected, -  neither 

x i  (I 1- xj7 1 ) may be divisible by the,genèrating polynomial . . 	Thus 

If - thls polynomial P(x) has a factor with three terms, theh this 

be so and all double errers can be detected. 	• 



Case Odd Numbers of Errors 

Theorem If the  error message contains:a n. odd number of  bite. 

In error, then the polynomial.T(x) that represents -

• It.IS not divisible by (x I) P(x) . ' 

Proof 	Suppose that the message Is represented by a polynomial 

T(x) Whidh is• divisible by 	then We have 

E(x) 	.(x+1),Q(x) 

1D.O.Éx. • =, I weget 

'o. 	' 
o 

Therelore .E(x) must contatn en even nimbeir'...Of terms, -hence .  

If we eMploy a:generating polynomial P(x) - with; Wei- or tx 

then any  message  with an odd number of errors.w[Whe caught. 

Comments 

Now any polynomial of the form (x c4I) contaia 

	

I 	c-2 . 	. 

	

(x + 1) since .  Cx c 4. 1) = (x 1- I) .  (xc- 	4--.x ' -: + --;.--. :'-',W.1 
. 	 . 	•-:•,.. 	- 

Therefore any . generating polynomial of the form (e..:4'H 

all errors wtth an odd number of bits incorrect. . 

Case 4  Bursts.of  Errors 

Defn. a burst of length b is defl . ned as the numbé 

in a .  group having at least its first  and test  bits  Un . error. 

Thus U. E(x) represents. the error pattern 
. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

à .0 00,1010g I ,  I 0 0.6 0 

b = 7 

this contains-a luirst of length b = 7 
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° 	
. 

-4 	. 	• 	• 	• 
. . 	E(x) = x 10 	+ x

5 + 

	

. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

now we can always factor E(X) = x 1 E ( X) where i is less than 

the number of bits in the message for example. 

E(x) = x ( x6 + x + x + 1) 

Now in general x i  is not divisible by a P(x) containing only 

one term. Therefore the burst error will go undetectable  of  

E l (x) is exactly divisible by P(x) 	+1). 	Now When the length 

of the burst b is less than the length r +  lof.  P(x), the 

generating Polynomial  E 1 (x) can be detected. 	Thus if we use 

a generating polynomial of 13 bits, all bursts of length 12 bits 

or less will ‘be detected. 	(recall T(x) = x r  M(x) + R(x) 	. to 

achieve thès we  vii I;! have to use r = 12 redundant bits in the 

'message, . 	R(x) = 12 bits 

• • 	. 	. 	. • . 	 . 	.i _ 

Now  if b = r+1 that is the number of bits in the burst = 

number of bits in the generating polynomial, then the error will 

go undetected if the burst E(x) is identical to the generating 

polynomial P(x). 	Since the first and last bits in the burst 

are by definition error bits, therefore the remaining (r-I) bits 

must correspond to those of the generating polynomial. 	If we 

regard al 1.  combinations of bits as equally probable then the 

probability if find a specific pattern of (r-I) bits we be 

the probability that (r-1) independent bits are identical with 

that of the generating polynomial. 



E( X ) = 	•Q (x) 1 

degree b-I 	degree b-l-r 

P(x) 

r 

alternate ln value. This,mean's tbat théseare b-rways in 

which P(x) can divide E
1 
 (x). 

(b-2) 
can .have 2 	poselblé combirfations: gryp; Now  E

l 
(x) 

the first and -  last are fixed, 	the probability 6,f an ersÉ• 

• being detected, -:le ., the .probability that P(x) divides - E 1 (x .. 

- 2-b72 

' 

 

b-2-r 	-r 2 
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- 
This probability is (1) 	ri 	for 	r = 12 	.00049. 	So 

7 

that the probability of an undetected error  is  a verY rare 

event given that a burst. b = rtl = 13 bits occurs. 

' Case 3 b  
. 	. 

When th e. number  of bits  in the bilrst  b. ie greater than . ' 

(rtl), there Is a variety of .possible error patterns that ara  divisible  

by P(x). 	(The question is how.many).. If ,E r  (x) is 	 by„ 
.  

P(x). then we can write, . 	• 	• _ 	. 

say E 1 (x. )1s à,:polynomial of degree (b- I) . oehtainInà. b terms, ,p(x) 

js a polynomial degree - r ancrcontaihs - r-l-i;termsi'n the degree of the 
. .1 

polynomial Q
1 
 (x) = b-l-r, ...tbé number of birePresented by 

Q
1
(x) .  = b-r. 	The 'first and last terms of  E 1 (x)  are  always  1,  

this causes  the  first and Fast terms of Q r (x) to al.maye be  1 . 

Thèse arethérefOre b-,-r-2 terms in 9
1
(x) - mhich ch .:::à1ternee  in 

.value.. This meane that there are b-p-2  terma:in 	mhich can 

On the above exaMple'Fn whioh r=12;: thé prebabillty of, an 

undetected error is 2
-12 	.O0024,given that the burst.contains 

a length greater than 13 bits (again à rare occurrence). 



An error.burst Of lénjth . greater 

.than-(r±1).bit's 

probability 

of detection 

1 

probability of 
detection 

.E2521Ane1211.  of Fig. 

Figure  1 , shows  measùrements of 

(1-70):.1)its in length 

O  100% 
• >< • 

C  . 

O _c 
al> 

ceo 

2° E 20% 

0 
0 

10% 
o 5 	10 	15 	20 	25 	30 	35 

Number tr,. error bits in message (x) 

To SUmmarize 

If we choose a pOlynomjal P(X)lipving ,(x+r) as a' -4cto'r 

and one factor with three or more terms, then the following 

. 	protection will be given • 

Singie  bit  errors , 	 100%  protections  

TWo  bits  in error (separate or not) 	100e protection 
• 

• An odd number of  bî.ts  in error 	100% protection 

An ertor burst of length less than 

• (r41)bits 
• 

100% protection 

Assume. 
an equal 
probability 
for bits in 
an error 
pattern 

U 

burst lengtti.;Modé on'à long 

distance  1:6esed . line  in Europe  

In these measurements,the 4ata 

was sent in  bl ock 

. 	_ 
bits, 	these  block s  - 

. 	, 
of those in error had*Only  one 

bit •in error, 81%-'hâd  les  i4 

10 bits, but 15 percent had large 

number's of errors. •  

Figure 



Fi 
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• t 100%  

CP 

0 1- 
..C (9 

 0 0 
a) 0 

o CP 
0 
00 

• 0 

E 

... In 20% 

o 

c • 

0 2 5 8 10 	'15 	PO 	25 	30 	35 
Burst length in bits (x) 

Fig. 5.3. Burst lengths and numbers of error bits per error message 
encountered on data transmission tests, at a 2000 bit/sec transmission 
rate, on a multipoint leased voice line from London to Rome.* Fixed 
message lengths of 792 bits were used. *Data  Transmission  Test on a 
ildultipoint Telephone Network in Europe, CCIIT Blue Book,  Supplement 
No. 37. Published by the international Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 
November 1964. 

Ex 	 Fi tire 2 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of 

burst lengths. A burst here is 

defined as the distance in •bits 

between the first bit error and 

as  bit error in the blocks. 	This 

curve states that 36 percent of the 

error blocks have a burst length of 

only one bit, 34% have 2 - 8 bit 

bursts, 30% have greater than 8 bits 

'W 
0 

1 % 
t>1) 

Cornes from "Data Transmission 
Text on a Multipoint Telephone 
Network : In Europe", ccur blue 
book, Supptement.#37 published 
by ITU Geneva Nev. 1964 • 

From.the above figure 2, we see' 

that there.is a'fairly 

•proport i on of long  bur -sts , 

35 bits in length. 	This means - 

that some errors are no -rgoing 

to be caught by the polynomial 

checks, or for that matteripy, 

any other checking. schemes that 

are reasonable,to implement. 
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.0021 

.002i 
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;0156 
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.0003 
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Fraction of Undetected Error 
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Inctual 
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•x

6 
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- x6 
	x 

3
. 

x
7 

4. x 

x
12 

+ 1 

x 1,2 x
l1 

12 
x 	x. 

1 
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Results Obtained In Practice  

Results obtained on practive with polynomial codes on 

telephone lines have been reasonably close to the theoretical 

prédiction.  Figure 3 shows a typical set of results. ,These 

measurements were made on a leased line from •Lond,on to Rome 

transmitting random bit messages in blocks of 729 bits. The 

transmission speed was 2000 bps. 

Encoding and . Decoding Circuits 

Polynomial codes are quite easy to code and decode; 

the division of x
r 

M(x) 	= 	Q(x) 	R(x), to get R(x) can be 

P(x) 

performed with a series of 1 bit shift register and modulo 2 adders 

(exclusive or circuits). 	The number of shift register positions is 

the same as the degree of the divisions - five for the division 

in figure 	. 	The number of exclusive or circuits is equal to the 

number of 1 bit s .  in the divisor' - 1 	3 for f .igure'4: 



Key: :1 bit shift register 

: 

 

Exclusive OR (modulo 2 addition) 

• 

11010001101 	2, 

Bits to be 
transmitted, 

Contents of shift registers: 

A 	IB 	CID 	E 	Input bit 

Initial contents: 	0 1 0 	0 1 0 	0 

Step 1 	, 	0 1 0 	0 	0 	1 

Step 2 	O0 . 	0 	1 	Ot 	0 

Step3 	0 	0 	1 	0 	1 

Step 4 	0 	1 	0 	1 	0 

•$tep 5 	1 	0 	1' 	0 	0 	0 

Step 6 	1 • 1 	1 	0 	1 	0 

Step 7 	0 	1 	1 	1 	0 	1 

Step 8 	1 	1 	1 	0 	1 	1 

Step 9 	0 	1 	1 	1 	1 

Step 10 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 

Step 11 	0 	1 	0 	1 	1 	0 

Step 12 	1 	0 	1 	1 

Step 13 	1 	1 	0. 	0 	1 	0 	Five O's added 

Step 14 	0 	0 	1 	1 	1 

Step 15 	011 	1 « 	1 	01 	0 

(which is sent 
• os the five check bits) 

.s. 

Message to be sent 

- 

with'sh4f+ hegisters 'for dividing by fhè 
polynomial (X 5 	x4 +  k2  +I) 	•  
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Tho following figure 4p shows the circuit whi,ch performs the 

x rM(x)  , where r=5 1  M(x) = 1010001101 and leaves +he 

P(x) 

remainder R(x) 	1110 in the registers, similarily if x M(x) -1- R(x) 

was entered the circuit would divide it, by P(x) and if the registers 

were empty, there would be no remainder, ie a bunch of zeros, 

indicating no remainder. 

Teleprocessing Network Organization 
..Prentice Hall, 1970. 
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2 2 	 PROCEED I NG. t.TF 2E1, IL .% • 

The  conventional solution.to  the problem is shown in 
Fig. 10. A few moments  of  studY will indicate that it 
does in fact perform the required operation. The .Flow 
Table Logic solution is shown in Fig. 11. Again the 
problem is easily checked for correct performance. 

The simplicity of the Wiring and the regularity of the 
circuit are quite apparent. Such an approach should 
certainly prove valuable when batch : fabricated devices 
become a reaility. As was stated. earlier, when applied 
to one such technology (EL-PC) the design -  and fabri-
cation of circuits is. greatly siMplified. An. early model 
of an EL-PC combination lock is shown in Fig. 12. 

CoNc.u.isfoN — 
The  Flow  Table •Logic technique for 'circnit design 

presented here was intended for s use  with batch-fabri-
cated (or perhaps micro-miniature) devices, hence the 
emphasis on. simplicity and . regularity. These are ob-
tained in some  cases  at-the expense of actual compo-
nent colt.  rit. The exchaità e was felt to be. acceptable, 
however, since minintizing the number of active ele-
ments is not guarantee of  minimum cost. An interesting 
point that should be considered is the logical delay as- 

sociated with circuits designed•by  the Flow Table  Logic • 
teehnique. The circuit can go from  one  • state to ,.tuy •  

other sta.te in approximately two logical tielayz., . Thus 
one has not saerificed speed in the quest for : regularity: 
The ease of circuit design . should also be  an  advantage 
of this technique. 

As is true in most developments, there are .sonte 
problem areas that still . reqUire investigation, The cod-
ing of the input lines and, in fact, the coding of the • 
states of the flow  table are far front optimutn. Only fur-
ther wark• can reveal whether this can be improved . 
without sacrificing the simplicity of the circuit. In addi-
tion, the necessary delay required is not found in all 
technologies and thus must be carefully considered in 
the • solution of  .a problem. 
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Cyclic-  Codes for Error Detectidie 
PETERSONt, MEMBER, IRE, AND D. T. BROWNi, MEMBER, IRE 

- 
Summary—Cyclic codes are defined and descrilfed from a new 

1,iewpoint involving polynomials. The basic properties of Hamming 
und Fire codes are derived. The potentialities of these codes for 
error detection and the equipment required for implementing error 
detection systems using cyclic codes are described in detail. 

.* 

• INTROD. UCT1ON 

F THE many developments inlhe area of error- 
'detection and error-correcting codes during the 
past three years, Probably the .most important 

have pertained to cyclic codes. Since their introduction 
by Prange,' very attractive burst-error correcting cyclic 
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error correcting procedures for these codeq are...relatively 

easily itnplemented using sliif-t-registers nvith feedback 

connections.' i." 
Th  first function of this paper is to intrôdtice cyclic 

codes from a new viewpoint requiring only elementary 
mathematics and to derive the basic properties of 

Hamming and Fire codes. Second, the potentialities of 

cyclic codes  for  error detection and the equipment re-

quired for implementing error >detection sySteins Using 

cyclic codes are described in detail. 

POLYNOMIAL REI'RESENTATION 

BINARY INFORMATION 

We will be concerned with coding a message of k 
binary digits by appending n k binary  digit -a s  a 

check and transmitting the k information digits and 

then the n - k check digits. It is convenient to think- of 

the binary digits as Coefficients of a polynomial in the 
dummy variable X. For exà'Mple, a mc.;.ssage '110101 is 

represented by the polynomial 1 +X+ X"+  X.  The 

polynomial is written low-order-to-high-order because 
c_p_41__xnials  will be tr yicl  high-

oider fi rst, and it is Conventional to indicate signal flow 

as  occurring from left to right. 
These polynomials will be treated according to the 

laws of ordinary algebra with one  exception.  Addition 

is to be  donc  modulo two .... 

I  X° +  K° 	KU  1 X«  + 0 X^  = 1 = 0 + 1X°  

o Xo + 0 X° = 0 X" 

For exantple: 

addition 

1 4- X 	+ X 3  + X 4  

X 	+ X' + X" 	X + 	+ + X' 

• - 	• 4. 1 	,X" 2  + 	 .V b  

In  addition .to the associative, distributive,  and com-
mutative properties  of polynomials under this kind of 

algebra, we have, as in ordinary algebra;  inlintis_; factori-

zition; that is, every  polynomial can be factored into 

prime or irreducible factors in  only one way.'" 

Cod - 	Dete - tton 	 . 

thàit n  is a code polynomial, 	acceptable for trans- 

misi-c7n, if and oniy if it is  diyisble by the generator 

polynomial  P(X)."  With this definition, the sum of two 
polynomials i $  alsô a code polynomial, for if 

Ft(X) and F2(X) are polynomials of degree less than n, 
which are divisible by P(X), tnen Fm(X) +F2 (X) is also 

of degree less than n and divisible by P(X). Therefore, 

these codes:are a special case of group codes,  as  studied 

by SlePian.'" 
lf P(X) has•.X as a factor, then every code polyno-

mial . lras‘X as a factor and, therefore, has its zero-orde r . 
 coefficient equal to zero. Since such a symbol would be 

useless, we will consider onlysodes_for  -Which P(X) is 
not divisible 

.ocle polynomials can be formed by simply multiply-

ing  any  polynomial of clegt'ee les.s than k by P(X). The 
folloming method has the advantage, however, that it 
results in a code polynomial in which the hie:order 
coefficients  are message symbols  and the low-circler 

FcTeTficients are check symbols.  To  encode a message 

Po Ylloollo ); we c ivide 2s.^C(X) by P(X) and 
then add the remainder R(X) resulting-  from,this divi-
sion to XH7kG(X) te form the code polynomial: . 

X.7kG(X) = Q(X)P(X) + -R(X), 

where Q(X) is the quotient and R(X) the>remainder re- 
sulting from dividing Xn`kG(X) .  by .P(X). Since in 
modulo two arithmetic,  addition and subtraction are 

• \ F(X) = X" - G(X) + R(X) = Q(X)P(X) 

which'is a Multiple of P(X) and, therefore,' a code 
polynomial. Furthermore, R(X) has degree, less than 

and  • Xn-kG(X) bas zero coefficients in the 
lOw-order terms. Thus the k highest-order coefficients of 
P(X) are the sa ni e as  the  coefficients'Of G(X), which are 
the message Symbols.  The  low order n -.k coefficients 
of F(X) are the  coefficients of  R(X),  and  -these are the 
check symbols. 

Exampk: Consider a code for which n=15, k=10, 
and n - k.- 5 which uses the generator Polynomial 

P(X) .  =1+ X2 + Xl+ X5. To ençpde ,,he message 
1010010001 corresponding to . the polynomial G(X) = 1 

we. divide X 5G(X) by -P(X) and find 
the  remainder. By long division it can be found that 

'X' --I-- X' + 	 (1 + X 2 + 	+ X 5) 

+ X + X' + X 3 + X' + X8- + • X9) + (1 + X). 

- 1 X" = 1 

X + X 2  • 

1 + X +. X2 

+ X 4  
+ X 4  1 + X 	+ X5  + X4 

multiplication 

1 + X  

1 + X 

; 

eh 

n {7 
11. 

.1. 

1:t 

.1 
• ta• 

t 

' 

5. 

ALGEBRAIC DESCRII'TION (ne Crci.tc. Corws 	The  codepolynoinial is formed by adding the remainder 

A cyclic code is - cle.finecl in terms of a generator poly-  ( 1 +X) t°'X'G(X):: 	 •i 
ni17)-(.X) of degree n - k. A polynomial of degree less 	 • 

" J. E. Meggitt, "Error correcting codes for correcting bursts of 
errors," 1.8,1( J. Res. Dev., vol. 4, pp. 329-334; July, 1960. - 

'2  W. W. Peterson, "Error Correcting and Error Detecting 
Codes," 'Technology Press, Cambridge, Mass., to be published. 	' 
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Se, for example, R. D. Carmichael, "Introduction to the 
Theory of Groups of Finite Order," Dover Publication% Inc., New 
York., N. Y., p. 256; 1956. .  

• '• ' 	According to the usual' definition, a c Tile code is a  group  code 
„_With the added property  that_tit_eclie_s 	Wiffé-Vector is a so 
a code vecto . Codes obtained by making a nut nber the leading 
in ormation symboleidentically zero and (lropping them are called 
shortêned cyclic. codes. The codes described in this paper are.cyclie 
codes if X. 7-1 is evenly. divisible by P(X), antrothenvfse are short. 
ened cyclic codes. See Prange, footnote 1, and Peterson, footnote 12, . 

" 1). Slepian, ".\ class of binary signaling alphabets," Bell Sys. 
, Tech.  J.vdt, 35,.pp. 203-234; Jamtary, 1056.. 
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1.1 . 000101001 . 0061 	 — 
check 	information 

symbols 	symbols 

PatNeteetr.s oi EktioR DETEcTrox AND 
Erutbut ConliEcTioN. 	• 

An encoded message containing errors can be repre-
sented by 

• H(X) = F(X) + E(X) 	• 

where . F(X) is the correct encOdeci message and EUte'lls 
a  polynomial  which has a nonzero  in each erro e-
ons position. Because the addition is modulo two, 
efr X +E X  is the true encoded flies. • r with the 
sroneous pn:_isitions'ch.anged. 

If the received message ei(x..) is  not  divisible by 
P(X), then clearly  an crror has occurred.  If, on the 
other hand, 11(X) is divisible ly P(X), then ././(X) is a 
code polynomial and we  mut acCept it as the one which 
was transmitted, even though errors may have occurred. 
Since F(X) was constructed so that it is divisible. by 
P(X), 1-1(X) is divisible by P(X) if and only if E(X) is 
also. Therefore, au  error pattern E(X) is detectable if 
and only if it is not evenly divisible IrY P(X).  To insure 
an  effective check, the generator polynomial P(X) 
must be chosen so that no error pattern E(X) which 
we wish to detect is divisible by P(X). 

To detect error_w_e_divide  the received, possibly 
erroneous, message 11(X) by P(X)jAns.L.testL.the re-

-iTiTern-d-er -emarri-cre7  is nonzero, an error hastieen 
tFetted.ïïee remainder is zero, either no error or ail 
lirfet-ectable error has•occurrect .  • • 

Exam p/e 

F(x) 	 x.7 

= 1 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1, 

E(X) X' + X" + X7  

=000100'11.0_000000, 

11(X) = F(X) E(X) 	 • 

= 1 + X + X' + X5 + X° + X'" + X" • 

• =1.10101100010001. 

This F(X)  'as  taken from the previous extunple. The 
remainder after 1/(X) is divided by P(X) = 1 + X' +X4 

 +X5  is X 2 +X3+±4 , and ..the fact that this is not  -zero 
shows that an error rriPst  have occurred. The sanie 
remainder occurs if E(X) is divided by P(X), since 
•F(X) is divisible by P(X). 

The ability of a cod e .  to correct errors is related to 
its ability to detect errors. For example, any 'code 
which detects all double errors •ià capable of correcthe 
any single error:This can be seen by noting that if only 
a single error occurs, we can •try to correct it by . trying 
to change each symbol. A Polynomial with or)te error'  

and one symbol changed can be a code polynomia l .  only 
if the.erroneous symbol is the one which. was changed, 
since all other combinations are equivalent- to double 

•errors and, therefore,  are detectable. Similarly, a code 
 which detects all combinations  of 2t errors can correct 

iriTY—Fdiaination ot eirs,_since if t or-fewer errors 
occur, changing all combinations of / or fewer.  positions 
results in a code polynomial only if all the erroneous 
positions are changed. The sanie argument shows that 
any code capable of detecting any two error bursts of  
length b or less cati correct  any  single  burst of length b 
dr-tégri:rintilly, the converse of these statements is also 
true; any /-error correcting code cati detect any combi-
nation of 2/ errors and any code capable of correcting 
any single burst of length b can be used instead to detect 
ans'  combination of two bursts of length h.• 

DETECTION OP SINGLE ERRORS 

Theorem I : A c. n,.clic•  code  generated bY any polynomial 
P(X)  with  more than one terni çletects all single errors. 

Proof: A single error in the ith Positioir of an encoded 
inessage . (counting from the left and numbering the left-
most' position zero) corresponds to an error polynomial 
Xi. To àssure  detection of single errors, it is necessary 
onl• to require that P(X) does not divide Xi evenly. 

•t, ertarily no polynonna with more .thari one terni di-
vides Xi evenly. Q.E.D. 

The simplest polynomial 'with more than one term is 
1.+X: 

Theorem 2: Every  polynomial divisible by 1+X haS  
an even pitinbér of tern 

roof:  .et  F(X) X'+Xb+Xe+ • • = (1 +X)Q(X). 
Substituting X=1 gives 

F(1) = 1 + 1 + 1 + 7 • =-- (1 	1)Q(1) = O. 

There is one "1" in F(1) for each term, and since the 
sum is zero, there  must be an even number of terms. 

_ 
It follows .that the code generated  by> P(X) =1 +X 

detects not only any . singfe error,  but  also any odd num-
-ber ot errors,  Lu fact, the check symbol must simply 
be an over-all parity check; chOsen t%make,the number 
of ones in the code polynomial evett. 

Any polynomial of the form 1 +Xe contains'a factor 
Ï-1--X since 1 +Xe=- (1 +X) (Xe-. ' +Xe--2 + • • • +1)'. 
TherefOre, if P(X) Contains a factor 1 +Xe, any .  odd 
number: of e'rrors will be rletectèîr----  

• •. •DOUBLE AND TRIPLE ERROR DETECTING 	.. 

CODES (HAMMING CODES) 

A polyn4rial P(X) is  said  to belong to an exponent  
e o is  the least .positive integer such that P(X) everily 
divide's X e  X e  +1 tiled 2). -- 

. Theorem 3: A code generated  by the polynomial P(X) 
detects'all sitigTFriiid double errAu_if the length n of the 

- 6711e is no  greater  than the exponent e to which P(X) 

Proof:-.-DeteCtiori of all double errors requires that 
. 4' 

o e • e 



ri(X ) does not evenly divide Xi-1-X for any i, <n. 
We can factor Xi +Xi (assuming <j) .  to Xi(l+Xi- i). 
It is sufficient to reqUire that P(X) should not divide 

since P(X) . is assumed not to be divisible by X: 
But j—i<n_. ..e; and therefort-.; since P(X) belongs  tu  the 
exponent e, P(X) Cannot divide  I + Thus the code 
will detect double errors. Since.P(X) is not divisible by 
X and Certainly could not be jast the constant 1, it 
must have more' than  one  terni, and viIl,  by Theorem 1, 
detect single errors also.  . Q.E.D. 

It can be shown that for any ni there exists at least 
one polynomial P(X) edegree ni that belongs  to 
e•=2"'-: 1. This is the maximum possible value of e. 

-Polynomials with this property (usually called primitive 
polynomials) are alwaYs irreducible. A few-such poly-
nomials are listed in Appendix II, and more extensive 
tables are available. P." Thus for any nt there' is a double-
error detecting code of length n=2'"-7. 1 generated by a 
polynomial P(X) of degree in, which therefore, has nt 
check symbOls and 2"‘ ni information symbols. 
These codes can be sho‘t.n to. be completely equivalent 
to Hamming single-error co' rrecting codes. 2 . 3,12 .L 7  

Theorenz-I .  merated  by P(X) ---.(1±X)P1(X) 
detects all single, double, 7tild triple errors if the length 
larilTe--Mce is nO . grea  ter th,ail the exponent c to whicti 

51P1(X)  belon  rs.  
—1574-F-The single and triple errors are detected by the 
presence of the factor 1+X, as is shown by Theorem 2, 
and double errors are detected becatise pi(x) belongs 
to the exponent  en,  exactly as in Theorem 3. Q.E.D. 

Codes  of maximuni length result if Pi (X) is a primi-
tive polynomial, and these codes are equivalent to 
Hamming Single-error Correcting, double-error detecting 
codes. •2 ' t"  

e 	. 
• DETECTION OF.A BISST-EitRoR 

A burst-error of length  b %%ill be defined as any partpra 
of en'-  w the number of symbols between the 

Tfirst and last...el...I-et:  including these errors, is b.  

e; The E(X) = X' + X6 -1- ;1 7. 

= 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0: 0 0 0 0 t  
, 	j 

of the previous example is a burst of length 5. • 
Theorèm 5: Any cyclic code generated bv ti_p_olv--  

nomial of degree n —k detects anv burst-error of length 
k or less. 

"--Pro-b-f: Clearly,. turY burSt-error polynomial can be 
factored into the fOrtil E(X)=X 11(X) where Et (X) is 

degree:b —1. This burst can be detected if P(X) does . 
 :not evenly divide 'E(X). Since P(X) is .asÈumeci not to 

- o 

• ". 

e A. A. Albert, "Fundamental Concepts of Higher Algebra,n 
University of Chicago Prei,s, Chicago, Ill.; 1956. This bobkcontiiins 
a table of irreducible polynomials giving the exponent e to which they 
belong (see p. 161). 

N M. Abramson, "A note on single error correcting binary 
codes," IRE TRANS. ON INFORMATION THEORV, vol.  1T-6, pp. 502- 
503; September, 1960. . 

: 

ha‘e. X as a factor, it could' divide E(X) only if it cOuld 
- divide E t (X). But if P(X) js Of higher degree 
thaa Et(X) and, therefore, certainly could not divide 
se). Q.E.D. 

A. high percentage. of longer bursts are . .detected  as 
well.. 
• Theorem 6: The fraction .of bursts-of 'length b>n 

•that are uncleteee 

k 	 ,if b 	n 	k --I- 1. 

• Proof: The error pattern iS E(X) XiE t (X) where 
E(K)  lias  degree b —1. Since  E1 (X) has terins X" and 

there are b -2  terms X': where 0 <j<b —1, that 
-an have .either zero or one coefficients, and so - there are 

distinct polynomials' E t (X). 	. 	• 
The error is undetected if and only if Et(X) has 

P(X)  as  a factor. 	• 
• . 	• Et(X) 	P(X)Q(X): . • • 

Since P(X) has degree n—k,- Q(X) must. have degree • 
If b —1=n— k,  thon  Q(X) =1, and 

is  only  one Et(X) which results in one undetected error, 
namely  E1 (X) = P(X). 	ratio of the number of 'un-. 
detected bursts to the total number of bursts is, there- 
fore,' 1/2=2-w-k-0  for this case: If b 	>n —k, 
-Q(X) . .has ternis X° and Xi'- ' -`4 "--k)  and has b.-- 2 (n— k) 
arbitrary. coefficients. There are, therefore, 2b ---2-( '' -k) 
choices 6f .Q(X) which give Undetectable error patterns. 	' 
The 'ratio  for this'case is 2b--2--o,-t)/2b--.2= 2—(n—k). 

• DETECTION OF TWO BURSTS. OF ERRORS (ABRAMSON 

AND FIRE CODES)' . 	• 

Theorem 7: The  cyclic codtgenerated by 
+.X)P1 (X) clet •éts any combination  of two burst-er-

--61--1-èTtgth twO or-Tess if the length  of the code', n, is no. ' 
greater than e, the exponent to which P i (X) belongs. 

Proof: There arè- .  t-Fii-ITFfi-i-Fsôtérror patterns. • 

1) E(X) = X' + Xi . 	 . 	
• • 

. 	2) E(X)-=. (X' + 

• 3) E(X) = X' -if- (X 1  + Xi4:1 ) 

4) .  E(X) = (Xi X'+') +5.  (XJ Xi-H )  

2) and 3) have Odd numbers of errors and so they are 
detected' by the 1+X factor in P(X). For 4),'E(X) 
= (1 +X)(Xi+Xi). The 1+X factor is cancelled by the 
1+X factor in P(X) so we will require for both 1) and 

. 4) that Xi+Xi is not evenly divisible by Pi(X).. 
Xi+Xi is not evenly divisible by Pi(X) as is shOwn in 
the proof of Theorem 3. Q.E.D. 

These codes are equivalent' to the Abramson  codes, 
which correct single and double adjacent errors. 2 .'' They 
are also the same as Che Halmning single-error correct- . 

• ing, double-error detecting codes of Theorem 6. 
Theorem '8:.The cyclié code generated by 

. 	• P(X) =(Xc+ 1)P 1 (X) 

	

will de-te,ct any combjnati -on of two bursts 	- - 
n ee  



1 0 1 

10010 

1 0 1 

0 11 0 

1 0 1 

.1 1 

It can be seen that 'modulo two arithmetic has sim-
plified the division considerably. Furthermore, we do 
not require the quotient, so the division to find the re-
mainder can be described as follows: , • . 

1) Align the coefficient of the highest degree term of 
the divisor a.nd the coefficient of the highest degree 
term of the dividend and subtract (the same as 
addition). 

2) Align the coefficient" of the hig,hest degree term 
of the divisor and the coefficient of the highest 
degree terni of the difference and subtract 'again. 

3) Repeat  the  process until the difference has lower 
•degree than the . divisor. The-difference is the re-
mainder. 

The hardware to implement this algorithm is a shift 
register  and • a collection of modulo two, adders. (A 
modulo two adder is equivalent to the logical operiition 

`.EXCLUSIVF. OR).—the nurnber of shift register posi-
tions  is equal to the degree of the divisor, P(X), .and the 
dividencl. is 'shifted through high order first and left to 

' right. As the' first One (the coefficient of the high-order 
term of the dividend) .  shifts off  the end we subtract the 
divisor  bÿ  the' following procedure: 

1) In the subtraction the high-order terms of thedivi-
- • sor and the dividend alrays canql,. As he high- 

, order term of the dividend is shifted off the end Of 
the register, this part of the subtraction 	done 

•automatically. 
2) Modulo two adders are placed so that when a one 

shifts off the end of the register, the divisor (except 
the high-order term which has been taken care of) 
is subtracted from the contents of the register. 
The register then contains a difference that is 
shifted until another one con:lea off the end and 
then the process is repeated. This continues until' 
the entire dividend is shifted into the register. 
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E(X) = X iE i (X) -I- E2 (X), 

provided c+1 is equal to or greater than  the  sum of the 
lengths of  the  burstS, Pi(X) is irrecturible  and  of. degree 
at least as great as the length of the shorter burst, and 
provided the length of the Code is no greater tha..n the 
least common multiple of c and the exponent e to which 
p1c.-50 belongs. 

The proof, which is elementary but rather long, is 
given in ApPendix IV. These are Fire cbdes. 4 •t" 

OTHER CYCLIC CODES " 

There are several important cyclic codes which  have 
 not been discussed. Burst-error correcting codes have 

been treated also by Melas,' Meggitt," and Reiger." 
Codes for correcting independent random errors have 
been discovered by Melas. Prange,' .  and Bose and 
Chaudhuri.°•".'" Any of these codes  eau  also be used for 
error detection.. The Bose-qaudhuri codes  are •  par-
ticularly important. For •any choice of m and t there 
exists. a Bose-Chaudhuri code of . length 2 " 1 which, is 
capable of correcting any combination of t errors (or 
alternatively, detecting any combination of 2t errors) 
and nvhich requires a generator polynomial of de• gree  no  
greater than mt. The description of the structure of 
these codes and the methods for choosing the polyno-
mials is beyoad .  the Scope of this paper. 

• IMPLEMENTATION 

Thus far, an algebraie method has been°  given for en-
coding and decoding to detect various  types of  errors. 
Briefly, to encode a message, .G(X),.n—k zeros.' are an-
nexed (i.e., the multiplication Xn" .kG(X) is performed) 
and then X. — kG(X) is divided by  a polynomial P(X) of 
degree n—k. The remainder is then subtracted6from 
X^ —kG(Xj. (It replaces the n—k zeroes.) This encoded 
message is divisible by P(X), but we have shown that 
if P(X). is ,roperly chosen, the message will not  he 
even y divisible if- it contain.s detectable errors. The 

manipulation., to be performed for bOth 
encoding .and error detection is division by a fixed 
polynomial, P(X). 

The following is an example..of division under addi-
tion modulo t'wo:• 

1 X' + X' + 0 X + 1 

1 ,( 2  0 X + 1/1 + 1 X4  + 1 X3  + 0 X2  + 1 X + 
I X6  + 0 X" + 1 X3  

. 1 X' + X' +• 0 X" + 1 X + 0 

1 X 4- + 0 X 3  + 1 X ' 	 , 
0X +  1X  + 1 X + 0 

1.X 2 +0X+1 

1X+1  

.1a.tiary 

We now repeat this division empleying only the coef-
ficients of  the  polynomial's: 	• 

• • 	• 1. 1 0 1.• 
, 

101/1•11010— 

Fig. 1 gives a reâister that performs a division bv 
1+X2 + 4  +X5 .  Note that if alignment of divisor and 

.„ 

dividend is considered to be accomplished when  the  
W. W. Peterson, "Encoding and error-correction proccdums for high-order term of the dividen d . shifts off the end, then 

, 	
lei codes," IRE ,TRANS. ON INFOIMATION Te.ORY, .• 

4% 
'E., pp. 459-470; Septeniberj.1960. ' 	 the,divisor is-automatically subtracted. 
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The shift register shown in Fig. 1 has, if used for en-
coding, one drawback that Can be overcbine by a slight 
modification. Recall that when encoding a message 
polynomial, G(X), .we calculate the remainder Of the 
division of X”-kG(X) by P(X). The straightforward 
procedure is to shift the message followed by n—k 
zeroes into  the  register. When the last zero is in the 
register we obtain :.the remainder. Because this re-
mainder replaces  the  n—k 'ze-ros to form the encoded 
message; it is necessary to delay the message n—k shift 
•times so that the remainder can be gated in from the 
encoder register at the proper ,time. 

An example of this method of encoding is given in 
Fig. 2. Initially, the 'gate G1 is open and the gate G2 is 
shorted, allowing the remainder on dividing X. -kG(X) 
to be calculated. After the message plus n—k zeros is 
shifted in, G1 is slented and G2 is opened. This allows 
the remainder which is now in the - register to replace 
the n—k zeros in the'-output. Error deteetion with this 
circuit re,quires that-gate G I  be open and gate G2 be 
shorted. After ll(X) has been shifted in, the register 

EiâIi.U1krece POsiTIOH . 	., 
0 excLusive on 

- 
Fig. 1—A shift register for dividing by 1-1-x 2 1--ie4 -1-x. • 

'Fig. 2--One method of encoding on detecting errors. 
(In this example, P(X)=1-1-X 2 1-X , ±)(6.) 	• 

Fig. 3--A more efficient circuit for encoding and error detection. 
(In this eXP011 plé, P(X)-1+X, + X4  -FX6 . ) .‘",. .., 4 

. 	• . 	 t 	 , f 

•
.  

contains the remainder. If this is nonzero, an error has 
.occurred. 

The delay of n—k shifts can be avoided if Fig. 2 is 
modified to give the circuit of Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, instead 
of shifting the polynomial into the low-order end of the 
register, it is . treated as if it  were shifting out of the• 
high-order encl. This.is equivalent to advancing every 
term in the polynomial by n-le positions, or multiply-
ing by Now in encoding, as soon as G(X) has been 
completely shifted into the register, the register con-
tains the remainder on dividing Xn -kG(X) by P(X). 
Then gate G I  is shorted, gate G2 is opened, and the re-
inainder follows the undelayed C(X) out of the encoder 
to form F(X). 

To minimize hardware, it is  désirable  to use the same 
register for both encoding and error detection, but if 
the circuit of Fig. 3 is used'for error detection we will 
get the remainder  on  dividing X 1'-k1I(X) by P(X) in-
stead of the remainder on dividing H(X) by P(X). It 
turns out that this makes' no difference, for if 11(X) is 
evenly divisible by  P(X) then obviouslY H(X)X" -k is 
evenly divisible, and if fi(X) is,not evenly divisible by 
.P(X) 'then /1(X)Xn-k will not be evenly' divisible either, 
provided the divisor P(X) does not have a factor X. 
Any useful - P(X). will satisfy.  this restriction. The cir-
cuit of Fig. 3 can, then,- be used . for both encoding and 
error detection. 

Error correction is by its nature a much more difficult 
task than error detection. It can be .slicri,vn that each 
different Correctable error Pattern Must give a different 
remainder after division by P(X). Therefore, error cor-
rection çan be done as follows: 

1) Divide the received inessâge H(X)= F(X)+E(X) 
by P(X) to obtain the remainder. 

2) :  Obtain the E(X) corresponding- to the remainder 
from a table or by.sonie calculatièn. 	. 

3)' Subtract E(X) froni  11(X) to obtain the correct 
transtnitted  message  F(X). 	• 

Both the encoding and step 1 of the decoding are the 
sanie for error correction as for error detection. -  The 
error-correction equifitnent is iwire complex in that  t.  
requires equipment for the table look7 up or compiita -
tion Of step 2, and it requires that the, entire received' 
message  H(X) be stored temporarilY while the remainder 
is being calculated and E(X) is being determined. The 
calculation required in step 2 can be done simply with 
a shift register for bursterror'br single-error correcting 
codes, but is qiiite complex for codes tha.t correct mul-
tiple random errors. Details of error-correction proce-
dures are beyond  the  scope./ of this paper, but can be -  . 
found in reference.s.u.i2..n .  • ' 

CONCLUSION 
„ 

A simple presentation of cyclic codes  lias  been given 
in terms of polynomials. The attractive features of these 
codes fcir error detection, both their high eflicioney and 
the-ease of implernentaticin,:have..been 



1+X 
+X+X2  - • 

1+X +X3  
1+X+X' 
1-1-X 2 +X. 
+X±X' 

I +X3 -1-X 7 
 1+X2 +X3-1-X4 +Xb 

1 +X4 +X2 
 +10+Xl° 

1-4-X 2 +X" . 
1+ X+X4 -1-X6 +X'2 

 1+X+X3 4-X4 -1-X 13 
 1 + X+Xe +Xi' 

I + Xi' -17X 15  

• Primitive Polynomial 

1 
3 
7 
15 
31 
63 
127 

'• 255 
511 
1023 
2047' 
4095 
8191 
16383 
32767 ) 

AFPÈNDIX 1 
• 

NOTATION 

k = number of 'binary digits in the • message before 
encoding, 

n= number of binary digits in the encoded message, 
• • n— k number of check digits, 

b = length of a burst of errors, 
d(X) = message polynomial (of degree k 
P(X) = generator  polynomial  (of degree n---;k),• 	. 

R(X) = remainder on dividing X'k'G(X) by P(X), 
R(X) is of degree less than n 

F(X) encoded message polynomial, 
F(X) = X .kG (X) -L. R(X), 	• 

..E(X) = err' or polynomial,' 
17,(X) =•received encoded Message polynomial, 

• Lt(X) F(X) 
• 

AppENDix 
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„ d 
• iiPPEND1 X 11.1 

DATA FOR Sot  le; REPRESENTATIVE CODES 

1 
Detection . Capabilities 	 knfttx 	n—k 	. 	 P(X) 	 Reference 

i 	
, 

i 	 . 	. 
Any odd Munber of errors 	 any value 	I 	1+X ' . 	 Theorem 2 

1 	 .  

Two errors, a burst of length 4 en-  less, 88 per cent of 	11 	4 	1+X+Xl 	 llheorerns 3, 5, 6 
the bursts of length  5,94 per cent of longer bursts* 	 ‘e; 	v 

Two errors, a burst of 9 or less,,99.6 per cent of the 	502 	9 	1 +X4 -1-X 2 	 Theorems 3, 5, 6 
bursts of length 10, 99.8 per cent of longer bursts 	 - 	• . 

Two bursts of length 2 or less, any ôrld number of 	10 	5 	(1+X+2(4 )(14- X)=1+X2 	Theorems 2, 5, 6, 7 • 
errors,  a burst.of 5 or less, 93.8 per cent of the bursts 	 +X4 4-X 
of length 6, 96.9 per 'cent '0 f longer burstst 

Trio bursts of combined length 12 or less, any odd 	22495 	22 	(1 +2(2 + X")(I +X")= 1 +X 2 	Theorems 2, 5, 6, 8 
number of errors, a burst of 22 or less, 99.99996 per • 	, 	 +x0+x22 
cent of the bursts of length 23, 99.99998 per cent of 
longer bursts 	 •,.. 	 . . 	, 

• f-o 	  e 
Any combination of 6 or fewer errors, a burst of 	12- 	11 	1 4-",(2 -1- X4 +' X6 +X°A- X 1°+Xl 1 	Theorems 5, 6, and footnote 1 
length 11 °Hess, 99.9 per cent of bursts of length 12, 	 . 
99.95 per cent of longer bursts 	. 

Any combination of 7 or fewer errors, any odd num- 	992 	31 	. .1 +XX I -1-X 3 -1-X 1 °) 	 Thebrems 2, 5, 6, and foot. 
ber of errors, a burst of length 31 or less, all but 	 . 	' . 1+X+X2,$-1-X3 +..V°) 	 notes .0, 12, 18 
about 1 in 105-of longer bursts 	 . 	 1 + X2 + X3 +X°  +XI°)' • i. 	. .. 

- 

t;- 

° Note: 1 +.X+X4  belongs to e..15 and 11+4'15. 
t Note: Thts is the code used in all  examples. 

i . • 

• • 

" 	 • 
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• APPENDIX IV 

PROO.F OF THEOREM S 

. Q(X) O, that •. The error polynomial has• the form: 

E(X) = Xi1E 1 (X) 	X 1- iE2(X)1. 

• E1(X) has 'degree b i  —1 and E2(X) has degree .  b2 
The generator polynomial P(X) cannot have a factor 

X so we need Only consider the factor of E(X) in brack- 
•ets. Let 	assume E'(X) E1 (X)+XdE2(X) is 
divisible by Xe+.1, and let d 	with <c. 

Then, 
• • Et(X) =-7 E1(X) + X0 +'E2(X) 

• 
.zer: 

 

Ë1(X) + X"E2(X) 	[XeE,2(X)]- [Xe" + 1]. (1) 

Now  X' +1  contains a factor Xe-I-1 for 
• 

Xaq +  1 =  (Xt. + 1)(Kr(q---1) 	.Ve (1-2 

	

' .* • 47 X .°) 	. 
- 

Hence the . rightmOst term in (1) is divisible by Xe +1. 
E1 (X) was .assumed divisible by Xe+1 and so frdin (1), 
E1(X)+XrE2(X)' must be divisible by Xe4-1. Using this 
result, we can let 

Ei (X) + XrE2(X) = [X'.  + 1] [Q(X)] 

. EL(X) + XeE2(X) = Q(X) + XeQ(X). • 	(2) 

• We will assume that Q(X)  O.  Let the degree of 
Q(X) be h. The degree of the right-hand side of (2) is 
c+h and the degree of the left-hand side ià either b1  —1 
or r+b2 —1. Then, for (2) to .be true we must. have 
either c-l-h=bi —1 or c+11=r+b2-1. Since it N'Vati as-
sumed that c-bi-1-1)2 —1 we must have the • second 
relation. 

• • h 	r + b2  — 1. 

Again using cle1+b2— 1 we have 

+ b2  —1+ h 	r.1-62 -1 or .  bi  

From this, bi  r or-bi —1_<,r and as b 1 00, h <r. 
Applying these.  rest:Its to.  (2), WC see that both .E.1(X) 

and Q(X) are of lower degree than any of the ternis in 
-XrE2(X). •It follows then, given the assumption that 

XeQ(X). 	 (3) 

As P.2 (X) always contains an X° term, the lowest 
order term in XrE2(X)  i of  degree r. The lowest order 

	

terni in •XeQ(X) is of degree at least c but r <4. so (3)  eau 	- 
never be satisfied. Therefore, the only solution of (2) is . 
with Q(X) =  0 giVing Ei(X)+XrE2(X) 

As E1(X) always contains an X° term, - r = 0 and 
E1(X)=E2(X), Substituting in (1) gives 

Év) .•=.622(X) [Xe 4 +-1]. 

This is  the  font) of the error Polynomial if it is evenly 
divisible by Xe +1. It is• sufficient to show that this 
polynomial is not evenly divisible by ,Pi(X) - to guarantee 
that E(X) is never evenly, divisible by 'P(X) =Pi(X), 
1X'.' +11. Pi(X) is irredhcible, so to divide E'(X)=E2 (X) 
EXeq-l--1] it must divide one of the factors. For this 
special case, EI(X)= É2(X) .so .b2, and  silice both 
bursts have the  saine  length, this is the length of the 
shorter burst. It Was speCified that .Pi(X) is of degree no 
léss than., the length of • the shorter biirst séi it is Of higher 
degree than E2(X) and cannot .divide e2(x). 

It retnains to show that Pi(X) does' nôt eVenly divide 
Xeq +L . :\ lake the substitution  cq w .hei-e e is the 
exponent to which Pi(X) belongs and v <8. Now v00 
because cq is less -  than  or equal to  the  length of the 
message and the length  of the message is less than or 
equal to the least. Cm-tint -on  multiple  Of c and e. Since' 
eyi is a Multiple of c, it cannot be a multiple of e. 

4- - 1 = Xl' e+  + 1 	. • 

x.r, 4. I 	ju 4. 1 + xv(xn ,  + 1). 
• 

As was shown previously, -2.'"e+1 is divisible by 
X^-1-1. Furthermore, P I (X), by definition, divides 
X°+1; therefore, Pi(X) divides X'“ - + 1. Hnever, Xe+1 
is the lowest degree palynotnial of this form that Pi(X) 
divides, so Pi(X) does not divide Xr--7--1. As v00, we 
have shown that Pi(X) does not divide Xeq 2-1-1, corn.' 
plethig the proof. 
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